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ABSTRACT
The recent discovery of a new population of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) – the Radio Loud
Narrow Line Seyfert 1 (RL NLS1) galaxies – at g-ray energies by Fermi has prompted intense
interest among researchers, as evidence mounts that these objects may in fact compose a new class
of blazars. If RL NLS1s are indeed a new class of blazars, or at least analogous to them, then the
detection of certain blazar-like properties would be expected. These properties include significant
variability at all wavelengths across the electromagnetic spectrum and on timescales from minutes
to years, significant & variable polarization in the radio and optical regimes, significant & variable
high-energy emissions (especially in the g-ray regime), and a double-peaked structure of their
spectral energy distributions.
This dissertation seeks to characterize several of these properties for RL NLS1s as a class. These
include the degree to which these objects are polarized and the variability of this property, the
detection and characterization of these sources at g-ray energies with the Large Area Telescope
aboard the Fermi spacecraft, and the degree to which these properties are interdependent. A
photopolarimetric survey (the first of its kind for this class of objects) and g-ray monitoring
program were conducted by the author in order to obtain the data necessary for this project. The
measurements obtained via these observations are used to characterize this interesting class of
objects with respect to a sample of blazars. In general, it was found that the polarizations of
these objects fall between radio-quiet NLS1s and FSRQ-type blazars, and were most similar to
HBL-type blazars. The 7 RL NLS1s in this sample that had been detected above a Test Statistic
(TS) of 25 by Fermi/LAT were most similar to FSRQs, while 9 objects detected in the interval 9
< TS < 25 shared several properties with HBLs. Two RL NLS1s - J1443+4725 and J1644+2619
- are identified as high-confidence (TS > 25) g-ray sources for the first time, bringing the total
number of members of this class firmly detected at g-ray energies to 8. The gamma-ray spectra of
RL NLS1s are similar to FSRQs, though some have steeper spectra.
INDEXWORDS: Astronomy, Active galactic nuclei, Blazars, Microvariability, Radio-loud, Seyfert
galaxies, Gamma-rays, Polarimetry
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11 INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of active galactic nuclei (AGN) over a century ago, the astronomical commu-
nity has made great strides in understanding the nature of these powerful yet enigmatic objects.
The work of astronomers including Carl Seyfert, Maarten Schmidt, and many others, helped to
make sense of - and unify - the unique phenomena presented by these objects into one of the most
active and exciting areas of modern astrophysics. Due to the efforts of researchers over the past
several decades, we now know that the manifold permutations of the various AGN classes can be
attributed to the same kind of central engine: a supermassive black hole (SMBH) actively accreting
matter into a disk and surrounded by hot, high velocity gas in an extremely compact region. Much
of the modern research into AGN is concerned with how the differing components of an AGN are
physically related to one another, as well as how viewing angle affects the observed properties.
One of the most productive methods for understanding the nature of AGN is to utilize si-
multaneous data, both in multiple wavebands and from multiple observing sites or satellites over
a period of time - so-called multiwavelength and multisite campaigns. Since these objects can
emit radiation at all wavelengths - from radio waves to very high energy (VHE) gamma-rays -
such multiwavelength investigations use a variety of technologies and require a diverse toolbox
of analysis techniques. This work focuses on the use of time series optical polarimetry and
gamma-ray monitoring with the Fermi space telescope, as well as the use of traditional photometric
monitoring in the optical and other lower-energy wavebands.
21.1 Background and History of Active Galactic Nuclei
The observational history of AGN began with the work of Fath (1909), who was the first to discover
bright emission lines in the “spiral nebula” NGC 1068, though at the time the cause of such a
feature was not understood. Subsequent investigations by others, such as Edwin Hubble (1926),
revealed more spiral galaxies with point-like cores and peculiar emission lines. The large velocities
implied by some of these lines - on the order of 5000 km s-1 - combined with the stellar nature of
the cores, were among the first clues as to the compact and energetic nature of these objects.
In the following years a systematic study was undertaken by Carl Seyfert (1943) to understand
the nuclear emission lines in the centers of some galaxies. His work showed that the nearly
stellar cores of six galaxies possessed a variety of broadened emission lines (both permitted and
forbidden), which he attributed to Doppler shifts, and reached up to 8500 km s-1 for some objects.
The term “Seyfert galaxy” is now applied to such galaxies, with high-excitation nuclear emission
lines and Doppler-broadened line profiles (for Type 1 Seyferts) among the defining characteristics.
It was later observed that Seyfert galaxies occur predominantly in spiral-type galaxies (Adams,
1977), and are now thought to comprise roughly 1% (Huchra and Burg, 1992) to 10% (Maiolino
and Rieke, 1995) of spiral galaxies .
Shortly after Carl Seyfert’s groundbreaking work was first published, the nascent field of radio
astronomy began to make significant contributions to our knowledge of the universe, not least of
which in the area of AGN. It should be noted here that while Seyfert galaxies are indeed AGN,
most Seyferts are not radio-loud and thus the connection between radio-loud AGN and Seyferts
was not understood for some time. Following Grote Reber’s discovery of Cygnus A at radio
wavelengths (Reber, 1944), it was discovered that many galaxies emitted very strongly in the radio
regime. The following decades would see improved surveys discovering radio-loud extragalactic
sources in greater and greater numbers, some of which would be associated with optical images of
galaxies while many others seemed to be associated with star-like point sources (hence the term
quasi-stellar radio source or quasar). However, it was not until the discovery of highly redshifted
3Figure 1.1: AGN Anatomy
A schematic diagram from Urry & Padovani (1995), illustrating the unified model of AGN
activity. Note that the primary observational difference between Seyfert 1 galaxies and radio-quiet
quasars is luminosity, not viewing angle.
hydrogen Balmer lines in the spectrum of 3C 273 by Maarten Schmidt (1963) that the extragalactic
nature of these objects became clear. As a consequence, it was realized that these objects must be
extremely luminous to be so far away to appear as point sources yet bright enough to be detected
at such distances.
Eventually, it was realized that Seyfert galaxies and quasars were related classes of objects due
to similarities in their spectra, such as the presence of broad emission lines. Many subsequent
observations and surveys were performed to discover more objects with active nuclei, which
resulted in the discovery of LINERs (low ionization nuclear emitting region), radio galaxies with
prominent jets and radio lobes, and blazars. The last few decades have seen much work geared
toward providing a common model with which to explain the observed properties of this “AGN
Zoo”.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the anatomy of an AGN, as well as how viewing angle (among other
4factors, such as accretion rate) can determine what class of AGN a particular object will appear as
when observed. This model was first put forward by Antonucci (1993) and posits that virtually all
activity that we observe in AGN can ultimately be attributed to a supermassive black hole (SMBH)
residing in the center of a galaxy, with a mass ranging between 106 and 109 M . As matter accretes
onto the black hole, large amounts of energy are produced as a result of viscous heating, which
increases in intensity as the matter spirals toward the SMBH. Through processes which are still
under investigation, large quantities of this in-falling matter may be ejected in the form of two
radio-loud relativistic jets, traveling away from the black hole and perpendicular to the accretion
disk. These jets are thus responsible for our observations of radio galaxies, while AGN without jets
are observed as radio-quiet. Highly ionized gas close to the SMBH, but unattached to the accretion
disk (or the outer extensions of such disks), produces emission lines with broad Doppler shifts (the
broad line region or BLR), while slower-moving gas located farther away from the central engine
show emission lines with much narrower profiles (the narrow line region or NLR). The SMBH,
accretion disk, and BLR are surrounded by a thick, dusty region that may be torroidal in shape,
which may obscure the inner regions of the AGN if viewed from the proper perspective.
We now see how viewing angle can play such a vital role in the classification of a given AGN.
A viewing angle roughly parallel to the plane of the accretion disk will obscure the emissions of
the accretion disk and broad line region, due to the interposition of the torus. If such an object
lacks a jet, we then only observe the emissions from the NLR (no broadened spectral emission
lines), resulting in the detection of a Type 2 Seyfert galaxy (i.e. Seyfert 2). However, if the same
object were viewed from a perspective at a substantial viewing angle to the plane of the accretion
disk, we would be able to observe the emissions of the accretion disk and BLR as well as the NLR,
resulting in a Type 1 Seyfert (i.e. Seyfert 1) galaxy. Thus, the unified model readily explains many
of the different observational characteristics of the various AGN classes.
Unfortunately, current models still have difficulty accounting for the emergence of one feature
of AGN: the relativistic jet. As stated previously, the presence or lack of a jet (or jets, for galaxies
in which both are observed) determines if an AGN is classified as radio-loud or radio-quiet, respec-
5tively. Two classes of radio-loud galaxy - the broad-line radio galaxies (BLRGs) and narrow-line
radio galaxies (NLRGs) - are analogous to Seyfert 1 and Seyfert 2 galaxies, respectively. There
is little in the way of observational characteristics to separate the radio-loud classes from their
radio-quiet analogs other than the detection of radio emission, and possibly host galaxy type (as
we will discuss later).
In a similar manner, radio-loud quasars are believed to be similar to BLRGs, but with a
viewing angle that is very close to the axis of the relativistic jet. This allows for an almost
completely unobstructed view of the inner regions of the AGN, resulting in a bright, star-like
nucleus accompanied by broad-line spectral features and strong radio emission, which can easily be
seen over cosmological distances. On the other hand we have the radio-quiet quasars, whose lack
of radio emission is virtually the only characteristic which distinguishes them from their radio-loud
counterparts since the observation of broad emission lines in these objects indicates that they are
also likely viewed at small inclination angles. See Figure 1.2 for an illustration for the spectral
differences (or lack thereof) between different classes of AGN.
A special class of quasar occurs when the viewing angle is parallel, or very nearly so, to the axis
of the jet. This special orientation results in what is known as a blazar. This class of object possess
several interesting properties, among which are radio-loudness, strong and variable polarization
in the radio & optical, and rapid & high-amplitude variability across the entire electromagnetic
spectrum. These objects are also observed to be hosted almost exclusively in elliptical galaxies.
They are divided into two classes - the optically violent variables (OVV) and BL Lacertae (BL
Lac) type objects. OVV objects are often referred to as flat spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs) and
possess strong emission and absorption lines, while BL Lac objects are characterized as being
nearly or totally devoid of spectral lines of any type. Note that FSRQs are often categorized with
another class of blazars: the low-frequency peaked BL Lac objects, or LBLs. Both FSRQs and BL
Lacs fall well within the radio-loud category, though OVV objects are thought to be intrinsically
stronger radio emitters (Peterson, 1997; Kembhavi and Narlikar, 1999). Blazars are also very
prolific producers of high-energy gamma-rays and are by far the most common producers of such
6Figure 1.2: Blazar spectra
A sample of spectra for different varieties of AGN. Note the similarities between Seyfert 1 & 2
galaxies vs. BLRG and NLRG galaxies, respectively. Taken from Bill Keel’s website at
http://www/astr/ua/edu/keel/agn
emissions in the gamma-ray sky, as seen by instruments such as the Fermi gamma-ray space
observatory.
1.2 The Observational Properties of Blazars
This dissertation will explore the nature of an emerging class of objects which many (e.g. Abdo
et al., 2011a, D’Ammando et al., 2012, Foschini et al., 2011) are now calling a new subclass of
blazar: the radio-loud narrow line Seyfert 1 (RL NLS1) galaxies. In this section I will discuss sev-
eral of the observational characteristics of blazars, with special attention paid to optical variability,
optical polarimetry, and gamma-ray emissions. This will lead into a discussion of the properties of
RL NLSy1 galaxies, and why they are now a relatively new and active topic of AGN research.
71.2.1 Multiwavelength Variability
No investigation of blazars or discussion of their properties would be complete without giving
due consideration to the property of variability. Since blazars are variable across the entire elec-
tromagnetic spectrum, monitoring the activity of blazars across multiple passbands is crucial to
understanding the physics that govern the emissions that we observe in any one band. Figure 1.3
shows a lightcurve for the blazar 3C 454.3, illustrating the degree to which blazars are variable
over a wide range of flux levels and time scales. For example, this object was observed to be in
low average flux state from 1999 to 2000, at around R = 16 with relatively little deviation from
that value. However, in mid-2001, 3C 454.3 underwent a major flaring event, displaying several
dramatic (DR > 1 magnitude) brightening and dimming events in a single observing season.
The behavior displayed in Figure 1.3 is representative of blazars as a whole. Characterization
of this behavior is perhaps best accomplished by describing three of the phenomena we observe
most often: dramatic and sudden flaring, variability over multiple timescales, and simultaneous
activity (or lack of activity) in multiple passbands. The best way to illustrate these phenomena and
describe their importance is with some examples, which follow.
We refer back to Figure 1.3 for an example of sudden flaring. The relatively low-activity
period observed for 3C 454.3 was in effect for at least 4 years prior to the dramatic flare in
2001, after which the object generally remained in an elevated state compared to pre-2001 average
levels. It is also interesting to note that there was no indication of the imminence of the flare in
the observing season prior to 2001. Many blazars share this pattern of periods of “dormancy”
followed by dramatic outbursts of activity, with the less-active phases lasting months, years, or
even decades. This phenomenon underscores the necessity of dedicated, long-term monitoring
programs for studying blazars, especially in light of the fact that flaring periods for blazars have so
far proven nearly impossible to predict.
An example of microvariability is shown in Figure 1.4, this time for the object PMN J0948+0022,
one of the objects discussed in detail later in this manuscript. Here we see the object vary in
brightness by more than 0.8 magnitudes in R in only a few hours, with a great deal of well-defined
8Figure 1.3: Sample blazar lightcurve
Sample lightcurve for the blazar 3C 454.3 obtained by Fuhrmann et al. (2006)
activity throughout the night. Microvariability occurs on timescales of hours to minutes, and
usually involves brightness changes of less than one magnitude. This activity gives insight into the
size of the region that emitted this light as well as the physical processes that govern said region.
Obtaining data of this kind also requires a dedicated monitoring program, since virtually no blazar
exhibits microvariability for every observation. The activity levels in the previously-mentioned
figure are more rare still, requiring many nights of observations over several observing runs to
detect for even the most active objects.
Finally, multiwavelength activity, or flux variations across multiple bands, is another important
diagnostic tool for understanding blazars. Many campaigns have been organized to monitor in-
dividual blazars simultaneously, using different observing sites, different instruments, and across
wavelengths from radio to gamma-rays. Figure 1.5 shows simultaneous observations of the RL
NLSy1 object QSO J0849+0022 in the radio, optical R-band, and gamma-ray regimes. In this
example, a sudden increase in the gamma-ray flux roughly coincides in time with a brightening in
9Figure 1.4: Optical lightcurve of J0948+0022
Sample lightcurve for PMN J0948+0022 - data obtained by the author and presented in Eggen
et al. (2013). Arrows indicate the highest and lowest flux values observed during the night.
the optical, a gradual brightening in the radio, and an increase in the optical degree of polarization,
all of which remain elevated during the next observing run one month later. However, shortly after
optical monitoring ended for that observing season, the gamma-ray flux dropped to undetectable
levels while the radio flux kept increasing until it peaked several weeks after the gamma-ray flare
had ended. Indeed, multiwavelength investigations can often yield very interesting results, since
they can put single-band data in a new context.
1.2.2 Polarimetric Properties
When we observe a blazar, we are looking down the throat of a relativistic jet of plasma oriented
very close to the line of sight of the observer. This jet is believed to be collimated by a helical
magnetic field, thought to arise from the differential rotation of material in the accretion disk
as it spirals into the SMBH. This theory is supported, in part, by observations of radio galaxies
with jets such as Cygnus A, some of which possess extremely small opening angles. Since the
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Figure 1.5: Multiwavelength lightcurve of J0849+5108
MW lightcurve for QSO J0849+5108, presented in Maune et al. (2013). From top to bottom the
panels are OVRO radio observations, R-magnitude flux, R-magnitude polarimetric properties, and
gamma-rays.
radiation we observe comes from a region dominated by a strong, highly-ordered magnetic field,
we expect these emissions to exhibit strong linear polarization due to synchrotron processes. This
is indeed the case for blazars, which can be polarized up to 30% or more in the radio thru UV
(Tinbergen, 1996). Furthermore, the polarized emission, both in terms of percent polarization
(P) and the electric vector position angle (EVPA) are time-dependent. Consider the observations
of PKS 1510-089 presented in Figure 1.6. This data shows flaring activity in the optical flux
accompanied by similar spikes in P. The EVPA measurements show a rotation of roughly 800
degrees leading up to the large outburst in optical flux and concurrent spike in P (over 30%). This
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Figure 1.6: PKS 1510-089 flare
The blazar PKS 1510-089 undergoing a flare with associated optical polarimetric activity. Taken
from Marscher et al. (2010)
is taken as strong evidence of a blob of emitting material traveling down the jet and rotating as
it follows the magnetic field lines, culminating in an optical flare as the blob passes through a
standing shock. A graphical interpretation of this process in provided in Figure 1.7.
The above example helps illustrate the necessity of incorporating polarimetric observations
in blazar studies. Changes in polarimetric properties can be associated with the emergence of
flares, new blobs being ejected from the central engine, or can simply result from different blobs
with different polarimetric properties flaring at different times, resulting in polarimetric values
that are more difficult to interpret. Additionally, polarimetric values are often closely mirrored
in lower-energy passbands, such as between the radio and optical regimes, which has important
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Figure 1.7: BL Lac emission model
Detailed model of the emission from BL Lac, showing the path of an emitting “blob” of material
moving down the helical magnetic field (Marscher et al., 2008). RS is the Scwarzchild Radius of
SMBH.
implications for the work presented in this dissertation. The above example also shows the utility
of combining polarimetry with dedicated, long-term, and high-cadence observing campaigns to
gain deep physical insight into the emission mechanisms of these objects.
While polarimetry has been shown to be invaluable for the study of blazars, it also poses
unique challenges. The process of obtaining a single polarimetric data point - which will be
expanded upon in Chapters 2 & 3 - is much more time-consuming than when performing standard
photometry. This is due to both the additional loss of throughput imposed by the polaroid as
well as the necessity of taking several exposures for the reduction of one viable polarimetric
measurement. Because of these limitations, faint sources are especially time-consuming to observe
polarimetrically, which may contribute to such sources being under-observed. Finally, polarimeters
are relatively uncommon instruments even at major national observatories, which further hinders
the acquisition of this data by the astronomical community.
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1.2.3 Gamma-Ray Properties
The first discovery of gamma-rays being emitted by a blazar occurred in 1991, following ob-
servations of the blazar 3C 279 by the EGRET experiment aboard the Compton Gamma-Ray
Observatory (Hartman et al., 1992). Since that time, blazars have proved to be the most luminous
and most common non-transient emitters of gamma-rays (GeV and TeV energies) in the visible
universe. Since its launch in 2008 the Large Area Telescope (LAT) aboard the Fermi spacecraft
(successor to the EGRET instrument), has been observing the gamma-ray sky in the energy range
of 20 MeV to over 300 GeV and has discovered approximately 1,300 distinct gamma-ray sources.
Most of these (84%) have been shown to be AGN, the vast majority of which are blazars (Nolan
et al., 2012). Their distribution on the sky is isotropic, as can be seen in Figure 1.8, though
observations in or near the galactic plane are more difficult due to absorption of their emissions
by galactic material and a higher incidence of gamma-ray sources along the line of sight, such as
supernova remnants and pulsars.
As is true in all other wavebands, blazars are highly variable at gamma-ray energies. The
gamma-ray flux states of these objects can vary up to an order of magnitude or more, and on
timescales from months to minutes. Increases or decreases in flux by a factor of two can occur
in as shart a time as a few hours (e.g. Abdo et al. 2011a, Ackermann et al. 2010). During flaring
events, blazars have also been known to exhibit variations in their gamma-ray spectra, including
the energy at which their emission peaks. Additionally, correlations have been observed between
gamma-ray flux variations and flux variations at lower-energy bands, such as in the optical and
radio. Subsequent sections will expand on these last two topics.
The observation of phenomena such as strong gamma-ray emission and rapid flux variations
lead to a more fundamental question: what process(es) give rise to these gamma-rays? The most
widely-accepted theory currently posits that the observed gamma-rays arise due to the inverse-
Compton (IC) effect (Maraschi et al., 1992), which involves relativistic charged particles within
the jet up-scattering ambient lower-energy photons to gamma-ray energies. The IC luminosity is
itself proportional to the number densities of both charged particles and seed photons. This implies
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Figure 1.8: Distribution of Fermi/LAT sources
The one-year Fermi/LAT catalog of 1400 sources. Note the ubiquity of blazars (green X’s).
Image credit: http://www-glast.stanford.edu/pictures.html
that we should observe correlated flux variations in both the gamma-ray emissions as well as the
source of gamma-ray seed photons. Indeed, such correlated behavior is widely observed in blazars,
notably between the gamma-ray and optical bands (Hovatta et al., 2014). Since the optical photons
are thought to originate via the synchrotron process as stated previously, the process by which
(most of) the gamma-rays are created in blazar jets is thought to be the synchrotron self-Compton
(SSC) mechanism. Once again, we see the utility of multi-wavelength approaches to the study of
these objects, so that we can elucidate the nature of their emission processes.
While the investigation of the gamma-ray properties of blazars has been shown to be crucial
to our understanding of these objects, obtaining the necessary data can be challenging. Firstly,
gamma-ray emission from blazars normally peaks in the MeV to several-hundred GeV energy
range, to which the Earth’s atmosphere is opaque. Secondly, instruments capable of efficiently
detecting gamma-rays and determining their energy and point-of-origin are difficult to construct.
Finally, to properly characterize the high-energy behavior of these objects, observations must
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be taken at a variety of cadences over several years. The large sample size of objects under
investigation in this work compound these difficulties. Fortunately, the Large Area Telescope
(LAT) aboard the Fermi spacecraft is well-suited to address these issues. Since its launch in 2008,
the instrument has spent the vast majority of its mission in all-sky monitoring mode, allowing for
the continuous monitoring of any source of sufficient gamma-ray brightness. Fermi/LAT was also
the first instrument to detect RL NLS1 galaxies at gamma-ray wavelengths, and was thus largely
responsible for spurring interest in these objects as a potential new subclass of blazar.
1.2.4 Spectral Energy Distributions
So far the discussion of observational blazar properties has focused on the behavior observed in
specific bands. However, since blazars emit at all wavelengths from radio to gamma-rays, a proper
understanding of their behavior and governing physics in any one passband can only be achieved by
observing the behavior in all other passbands. For this reason, it is especially useful to construct
Spectral Energy Distributions (SEDs) when studying blazars. A well-sampled blazar SED will
incorporate data from the radio, infrared, optical/UV, x-ray, and gamma-ray regimes, as well as
more narrowly-defined bandpasses within those regimes. Figure 1.9 displays the SEDs of several
blazars.
Close inspection of the SEDs in Figure 1.9 reveals that the emissions of these objects are
non-thermal in nature and bear a distinct double-peaked profile. Indeed, the double-peaked profile
of the SED is a characteristic of all blazars. The lower-energy peak spans from the radio through
the x-ray regime, with the peak normally located in the infrared to extreme ultraviolet frequency
space. This structure is known as the synchrotron peak since, as stated previously, the emission
is due to synchrotron emission caused by energetic charged particles in the jet interacting with
the strong and highly-ordered magnetic field that collimates and accelerates the jet material. The
higher-energy peak spans from the x-ray regime into the gamma-rays regime, with a peak anywhere
from the hard x-rays to high energy (MeV to GeV) or even very high energy (TeV) gamma-rays.
This structure is known as the inverse-Compton peak, since the primary mode of production of
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Figure 1.9: Example blazar SEDs
Example Spectral Energy Distributions of several blazars (Böttcher et al., 2013), all of which are
the BL Lac type. Note the double-peaked and variable nature of the emissions.
these photons is due to Compton up-scattering of lower-energy photons, as stated previously.
Referring back to Figure 1.9, it is apparent that even though the double-peaked profile is a
fundamental characteristic of blazars, there exists a great deal of morphological variability between
the SEDs of individual objects. Naturally, this has led to several classification schemes for blazars,
based in large part on the shapes/slopes of different regions of the SEDs as well as the frequencies at
which each of the two broad peaks are located. The first classification scheme divides blazars into
two main groups: flat-spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs: also often called optically violent variables
or OVVs) and BL Lac type objects. The former group is characterized by strong emission and
highly-polarized continuum, and a flat (zero-slope) radio continuum, while BL Lac objects (named
after the class prototype BL Lacertae) possess only weak, if any, spectral features of any sort.
BL Lac objects can be further sub-divided into two more groups: the “Low-frequency peaked BL
Lacs”’ (LBL) and “High-frequency peaked BL Lacs” (HBL), depending on the location of the syn-
chrotron peak (Padovani and Giommi, 1995). Generally speaking, the synchrotron peaks of LBLs
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Figure 1.10: The different blazar classes
Schematic representation of the different blazar classes: HBLs vs. LBLs (Padovani and Giommi,
1995).
occur at sub-millimeter to IR wavelengths, while their IC peaks occur at GeV energies. Meanwhile,
HBLs have synchrotron peaks in the UV to x-ray regimes, with IC peaks at TeV energies. There
also exists some overlap between these classifications (such as the intermediate-peaked blazars),
so it is not yet clear if these classification schemes describe fundamentally different objects, or if
they represent bounds of a mostly continuos distribution of spectral shapes.
In addition to classification, constructing blazar SEDs can provide insight into correlated be-
havior between different passbands, especially when contemporaneous multiwavelength data is
available. An example of this is shown in Figure 1.11, which depicts two SEDs made for the same
blazar - 3C 279 - during markedly different activity states. This example illustrates several common
features of blazars following flaring events. First, flaring in one passband is accompanied by flaring
in other bands. Secondly, the degree of relative variability between the different bands is greater
for the high-energy bands (gamma-rays) than for lower-energy bands such as UV/optical, and is
virtually imperceptible in the radio regime. Thirdly, the general shape of the SED varied radically
during the flare, with a shift towards higher energies in both peaks and localized changes in slope,
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Figure 1.11: Time-variable SED of 3C 279
Spectral energy distributions for the blazar 3C 279, presented in Hartman et al. (2001). The data
were taken 18 months apart: mid-late June 1991 (top, red) and Dec 1992 - Jan 1993 (bottom,
blue). Of special interest is the greater than order-of-magnitude change in the gamma-ray flux
state, accompanied by virtually no change in the radio regime. Solid lines are model fits to the
data points.
such as a shift toward bluer colors in the UV/optical part of the spectrum. An important caveat
is that in order to construct a useful SED one must obtain data from as many bands as possible,
taken as close to concurrently as possible. This can prove difficult when, for example, the target
of interest is close to the Sun (preventing IR/optical/UV monitoring) or when trying to coordinate
with space-based observatories to get higher-energy (x-ray and/or gamma-ray) data. Fortunately,
useful multiwavelength studies are still feasible in such cases, even though construction of a full
SED may not be possible.
As previously stated, construction of full SEDs requires near-simultaneous monitoring of a
source over a large number of passbands. This in turn necessitates the employment of a diverse
group of facilities, instruments, and researchers with the relevant expertise. However, by applying
what is already known concerning how observables in specific bands are related to each other, one
can choose a smaller number of bands in which to focus investigative efforts, in order to maximize
scientific returns.
The two primary sources of data employed in this work are optical photopolarimetry and
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Figure 1.12: Gamma-ray & photopolarimetric variability of 3C 454.3
Multiwavelength data on the blazar 3C 454.3 obtained by Jorstad et al. (2013), consisting of
gamma-ray data from Fermi/LAT, optical data, and optical polarimetry (P and EVPA).
the gamma-ray data from the LAT onboard Fermi. There are two reasons why these seemingly
disparate methods were chosen. First, polarimetric values observed in the radio regime are often
mirrored in the optical, especially during significant flaring events. Second, optical flux variations
are often related to gamma-ray flux variations, such as during correlated flaring events or via
similar variability timescales. Note in both cases the simultaneous activity found in more than
two observing regimes, which helps to ensure that the observed behaviours in all regimes are
indeed physically associated. This means that optical photopolarimetry can be leveraged to connect
behavior in the lowest energy bands (radio) to those of the highest bands (gamma-rays), thereby
effectively sampling activity along the breadth of a blazar’s SED without necessarily employing
large multi-wavelength campaigns. An example of such a dataset is shown in Figure 1.12. The
data displayed in that figure (gamma-rays and optical photopolarimetry) are similar to the majority
of the data presented in this dissertation, though the data collected by Jorstad et al. were obtained
at a much higher cadence.
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1.3 Models of Emission Mechanisms
Now that we have become familiar with the observational properties of blazars, the discussion can
progress to an overview of some of the models that have been posited to explain how the observed
radiation and variability are produced. In Section 1.1.1 we discussed the AGN unification model,
which explains the different classes of AGN we observe as resulting from different orientations
of the same basic central engine to the observer’s line of sight. However, to explain the observed
properties of blazars we must understand how the different components of the central engine, such
as the accretion disk and relativistic jet, work together to create the observed properties.
Referring back to our discussion of SEDs in Section 1.2.4, we recall that the emissions from
radio to UV wavelengths comprise what is called the Synchrotron Peak. The name of this feature
comes from the near certainty that the radiation produced therein results from the spiraling of elec-
trons around the magnetic field lines of the jet. The primary evidence for this is the measurement of
significant polarization in all of the bands in the synchrotron “hump”, as well as an often significant
correlation between the polarimetric properties between these bands.
The second, higher-energy peak in blazar SEDs is known as the inverse Compton peak, due
to (most likely) high-energy charged particles up-scattering photons to x-ray and gamma-ray en-
ergies. However, the physics and conditions governing the emissions in this part of the SED are
less clear. For example, there remains some controversy concerning the origin of the seed photons
for the process. The current leading theory is that the seed photons come from the aforementioned
synchrotron process, giving rise to the so-called synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) model (Marscher
and Travis, 1996). However, external sources for these photons cannot be ruled out, such as the
accretion disk, accretion corona (hot gas above/below the plane of the disk), torroidal region, or
broad-line clouds (Hartman et al., 1996). The nature of the energetic particles responsible for
up-scattering the seed photons is also an open question. Currently, leptonic models (dominated by
electrons & positrons) are most often used to explain the emissions, though hadronic models which
incorporate protons in the relativistic jet flow have had some success in explaining the gamma-ray
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Figure 1.13: Model of a Quasar
Scale diagram illustrating the spatial relationship between different parts of a blazar. From the
Boston University blazar research group’s webpage at http://www.bu.edu/blazars/research.html
emission of some blazars, particularly those emitting at TeV energies (e.g. Böttcher et al., 2013).
Though some interesting and important questions concerning their details still remain to be
answered, the synchrotron emission and inverse Compton models sufficiently explain the origin
of the radio to gamma-ray emission. Even so, we are still without an explanation for the extreme
variability exhibited by blazars. While many theoretical scenarios have been proposed to explain
these observations, the most widely accepted theory posits a shock propagating down the jet as
the preferred mechanism (Marscher et al., 2010). The general workings of this model will now be
discussed, along with supporting observational results.
We’ll begin with a general overview of the process of generating a shock and propagating it
down the relativistic jet. The reader is encouraged to refer to Figure 1.13 to get a sense of the spatial
relationship between the different components of an AGN with a relativistic jet. The process starts
with an instability in the accretion disk. The instability leads to a collapse of the inner disk, causing
the matter therein to fall towards the event horizon of the SMBH. Some of this matter will pass
beyond the event horizon, while some is incorporated into the relativistic jet. This sudden influx of
material accelerates down the jet as a shock, spiraling along the lines of the helical magnetic field
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in what is known as the acceleration and collimation zone (ACZ). The magnetic field lines in this
part of the jet are tightly wound due to their origin in the rotating accretion disk and act as a sort of
nozzle for the material streaming down the jet. As the shock passes into and out of the observers
line of sight due to its spiral path, the observer will note alternating increases and decreases of
the broadband flux due to relativistic beaming (Rosen, 1990). Eventually, the moving shock will
encounter a standing shock at the radio core (as seen by long baseline radio interferometry), where
the moving shock will undergo another outburst of emission before dispersing and continuing its
propagation down the jet. It can be deduced from Figure 1.13 that the moving shock should trigger
broadband flares at different times in different bands as it travels down the jet, with the relative
timing of each flare governed by the relative distance between the part of the jet most associated
with that particular waveband. Figure 1.14 illustrates how large flares in blazars often manifest
across different, widely separated bandpasses. Additionally, the timescales of flares (i.e. how long
it takes to increase/decrease flux by a significant degree), can yield information about the size of
the region emitting that radiation.
With this illustration of the shock-in-jet model in mind, we can now explore some of the
supporting evidence for it, starting with the collapse of the inner accretion disk and emergence
of the shock. Observations of galactic x-ray binaries (GXRBs), sometimes called “microquasars”,
occasionally reveal marked decreases in their x-ray flux shortly before emitting a new radio blob in
their jets (Mirabel and Rodríguez, 1998). Since most of the x-ray flux in these systems is thought
to come from the inner part of the accretion disk near a neutron star or black hole, it is thought
that the dip in x-ray flux is the result of a disruption in that part of the disk. This leads to a sudden
consumption of much of the involved disk material by the SMBH, while some is ejected from the
system as a new radio blob along the jet (Belloni, 2001).
In order to link this behavior to the central engines of AGN and the SMBHs within them, the
galaxy 3C 120 was selected for an intense multiwavelength campaign. This galaxy was chosen
for it similarities to GXRB systems, specifically in its x-ray spectrum and x-ray variability: hard
and soft x-rays were believed to originate from the hot accretion disk corona and inner accretion
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Figure 1.14: Multiwavelength variability: gamma-rays to radio
Multiwavelength data from a recent study by Jorstad et al. (2013) revealing correlated flares in the
(from top to bottom) gamma-ray, x-ray, UV, optical, and radio regimes.
disk, respectively - much like a Seyfert galaxy. However, unlike most Seyfert galaxies, 3C 120
was known to possess a radio jet. With the use of long baseline radio interferometry and RXTE
monitoring, Marscher et al. (2002) were able to discern that over a 3-year period 3C 120 displayed
the same reduction in x-ray flux which preceded the ejection of a radio blob (as seen in GXRB
systems) along 3C 120’s jet, thus providing a hard link between activity in the accretion disk and
the relativistic jet in an AGN.
In order to explore the production of broadband variability, we refer to the data presented
in Figure 1.15, presented by Marscher et al. (2008). The optical data shows two distinct flares
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Figure 1.15: Correlated broadband variability and polarimetric changes
Multiwavelength and polarimetry data showing simultaneous flaring across multiple bandpasses,
with the polarimetry revealing the rotation of shock as it travels down the jet in the object PKS
1510-089 (Marscher et al., 2008). The right-hand side of the figure is a zoomed-in version of the
region of interest indicated by the dotted lines in the left-hand side of the figure.
(between the vertical dotted lines), which correspond to 1) a shock in the inner jet orienting itself
to the observer’s line of sight, and 2) the same shock emitting a burst of radiation as it passes
through a standing shock at the radio core. Since the region of jet closer the the SMBH is opaque
to radio wavelengths we only see the second flare in that band, as the traveling shock leaves the
ACZ. Additionally, a clear rotation in EVPA is seen during the first flare (Figure 1.15, right side,
second panel from bottom), which is clear evidence of the shock following a spiral path while in
the inner jet, due to the helical magnetic field lines.
1.4 Radio-Loud Narrow Line Seyfert 1 Galaxies as a New Class of Blazar
Recently, several members of a sub-class of active galactic nuclei have been observed with prop-
erties that would have previously been divided among Seyfert galaxies, broad-line radio galaxies,
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and blazars. These objects, the radio-loud narrow-line type-1 Seyferts (RL NLS1), possess the
standard identifying properties of a narrow-line Seyfert 1 (NLS1; Osterbrock and Pogge, 1985;
Kellermann et al., 1989): strong optical emission of Fe II, relatively weak emission from forbidden
lines (i.e., [O III]/Hb < 3), and (the traditional definition) FWHM(Hb)  2000 km s−1 (Goodrich,
1989). However, the property of radio loudness (R   10, where R = f5.0 GHz /f4400 Å ) (Kellermann
et al., 1989) is markedly rare in galaxies of this type, occurring in <7% of such systems (Komossa
et al., 2006), similar to the 5% to 10% of “normal”, or broad-line, Seyfert 1s (Peterson, 1997).
Very radio-loud (R > 100) RL NLS1 are more rare still, comprising less than 2.5% of these
objects (Komossa et al., 2006). High brightness temperatures ( 1013 K), radio loudness (Zhou
et al., 2003), and strong/rapid variability are, however, properties of blazars. The emission of
gamma-rays as the result of relativistic beaming from a jet oriented along the line of sight of the
observer is another important observational characteristic of blazars, but until the launch of Fermi
this phenomenon had only been observed for blazars and a few radio galaxies. Additionally, both
blazars and radio galaxies have been observed to manifest almost exclusively in giant elliptical
galaxies, with few exceptions (McHardy et al., 1994), while RLNLS1s manifest almost exclusively
in spiral-type systems and are believed to harbor much lower-mass SMBHs (106 - 108 M ) based
on the widths of their broad emission lines than traditional blazars (D’Ammando et al., 2013a).
The first detection of a RL NLS1 at gamma-ray energies occurred after the launch of the Fermi
spacecraft in 2008. The improved sensitivity and point spread function of the Large Area Telescope
aboard Fermi allowed, for the first time, the detection of several RL NLS1 galaxies at gamma-ray
wavelengths. This discovery served as very strong evidence that at least some RL NLS1s possessed
relativistic jets oriented close the the observer’s line of sight, and hence should be members of the
blazar sequence. This has opened up new avenues of research into our understanding of AGN
generally and blazars specifically by expanding the parameter space of key variables describing
these objects, such as the mass of the SMBH powering the central engine and what effect the
properties of their host galaxies may (or may not) have on their evolution. In order to answer such
questions, one must first characterize the RL NLS1s in the context of blazars. This will entail the
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establishment of baseline values for gamma-ray detectability, detection of significant and variable
polarization, and broadband variability from the radio through gamma-ray regimes. Table 1.1 lists
the objects which I have been monitoring over the course of my graduate studies, in an attempt to
characterize their optical (R-band) linear polarimetric and gamma-ray properties.
1.5 Synopsis of Dissertation
This dissertation incorporates optical photometry & photopolarimetry along with gamma-ray data
from the Fermi/LAT instrument in order to conduct a survey of these properties for a sample of RL
NLS1 galaxies. This sample was derived from lists of RL NLS1s presented in Yuan et al. (2008),
Komossa et al. (2006), Whalen et al. (2006), and Calderone et al. (2012). The determination of
the NLS1 natures of these objects was accomplished primarily via the use of SDSS spectroscopy,
while the radio-loudness was determined by using data from radio surveys, such as the FIRST
survey (Becker et al., 1995). The specific objects chosen for this study were selected based on
thier location on the sky (between -30º < Dec. < 60º, due to hardware limits for the telescopes
at Lowell Observatory) and optical brightness in the R-band (i.e. brighter than R ⇡ 20, which is
close to the effective magnitude limit of the 72-inch Perkins telescope). The majority, if not all, of
the activity in the regimes mentioned above for blazars is believed to originate in relativistic jets
oriented close to the line of sight of the observer. By selecting these observational regimes, this
work proposes to both survey these properties for a sample of RL NLS1 objects and to interpret
the results in light of the physical mechanisms governing relativistic jets, as described above. The
purpose of such a survey will be, ultimately, to characterize the RL NLS1 galaxies in the context
of key blazar properties.
Chapter 2 will discuss the acquisition and data reduction methods for the photopolarimetric
and gamma-ray data presented in this work. Chapter 3 will discuss the observations made of each
target. Chapter 4 will detail the results obtained for each target, including all photopolarimetric
results as well as their gamma-ray properties. Finally, these results will be interpreted in light of
our current understanding of general blazar properties in Chapter 5.
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Table 1.1: The Radio-Loud Narrow Line Seyfert 1 Sample
Columns are: 1) Object name, 2) Right Ascension, 3) Declination, 4) redshift, and 5)
radio-loudness
Object ID R.A. Dec. z log(R)
J0100-0200 01:00:32.22 -02:00:46.00 0.227 1.77
IRAS 01506+2554 01:53:28.262 26:09:39.232 0.326 1.40
1H 0323+342 03:24:41.16 34:10:45.86 0.063 2.50
J0706+3901 07:06:25.12 39:01:51.55 0.086 1.21
J0723+5054 07:23:02.33 50:54:48.00 0.203 1.29
J0744+5149 07:44:02.28 51:49:17.50 0.460 1.62
J0804+3853 08:04:09.240 38:53:48.829 0.211 1.18
J0849+5108 08:49:57.977 51:08:29.023 0.583 3.16
IRAS 09426+1926 09:45:29.22 19:15:48.70 0.284 1.56
PMN J0948+0022 09:48:57.317 00:22:25.511 0.584 2.93
J0956+2515 09:56:49.874 25:15:16.196 0.712 3.56
J1038+4227 10:38:59.582 42:27:42.213 0.220 1.30
J1047+4725 10:47:32.688 47:25:32.010 0.800 4.09
J1102+2239 11:02:23.383 22:39:20.686 0.453 1.28
J1140+4622 11:40:47.897 46:22:04.791 0.115 1.36
J1146+3236 11:46:54.289 32:36:52.384 0.465 2.19
J1227+3214 12:27:49.14 32:14:59.00 0.137 2.16
J1246+0238 12:46:50.20 02:40:16.00 0.091 2.38
J1333+4141 13:33:45.469 41:41:27.656 0.225 1.06
J1358+2658 13:58 45.371 26:58:08.483 0.330 1.11
J1405+2657 14:05:04.803 26:57:27.539 0.713 1.09
J1421+2824 14:21:14.057 28:24:52.899 0.538 2.14
J1435+3132 14:35:09.502 31:31:47.971 0.502 2.98
J1443+4725 14:43:18.558 47:25:56.663 0.703 3.03
PKS 1502+036 15:05:06.477 03:26:30.796 0.411 3.53
RX 16290+4007 16:29:01.306 40:07:59.941 0.272 1.61
J1633+4718 16:33:23.57 47:18:58.83 0.116 2.19
J1644+2619 16:44:42.534 26:19:13.305 0.145 2.73
B3 1702+457 17:03:30.41 45:40:47.08 0.061 2.01
J1709+2348 17:09:07.810 23:48:37.760 0.254 1.06
J1713+3523 17:13:04.462 35:23:33.646 0.083 1.05
IRAS 20181-2244 20:21:04.064 -22:35:25.775 0.185 1.57
J2314+2243 23:14:55.89 22:43:22.69 0.169 1.25
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2 DATA ACQUISITION & REDUCTION
In order to acquire the data necessary to study the optical polarization and gamma-ray prop-
erties of Radio-Loud Narrow Line Seyfert 1 galaxies, one must employ a wide variety of instru-
ments, facilities, and observers. The data presented herein were collected by members of the
Program in Extragalactic Astronomy (PEGA) group (primarily by the author and fellow group
members Jeremy D. Maune and Clay Turner ) over the course of the last four years from several
ground-based telescopes at both the Cerro Tollolo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) and Lowell
Observatory, as well as the Fermi Gamma-Ray Observatory in Earth orbit. This chapter will
describe the data acquisition and reduction processes for the data types used in this dissertation.
2.1 Data Sources
There are two observing regimes which are the focus of the observational efforts in this work.
The first of these is the optical regime, specifically the R-band. The R-band was chosen for its
decreased sensitivity to zenith distance, the greater sensitivity of CCD imagers in this band versus
other optical bands, and fact that most historic observations of blazars by the PEGA group have
been performed in the R-band. The data from this band was obtained at a number of ground-based
observatories and were utilized for both photometric and polarimetric monitoring. The second data
type was gamma-ray data from the Large Area Telescope (LAT) onboard the Fermi spacecraft. This
data was automatically collected by the spacecraft as part of its ongoing mission. The acquisition
of this data from the mission archive and the implementation of reduction and analysis steps were
performed by the author.
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2.1.1 Data from Lowell Observatory
The majority of the optical monitoring data, as well as all of the photopolarimetry data, was
obtained from telescopes operated by Lowell Observatory and located at Anderson Mesa outside
of Flagstaff, Arizona. For many years, the PEGA group has been very fortunate to receive time
from Lowell Observatory for its blazar monitoring program, and in recent years for our RL NLS1
program. Observing runs at Lowell have occurred almost monthly over the past ~4 years, nearly
half of which were conducted solely by the author and the other half by Maune, with several
contributions by Turner. Observations were carried out almost exclusively in dark time due to the
faintness of our object sample. The telescopes used in this endeavor were the 72” (1.83m) Perkins,
the 42” (1.04m) Hall, and the 31” (0.79m) NURO telescopes. Table 2.1 summarizes many of the
relevant characteristics of these telescopes and the instrument packages with which they were used.
Table 2.1: Telescope and CCD Characteristics
Telescope Detector Field of View Platescale Binning
NURO - 0.79m NASAcam 2048x2048 15.6’x15.6’ 0.456”/pix 2x2
Hall - 1.04m Nasa42 4000x4000 22’x22’ 0.740”/pix 2x2
Perkins - 1.83m PRISM 2048x2048 13.6’x13.6’ 0.786”/pix 2x2
... PRISM 2048x2048 13.6’x13.6’ 0.393”/pix 1x1
SMARTS 1.3m ANDICAM 1024x1024 6.0’x6.0’ 0.369”/pix 2x2
Each of these three telescopes filled a particular niche in our observing program. The 72”
was responsible for obtaining all of the optical polarimetry data in this dissertation, as it was the
only telescope equipped with a polarimeter. Also, as the instrument with the largest aperture,
the 72” was used for photometric monitoring of our faintest targets. The 42” was used for high
time resolution (microvariability) monitoring of the bulk of the RL NLS1s on our target list, its
moderate aperture perfectly suited to this task. Finally, the 31” was used to obtain microvariability
on the brightest targets in the RL NLS1 sample, as well as many of the northerly blazars monitored
by the PEGA group. The 31” also has the ability to be operated robotically via the submission of
scheduling scripts which were compiled and submitted by the author. This greatly extended our
ability to monitor these sources since it negated the need for travel during times of sub-optimal
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weather or lunar phase, and relieved the need for two observers to travel when the PEGA group
was granted simultaneous time on the 31” and another Lowell telescope.
Table 2.2 lists the usage statistics for the telescopes with which the optical photometric and
polarimetric data for this project were obtained. The discrepancy between the number of nights
allocated versus the number of nights used is primarily due to the influence of bad weather and, to
a much lesser extent, mechanical issues with the instruments.
Table 2.2: Telescope Usage
Telescope Nights Used Nights Allocated # Observations
NURO - 0.79m 80 169 3903
Hall - 1.04m 73 91 3923
Perkins - 1.83m 70 151 4260
SMARTS 1.3m 130 – 158
Total 282 12244
2.1.2 Data from the SMARTS Consortium
Additional optical photometric observations have been obtained thru the queued service observing
carried out by the 1.3m telescope at CTIO, as part of the Small and Moderate Aperture Research
Telescope System (SMARTS). The PEGA group has utilized data from this instrument since 2003
as part of our long-term AGN monitoring program. Since the start of our RL NLS1 monitoring
program we have also incorporated several of the objects in our sample in the SMARTSmonitoring
program. SMARTS observations have been obtained at an approximately 3-4 day cadence per
target, although more intense monitoring is possible for objects which have been observed to be in
flaring states. A given object is typically observed for 3 months in this mode, although objects of
particular interest can be observed for longer.
The 1.3m SMARTS telescope is paired with the ANDICAM instrument, which was built by
the Ohio State University. This instrument is quite versatile, as it is able to obtain optical images
(BVRI filters) and infrared images (YJHK filters) simultaneously. This is achieved via the use of a
dichroic to simultaneously feed optical and IR imagers. Data obtained before early 2013 consisted
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of B, V, and R-band images of each object paired with J, H, and K-band images, respectively.
However, due to reductions in time allocation and a lack of calibrated in-field standard stars in all
but the R-band for our targets, data after early 2013 have been taken exclusively in the R (optical)
and J (IR) bands.
2.1.3 Data from Fermi/LAT
All of the gamma-ray data used in this dissertation were obtained using the Large Area Telescope
(LAT), which is one of two instruments on the orbiting Fermi Gamma-Ray Observatory. The
telescope was launched in June of 2008 and has spent the majority of its mission in all-sky survey
mode, though targeted observations are possible for some sources under special circumstances
(such as flares). This mode allows the instrument to scan the entire gamma-ray sky every 3 hours
in an energy range from 20 MeV to over 300 GeV. Each photon detected by the instrument is
described in terms of energy, direction, and time of arrival, which allows investigators to observe
any source of interest over virtually any length of time or cadence. Both the data and the software
developed to analyze it are freely available for download at the Fermi/GSFC website1.
All of the gamma-ray data used in this dissertation were downloaded and analyzed by the
author. In most cases, this involved the use of python scripts that were also written by the author
for the purpose of automating various aspects of the reduction and analysis procedure. These
scripts have been included in Appendix A.
2.2 Photometry
Photometry is a well-established technique by which astronomers measure the flux of a source
with respect to time, and calibrate that flux with respect to the commonly-accepted standards
of the astronomical community. This section will describe the methods by which raw data and
calibration frames were processed and reduced, as well as how calibrated magnitudes and fluxes
were determined.
1http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/
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2.2.1 Reduction of CCD Images
All of the optical and IR data presented in this dissertation were collected using charge-coupled
devices (CCDs), or an HgCdTe array for the IR data, and the reduction of that data was performed
in a manner consistent with the long-established techniques familiar to any working astronomer.
A typical night’s dataset would consist of object frames and 10 bias & flat field calibration sets, al-
though flats were occasionally only taken once per observing run. Dark frames were not necessary
for our program, since exposure times were kept relatively short and all of the instruments used
were cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures. Typical observing runs would be from 5 to 15 days in
length, and between 3rd and 1st quarter lunar phases, also known as “dark time”, as well as “grey
time” when observations occured near or on a full quarter phase.
Bias frames were taken for the purpose of determining the readout noise of the CCD chip. The
instrument shutter was kept closed, the exposure time set to zero, and the chip read out. The frame
would then contain only noise signatures from a variety of sources, most of which were electronic
in nature. These include electrical contacts, wiring, nearby electronic devices, a constantly-applied
low-level bias voltage, and the CCD itself. The ideal bias would have nearly constant values across
all pixels, with only small pixel to pixel deviations from a mean value. Row by row or column by
column deviations could also be present, depending on how the chip was read. 10 biases were
taken each night in order to ensure that these variations were evenly sampled, as well as to rule
out other sources of contamination such as cosmic rays. These 10 bias frames were then combined
into a single, master bias.
Flat field frames were taken in order to account for irregularities in the illumination of the
field, as well as to account for variations in pixel response. The ideal flat would consist of a
high signal-to-noise readout over the entire chip area, sampling the response of the chip in each
filter. Irregularities in the response of the chip could be due to a number of factors, most notably
variations of the light path to the chip, differing quantum efficiencies accross the chip itself,
and dust/debris in the light path. Multiple flat field frames were combined to create a master
flat frame as well, one per filter used during the run. Additional sets of flats were taken when
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performing polarimetry, one set per combination of optical filter and polaroid position angle (i.e.
when observing only in R-band, four additional sets due to the four different orientations of the
polaroid plane of transmission).
The application of calibration images and subsequent production of reduced object frames was
performed by packages in the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) software package,
or with its Python-based counterpart PyRAF developed and maintained by STScI. The reduction
of differential photometry data was accomplished with scripts written by former PEGA group
member John McFarland and updated by current group members Jeremy Maune and the author.
The process itself is rather straightforward in concept. The master bias created from the 10 bias
frames per night is subtracted from all other frames from that night. The master flat for a given
filter is then created, and all of the object frames which were taken with that filter are then divided
by the appropriate master flat. Polarimetric flats were also combined into four master polarimetric
flats (one for each position of the polaroid), and applied to the object frames which corresponded
to that particular position angle. The software routines used to apply the calibration frames to
polarimetric data were developed and written by the author, and can be found in Appendix A.
2.2.2 SMARTS Data Reduction
The other major source of the optical photometry data obtained by the PEGA group was queued
service observing using the 1.3m telescope at CTIO via SMARTS. It was the author’s responsibility
to create and submit target lists for our observation program on an approximately monthly basis and
to obtain the data via ftp from the SMARTS servers. These data were already reduced (bias frames
subtracted and flats divided out) using the 1.3m pipeline, using IRAF packages and procedures
similar to those described in the previous Subsection. Flat flames were taken on a nightly basis in
all filters.
As stated previously, simultaneous infrared data were also obtained with 1.3m/ANDICAM
setup. Reduction of the data followed the steps described above, but with some extra steps to
account for the dithering pattern used to obtain this data. The IR camera is dithered (by 40 pixels
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each iteration) between 4 separate images for each concurrent optical image, so that imperfections
in the chip would be averaged out. A composite image was then made from these four dithered
images by determining the offsets of 3 of the images relative to the fourth image, and then manually
using the IRAF/PyRAF tools imalign and imcombine to add (or “stack”) the images together.
2.2.3 Differential Photometry
All of our optical observations were carried out using the technique of differential aperture photom-
etry. This technique allows the observer to obtain accurate and reliable data, while still permitting
a small time resolution and an overall efficient use of time at the telescope. Observations of the RL
NLS1s in our sample entailed imaging the field around the target, with a field of view on the order
of 10’x10’ square (depending on the instrument used - see Table 2.1). An example of a typical field
is shown in Figure 2.1. Several field stars were chosen as comparisons based on their apparent lack
of variability, roughly similar R-band luminosities (all observations were obtained using a standard
Johnson R filter), and relative isolation from other objects in the field. The use of check stars in the
same field of view as the target allows one to ignore the effects of extinction, since all of the objects
in the field of view are observed at the same airmass (or zenith angle). Furthermore, the apparent
magnitude of the target (or its variability with time) can be easily estimated if the magnitudes of
the check stars have been photometrically calibrated.
In order to determine the apparent magnitudes of the check stars in a given field, each object
field was observed at nearly the same airmass as a standard field on a photometric night. The stan-
dard fields were taken from the Landolt list of equatorial stars (Landolt, 1992) whose magnitudes
are known. This allowed a straightforward derivation of the apparent magnitudes of the check stars
based on the magnitudes of the Landolt stars using a formula of the form:
(mR,ob ject mR,Landolt)observed = (mR,ob ject mR,Landolt)apparent+ kR(Xob ject XLandolt) (2.1)
In the equation above mR,ob ject refers to the apparent (left hand side) and observed (right hand
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Figure 2.1: Example Finding Chart
Finder chart for the RL NLS1 J1246+0238. The Seyfert galaxy is indicated by the vertical lines,
while field stars used as comparisons are circled and numbered. The field is 13.5’x13.5’ square.
side) magnitude of the in-field check star, mR,Landolt refers to the apparent (LHS) and observed
(RHS) magnitude of the Landolt standard star, kR refers to the R-band extinction coefficient, and
X refers to the airmass at which the relevant field was observed. Since the Landolt standards and
check stars were observed at the same airmass, the last term in Equation 2.1 goes to zero, thus
allowing a straightforward derivation of the apparent magnitudes of the in-field check stars.
Photometry was performed on the images using the program CCDPhot, written in Interactive
Data Language (IDL) by former PEGA group member John McFarland. This program places an
artificial aperture of 7” radius around the target and check stars, and the counts within each aperture
are summed. A 50” annulus placed around each aperture is used the calculate the contribution
of the background, which is then subtracted from the target and check star sums. To avoid
conamination by objects in the background annulus, pixels with values greater than 5 standard
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deviations from the meam value in that annulus are discarded. The sizes of these annuli were
chosen for historical purposes, do that blazar photometry performed by the PEGA group in past
years could confidently compared to photometry obtained as part of this work. Finally, the program
calculates the instrumental magnitude of each object and writes those values to a file.
Once the instrumental magnitudes are obtained, one can then compare the luminosities of
the target and check stars. Since the check stars themselves are assumed to be non-variable,
relative differences between them should remain constant even under changing seeing, airmass,
or conditions of transparency. Variations between the target and the check stars, however, can be
ascribed to the nature of the target, since the target is not assumed to be constant.
A concerted effort was made by the PEGA group and led by Jeremy Maune to obtain accurate
apparent magnitudes in the R-band for the check stars associated with each RL NLS1 in our sam-
ple. This allowed us to transform the instrumental magnitudes obtained via aperture photometry
into R-band magnitudes. However, this inevitably increased the uncertainty of the absolute flux
measurement of each target, since several factors must be accounted for when determining the
uncertainty in the target’s measured brightness. These factors include the root mean square (RMS)
spread of the check stars, the uncertainty of the apparent magnitudes of the check stars, and the
photon statistics of the faintest target. This calibration allowed us to compare the brightness of the
target between different telescopes and epochs.
While our group was successful in obtaining calibrated check stars for each object in the optical
R-band, we were unable to do the same for other bands, such as the infrared bands observedpm
with the 1.3m SMARTS telescope. An attempt was made to obtain JHK magnitudes from 2MASS
for some of the target fields (notably that of PMN J0948+0022), but the relevant fields were not
covered by that or any other survey. Therefore, the results we were able to obtain for these bands
are presented as instrumental differential magnitudes only.
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2.3 Optical Polarimetry
In the simplest terms, astronomical polarimetry is the study of the vector properties of the light
emitted (or reflected) from astronomical sources. These properties depend strongly on the condi-
tions in the environment in which the photons originated, which enables this technique to provide
information about astronomical sources that is complimentary to that obtained by photometry and
spectroscopy. One of the advantages of using polarimetry is that this technique can provide infor-
mation on the magnetic field of a source, which is the primary motivation for utilizing polarimetric
data in this work.
Functionally, optical polarimetry can be thought of as a special case of optical photometry,
with the utilization of a polaroid as another filter in the light path. This section will describe the
mathematical formalism underlying the technique, as well as the methods by which polarimetric
data are collected.
2.3.1 Stokes Formalism
A single electromagnetic (EM) wave is most often described by the Jones formalism. The defini-
tion for a complex Jones vector is as follows:
~E =
0B@ Ex
Ey
1CA=
0B@ Eˆxei(kz wt fx)
Eˆyei(kz wt fy)
1CA=
0B@ Eˆx
EˆyeiDfx,y
1CA (2.2)
The above equations address absolute and relative phases, respectively. While the wave is
propagating, the E-vector generally traces out an ellipse.
Since all astronomical sources exhibit at least some degree of polarization, the most useful
description of polarization in an astronomical context utilizes the Stokes-Mueller formalism. In
this setting, the four Stokes vectors I, Q, U, and V are defined in the following way (Stokes 1852,
Chandrasekhar 1946):
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~S=
0BBBBBBB@
I
Q
U
V
1CCCCCCCA=
0BBBBBBB@
< E⇤x Ex+E⇤y Ey >
< E⇤x Ex E⇤y Ey >
< E⇤x Ey+E⇤y Ex >
< i(E⇤y Ex E⇤x Ey)>
1CCCCCCCA=
0BBBBBBB@
I0 + I90  or I45 + I135  or IRHC+ ILHC
I0    I90 
I45 + I135 
IRHC + ILHC
1CCCCCCCA
(2.3)
The first definition describes the Stokes parameters in terms of ensemble averages of the
correlations of the Jones vector components. The second definition defines these parameters in
terms of measured intensities (or photon fluxes) as measured after passing through a polarizer at
the angles described by the associated subscripts, after filtering for left- and right-handed circular
(LHC, RHC) polarization. The second definition can be considered the more “functional” of
the two, since fluxes can be measured directly at the telescope. For the individual parameters:
I denotes the total intensity of the source, Q and U describe the state of the linear polarization in
two dimensions, and V represents circular polarization. In this way, the Stokes formalism can fully
describe all partially polarized polarization states, though the loss of phase information means that
this formalism cannot describe interference phenomena.
Using the second definition in Eq. 2.3, we can describe a single intensity measurement as a
linear combination of Stokes parameters after filtering for linear or circular polarization:
I0  =
1
2
(I+Q) (2.4)
I90  =
1
2
(I Q) (2.5)
I45  =
1
2
(I+U) (2.6)
I135  =
1
2
(I U) (2.7)
IRHC =
1
2
(I+V ) (2.8)
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ILHC =
1
2
(I V ) (2.9)
The above equations can be transformed into more-useful expressions by normalizing the
parameters Q, U, and V by the intensity I. This gives us the equation for P, the total degree of
polarization:
P=
p
Q2+U2+V 2
I
 1 (2.10)
Furthermore, since current evidence indicates that the EM radiation emitted by the relativistic
jets of blazars is produced via the synchrotron process, we can assume that circular polarization
is not important for the sources being investigated here (Paul Smith and Svetlana Jorstad, private
communications), and thus IRHC = ILHC = 0. One can then arrive at the following equations:
P=
p
Q2+U2
I
(2.11)
EVPA=
1
2
arctan
U
Q
(2.12)
These equations describe the total degree (percentage) of linear polarization (P) and the linear
orientation of the Electric Vector Position Angle (EVPA), respectively. EVPA is measured with re-
spect to the north celestial pole, and it should be noted that a 180° degeneracy (e.g. a measurement
of EVPA = 30° = 210°) is inherent for all measurements of EVPA.
By combining the results from Equations 2.11 & 2.12 the polarization state of a source can
be fully described. In addition, the definition of the parameter I yields the total intensity of the
source. For the purposes of this work, this value is presented as the average of the two orthogonal
measures of this quantity:
I =
I0 + I90 + I45 + I135 
2
(2.13)
By using the methods of differential photometry described in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.3, we
determine the apparent magnitude of a source from polarimetric data using the Stokes parameters
of both the target and comparison stars. Thus, the polarimetric technique used in this work may be
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referred to as photopolarimetry.
2.3.2 Data Acquisition
All of the polarimetric data used in this dissertation were obtained from with the 72-inch Perkins
telescope at Lowell Observatory using the PRISM instrument, which includes a polarimeter with a
rotating half-wave plate. The polarimeter, when inserted into the optical path of the instrument, can
be rotated between 0°, 90°, 45°, and 135° - in that order - by using a set of scripts written for the
instrument. This allows the observer to obtain successive CCD images of a field in each of these
orientations and thus use aperture photometry to extract the I0°, I90°, I45°, and I135° flux intensities,
respectively, for any object(s) in the field. These intensities can then be applied to the equations
in Section 2.3.1 to obtain the total flux, percent polarization, and orientation of the electric vector
for each source being measured. This section will describe in detail the process of acquiring and
reducing this polarimetric data.
At the beginning of each night, ten biases are obtained, averaged into a single master bias, and
subtracted from the science frames. Flats were also obtained at least once per observing run, ten
for each position of the polaroid. Each set of flats corresponding to one of the four positions of
the polaroid was averaged together and applied only to the science frames matching that polaroid
position. All flat and science frames were also obtained with a standard Johnson R filter in place.
When observing individual targets, our standard practice was to take a sequence of 3 sets of
images, where each set consisted of 4 images - one for each of the four positions of the polaroid
- in the order described above. The exposure time for each image in a sequence was kept the
same and, due the the faint nature of many of the objects in our sample, total integration times
for a sequence often ran over an hour in duration. Three sets of images were needed in order
to compensate for unpredictable transient phenomena which could negatively affect the results.
Such phenomena could include, but were not limited to, improperly cleaned cosmic ray strikes,
sudden fluctuations in seeing, high wind gusts shaking the telescope, temporary loss of tracking,
aircraft navigation lights, and/or satellites in Earth-orbit occulting the target or check stars. The
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occurrence of one such detrimental phenomena in a single frame could be enough to invalidate the
results obtained from the entire set. The long exposure times used increased the likelihood of such
an event occurring, necessitating the acquisition of three sets per sequence.
By obtaining three sets of images per observation, it was possible to use the precision of our
measurements to assess whether a particular set should be discarded. The precision is defined here
as the difference between a photopolarimtric value calculated from one set versus the average value
for that same quantity over the whole sequence. In the ideal case, the photometric and polarimetric
values measured for all the objects in a sequence (science target and comparison stars) would
display little to no variance between the photopolarimetric values obtained for any one object from
one set to another. However, if the results for a single set reduced the precision of the majority of
such values for all or most of the objects in a sequence, the set was removed from the sequence
and the final results were taken as the average of the two remaining sets.
In order to determine these values, the total photon fluxes from the individual targets had to be
determined. Instrumental magnitudes - and thereby photon fluxes - were determined via aperture
photometry, using a 7” aperture and standard IRAF/PyRAF packages. The methodology employed
here is mostly identical to the differential photometry process described in Section 2.2, above. The
primary difference is the extraction of the intensities associated with the four different orientations
of the polaroid, which are then used in Equations 2.11, 2.12, and 2.13 to determine P, EVPA, and
the total intensity, respectively, of each target and in-field comparison star. Total intensities of the
science targets were then converted to apparent magnitudes using the methodology described in
Section 2.2.3.
Once the values of P and EVPA were determined from raw data, standard corrections were
applied to these results. These corrections were needed to account for biases in P and EVPA
imposed by the telescope and instrument. In addition, the environment through which the light
from the source must pass on its way to the observer (i.e. dust grains oriented along the galactic
magnetic field in the interstellar medium) imposes its own bias on P, which must also be taken
into account. Corrections to these polarimetric values were obtained from two sources: separately-
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observed polarimetric standards, both polarized and unpolarized (Schmidt et al., 1992), as well as
in-field comparison stars. Polarized and unpolarized standard stars are used to calibrate corrections
for polarization position angle and instrumental polarization (typically less than 1%), respectively.
At least two of each type of polarimetric standard was observed per observing run, normally three
times per star in a sequence of four sets per observation for greater precision. The interstellar
polarization was calibrated using the average of the values of P obtained for the photometric
standard stars, which was then subtracted from the value of P measured for the target.
Finally, the long-term photometric stability of our in-field comparison stars were determined
during the course of the polarimetric data reduction process. Just as the apparent magnitude of
the science target was calculated using the fluxes of the comparison stars and their established
magnitudes, so too were the apparent magnitudes of each comparison star re-determined with
respect to the remaining comparison stars. If a given comparison star was observed to display a
significant difference between its newly recalculated value and its calibrated value, that star was
marked as a suspected variable and was no longer used to calibrate the science target.
The reduction of all the polarimetric data presented in this dissertation was accomplished
using several scripts written solely by the author. These scripts were written in the Python lan-
guage (v2.7), and utilize various PyRAF 2.0 packages. The script SORT_POL.PY was used to
sort the data by polaroid position & object and apply the bias & flat calibration frames. The
script PHOT_MASTER.PY was developed to perform aperture photometry on the science target
and comparison stars, and to output their instrumental magnitudes in each frame. The script
POLAR_CALC.PY took these instrumental magnitudes and calculated differential magnitudes, P,
and EVPA, as well as the apparent magnitude of the target provided a file containing the calibrated
magnitudes of the comparison stars was present in the working directory. The output of this script
also provided the information needed to check the stability of our comparison stars, as described in
the previous paragraph. Finally, the script CAL_PHOT_POL.PY was used to apply the instrumental
and field corrections to the polarimetric values of each science target. The complete code for these
scripts can be found in Appendix A.
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2.3.3 Correction for Statistical Bias
In addition to the uncertainty associated with each measurement of the polaraization of a source,
attention must also be paid to the fact that there exists an inherant bias when measuring the degree
of polarization (Wardle and Kronberg, 1974). This bias arrises due to P being a positive, definite
quantity, and results in measures of P that are larger than the true value of that parameter. Let us
define P as the true value of the degree of polarization, P0 as the measured value of P, and s 0 as the
uncertainty in the measurement of P. Following the methodology of Wardle and Kronberg (1974),
we can correct P0 and thereby derive P by using the following equation:
P= P0
"
1 
✓
s 0
P0
◆2# 12
(2.14)
The above correction has been applied to all of the polarimetric measurements derived by the
author and presented in this dissertation. Polarimetric quantities derived by other researchers for
additional sources and presented in this work have been treated in a similar manner. The reported
uncertainties are still the degree of precision between succesive measures of the polarization state
of the target between consecutive sets of observations in the same polarimetric series.
It should also be noted that the confidence in the measure of the EVPA generally decreases
both as the total degree of polarization P decreases, as well as when the uncertainty in P - s 0 -
increases. Generally speaking, the reported value of the EVPA for a given measurement should be
considered undefined if s 0/P> 3 and/or if the polarization is especially low (i.e. P < 0.5%).
2.4 Gamma-ray Observations
The study of gamma-ray emissions from astronomical sources is a crucial tool for studying some
of the most energetic phenomena in the observable universe. This section will detail how the
gamma-ray emissions used in this dissertation were observed and calibrated using the Large Area
Telescope on board the Fermi spacecraft.
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2.4.1 Fermi in orbit
The Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope was launched on June 11, 2008, and began observations
for its science mission on August 13, 2008. The spacecraft carries two instruments: the Gamma-
ray Burst Monitor (GBM) and the Large Area Telescope (LAT). The spacecraft is in Earth-orbit at
an average distance of approximately 565 km, with a 25.6º inclination with respect to the equator.
The precession period of this orbit is ~53.5 days. Fermi primarily operates in all-sky scanning
mode, which allows the LAT to survey the entire sky every 2 orbits, or ~3 hours. To achieve this,
during one orbit the boresight is aligned to +50º in the zenith direction towards the pole of the
orbit, and on the next orbit is aligned to -50º. The spacecraft can also operate in pointing mode to
study transient phenomena, such as significant flaring events of blazars.
The orbit of the spacecraft takes it through the South Atlantic Anomaly, a zone over Brazil and
the southern Atlantic Ocean in which a high density of charged particles are present. The anomaly
is caused by the offset of the dipole geometry of Earth’s magnetic field with respect to the center
of the planet, which causes the inner Van Allen radiation belt to come within 200 km of Earth’s
surface in that zone. This results in a weaker geomagnetic field over this area, allowing charged
particles trapped within the belt to reach deeper into Earth’s atmosphere than they would otherwise.
The spacecraft spends roughly 14% of its orbit in this region and, due to the higher background
particle flux, does not take data during this time. This results in reduced exposure times for objects
in the southern hemisphere.
2.4.2 The LAT Instrument
The LAT is the primary instrument on the Fermi spacecraft. This instrument is a pair-conversion
detector with a wide field of view (approximately 60º) and is capable of detecting gamma-rays in
a 20 MeV to 300+ GeV energy range. A schematic view of the instrument is shown in Figure
2.2. We can see that inside the thermal blanket (a light-proof cover and shield against micro-
meteor impacts), the instrument is surrounded by a segmented anticoincidence detector (ACD),
whose purpose is to detect and reject false events due to the intrusion of charged particles from the
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background. A 4x4 set of tracking towers are housed inside the ACD, each of which is composed
of a tracker module (TKR) and calorimeter (CAL) to measure the trajectory and energy of an
incident gamma-ray photon, respectively. Tower Electronics Modules (TEM) and Data Acquisition
Modules (DAQ) are located under each tracker tower & calorimeter.
Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the LAT
A schematic view of the Large Area Telescope (Atwood et al., 2009), illustrating the various
primary components of the instrument. Instrument dimensions are 1.8m × 1.8m × 0.72m.
2.4.2.1 The Anticoincidence Detector
The purpose of the ACD is to detect charged cosmic ray particles from the background so that
when these particles pass through the tracker, they are not mistaken for gamma-ray events. These
particles outnumber gamma-ray detections by factors of 102 - 105 and are thus a potentially
overwhelming source of contamination. The ACD surrounds the instrument and is composed of 89
plastic scintillator tiles, each of which is read by two wavelength shifting fibers connected to two
photomultiplier tubes for redundancy. To ensure complete coverage of the tracker the tiles overlap
in one direction and are covered by eight scintillating fiber ribbons in the other, which seal any
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gaps.
The ACD on the LAT allows a considerable increase in efficiency in rejecting charged particles
as compared to the LAT’s predecessor, the Energetic Gamma-Ray Experiment Telescope (EGRET)
aboard the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO). EGRET’s ACD was composed of a single
piece, which led to an increased self-veto effect as compared to the LAT. A self-veto occurs when
an incident gamma-ray photon creates an event in the tracker and propagates to the calorimeter,
where a low-energy (~1 MeV) photon is produced. Such a photon is roughly as energetic as a
minimum-ionizing charged particle. If such a photon hits an ACD tile, then the entire event could
actually be rejected. However, since the ACD tiles are segmented the firing tile(s) can be identified
and then associated with the direction of the primary particle which produced the photon. This
reduces the LAT’s self-veto effect to < 20% compared to 50% for EGRET. This improvement
results in a higher overall instrument sensitivity and a wider observable energy band for the LAT
compared to its predecessor.
2.4.2.2 The Tracker
The tracker modules (TKRs) are responsible for tracking the propagation of e- - e+ pairs produced
when a gamma-ray photon enters the tracker so that the point-of-origin of the incident gamma-ray
may be reconstructed. The LAT uses 16 TKRs arranged in a 4x4 grid, all of which are identical
in construction. Each module is composed of 18 XY tracking panes, the first 16 of which have
two planes of silicon strip detectors (SSDs), one running in the x-direction and the other in the
y-direction, allowing for the localization of passing charged particles. The first 16 panes also
possess a tungsten (W) foil of variable thickness. These foils are located in front of the SSDs, and
convert incident photons into charged particle pairs to be detected by the SSD arrays. Tungsten was
chosen due to it’s high Z, since the probability of converting a high-energy photon to an electron-
positron pair increases as Z2. The first 12 panes possess W foils 0.035 radiation lengths thick,
which maximizes the angular resolution at lower energies and limits Coulomb scattering. The next
4 panes feature W foils 0.18 radiation lengths thick, and maximize the photon-pair conversion
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probability at high energies. The last two panes do not possess converter foils, allowing for a more
accurate determination of the location at which a photon enters the calorimeter.
Once an electron-positron pair is created in a W foil, the paths of the two particles are deter-
mined from their tracks through the SSD arrays. Unfortunately, multiple scattering events of the
components of the pair occur in the foil in which they were created, causing an angular deflection
that results in a lower angular resolution at lower energies.
The first level of triggering for a gamma-ray event in the LAT also occurs in the TKR. Since
each layer of the detector generates a signal, the coincidence of triggers in successive layers
(usually 3 XY planes) provides a trigger request (see Section 2.4.3.1) used in later onboard analysis
steps. Reconstruction of the event tracks can also help identify the type of particle being tracked,
which can help discriminate against cosmic rays.
Figure 2.3: Schematic view of a TKR
A schematic view of one of the 16 Tracker Modules in the LAT, illustrating the paths of an
incident gamma-ray photon and the electron-positron pair it produces as they pass through the
tracker and into the calorimeter.
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2.4.2.3 The Calorimeter
The primary purpose of the calorimeter modules is to reconstruct the energy of charged particles
passing through the device, and thereby allow the reconstruction of the energy of the incident
photon which created the electron-positron pair. A secondary function is the continued monitoring
of the particles’ trajectories as an aid to path reconstruction and eventual determination of the
gamma-ray’s point of origin. Each CAL has 96 cesium iodide (CsI) scintillator crystals arranged
in an 8-layer hodoscopic configuration. Each of these CsI crystals is 8.6 radiation lengths thick. In
such a configuration each layer is oriented orthogonally to the previous layer, which allows both
longitudinal (x, y) and transverse information to be discerned from the path of the charged particle
through the module. Each crystal is read by a photodiode at both ends, allowing the position along
the crystal at which an interaction occurred to be discerned by comparing the relative intensities
of both readouts. By measuring the energy of the e- - e+ shower and imaging its development, the
CAL is also able to estimate the energy leakage and discriminate against hadronic showers as well
as determine the direction of high energy photons not converted in the TKR, though at a lower
resolution.
2.4.2.4 Data Acquisition and Triggering
The Data Acquisition Modules, as part of the Data Acquisition System (DAQ), collect the informa-
tion gathered by the subsystems described above and perform the first on-board science analysis in
order to reduce the rate of background events (e.g. cosmic ray strikes, ambient charged particles)
which will be relayed to the ground. The automated process of determining which events are due
to contaminating background events and which are caused by astrophysical gamma-rays is known
as “triggering”. This process consists of several logic tests which are designed to rapidly assess
whether or not an event is likely to be an astrophysical gamma ray based on a number of criteria,
such as the association of an event with a strike on the ACD, the number of consecutive SSDs an
event is detected in (normally a minimum of 3 is necessary), the shape of the electron-positron
tracks through the TKR, the total energy deposited in the CAL, and so on.
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The filtering of background events serves two primary purposes. The first is to reduce the
bandwidth needed to transmit the data from the instrument to the ground. The triggering rate
for LAT events can be as high as 10 kHz with background events, but onboard cuts to filter
contamination from high-energy charged particles can reduce this rate to 400 Hz, which are then
sent to the ground. Of this 400 Hz event rate, 2-5 Hz may be true astrophysical gamma-rays.
The second primary purpose is to reduce the increased dead time that the instrument would suffer
should it attempt to fully analyze and record every event it detects. The highest-energy events,
defined here as events exceeding 10-20 GeV in deposited energy, are automatically processed and
transferred to the ground due to the low rates at which these photons are detected.
2.4.3 Data Acquisition
Once an event has been classified as a photon (or potential photon) by the spacecraft and sent to
the ground, the next steps are to reconstruct the primary track and estimate the deposited energy.
In this way one can then determine where in the sky the photon originated and with what energy.
The reconstruction is fundamentally based on Monte Carlo simulations of each event and, using
a single hypothesis, correlates the information from the various components (ACD, TKR, CAL,
etc.). In this section we will explore the general process by which an event is reconstructed.
2.4.3.1 Event Tracking and Energy Reconstruction
For photons that meet or exceed the minimum energy threshold of the LAT (20 MeV), we can
consider pair production as the only interaction process between a photon and the detector and
neglect the photoelectric effect and Compton process. As the electron and positron pass through the
TKR, they lose energy at each SSD and thus provide their position in the TKR itself, a first estimate
of their energy, and the angle of incidence with respect to the telescope’s zenith. If we consider the
kth plane in the TKR we can then define a state vector vk which contains this information:
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0BBBB@
Position
Energy
TrackSlope
1CCCCA (2.15)
If we now take this state vector and consider a matrix Hk which transforms it into a vector of
the measurable quantities mk, and take ek as the error vector we find:
mk = Hkvk+ ek (2.16)
While the temporal evolution of the state vector is described by:
vk+1 = Fkvk+wk (2.17)
Where Fk is the deterministic evolution and wk is the stochastic component that must be
introduced to allow for Coulomb Multiple Scattering. We can make the reasonable assumption
that ek and wk are independent and that the average of both is zero. We can now see, as illustrated
in Figure 2.4, that track reconstruction is a two-step process. First, one must estimate vk from mk-1
in each plane of the TKR. Second, a Kalman filter is applied to smooth the track as it propagates
from one plane to another, thereby estimating vk again, but now from vk+1.
The next step involves relating the candidate track to the information from the CAL (see Section
2.4.3.2). The point at which the charged particle entered the CAL is related to the best-fit track
using combinatoric algorithms and another round of the track reconstruction process ensues. Other
algorithms are applied to this process to search for vertex solutions between the starting track and
best-candidate track, and to account for the effects of the Bremsstrahlung process.
To reconstruct the energy deposited by a charged particle in the CAL, the total energy in each
affected calorimeter crystal is found by combining the signals from both ends of said crystal. Next
the development of the shower as it propagated through the TKR and CAL is taken into account
and used to determine the total energy released. The first estimation of this quantity is achieved by
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Figure 2.4: The Track Reconstruction Process
An illustration of the two-step process of reconstructing event tracks. In the first step on the left,
the red dot represents an SSD hit in one plane and the blue dot below is its expected position in
the next plane. In the second step on the right, from the estimated (blue) points from the first step
a smoothed green track is estimated using a Kalman filter.
simply summing over all of the crystal energies, while improvements to this estimate are made by
incorporating data from the TKR. One must also take into account leakage from the back of both
the TKR and CAL, and from between the CAL modules.
To obtain an accurate energy correction, three different algorithms are used to calculate the
optimum track. These algorithms are: a parametric equation operating in the whole phase space
of the LAT and based on the barycenter of the shower, a fit to the shower which considers the
transverse and longitudinal development of the shower profile beyond 1 GeV, and a maximum
likelihood fit operating below 300 GeV that correlates the total energy deposited with the number
of hits by that energy seen in the TKR within the last year. For lower energies around 100 MeV, an
additional method is necessary to account for the significant fraction of energy (~50%) released in
the TKR by such photons. In this case, the number of hit SSDs is used to determine the amount of
energy deposited in each layer of the TKR.
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2.4.3.2 LAT Instrument Response Functions
The Instrument Response Functions, or IRFs, are the result of the performance analysis of the
LAT and describe that performance as a function of photon energy, incident angle, location of
the pair conversion within the instrument, and several other parameters. The IRFs are critical
components of the LAT data analysis routines, and serve two main purposes. The first is to
allow individual users the ability to perform independent analyses of the LAT data, using relatively
small photon tables in .fits file format, which contain as few estimated quantities as possible (e.g.
photon energy, direction, and incident angle with respect to telescope axis). The second purpose
is to calibrate the events so that they may be accurately compared with other instruments in other
energies/bandpasses, so that multi-wavelength analyses can be performed. The IRFs are publicly
available from the Fermi analysis team on the experiment’s website2, both as stand-alone files and
as part of the ScienceTools software used to analyze the data from Fermi.
In order to understand the nature of the IRFs, it is useful to explore their formal, generalized
definition. The instrument response is, essentially, a method by which we relate the observables of
measured photon energy E and measured incident direction pˆ with the true energy E’ and direction
pˆ’. This relation is factorized into three functions, plus a temporal scaling factor T(t), as follows:
R
 
E.pˆ|E 0 pˆ0; t = T (t)A(E 0, pˆ0)D(E|E 0, pˆ0)P(pˆ|E 0, pˆ0) (2.18)
The temporal scaling factor takes temporal effects into account, such as instrument failures,
temporary shutdown, thermal expansion, and so on. It is assumed that temporal variations that
cannot be expressed as a scaling factor can be ignored, over a large enough time interval. The
three functions that describe the IRFs are as follows. The function A(E 0, pˆ0) describes the effective
area, which is the product of the geometrical area of the detector and detection efficiency, i.e.
A= A0
Ndetected
Nincident
(2.19)
2http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/:
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D(E|E 0, pˆ0) represents the energy dispersion, or the probability of detecting a photon with
energy E given measured energy E’ and measured direction pˆ0. P(pˆ|E 0, pˆ0) represents the instru-
ment’s point spread function (PSF), and complements the previous equation. This final equation
represents to probability of detecting a photon with direction pˆ and actual energy E given detected
energy E 0 and detected direction pˆ0.
We can describe the expected distribution of counts by considering a source model S(E 0, pˆ0t 0)
with differential flux dF/dE 0, finding that:
M (E, pˆ, t) =
ˆ
dE 0d pˆ0R
 
E, pˆ|E 0, pˆ0; t S(E 0, pˆ0t 0) (2.20)
The IRFs are evaluated using dedicated Monte Carlo simulations by the LAT science team.
Initial evaluation was accomplished during the instrument’s construction phase in 2006 by use of
accelerator beam tests carried out at CERN. Also during assembly, cosmic ray triggers were used
to ensure that various components were working properly as they were added to the LAT. Finally,
the IRFs are regularly improved as the mission continues operations in orbit, by way of optimizing
the relevant algorithms described above.
The most current version of the IRFs as of this writing are the Reprocessed Pass-Seven IRFs
(P7REP). These were introduced by the LAT science team to the public in September 2013, and
include such improvements as better separation of photon and cosmic ray events, better characteri-
zation of events at E < 300 MeV, and better characterization of systematic error effects. These IRFs
were retroactively applied to all archived data as well as all data taken since their implementation
in order to ensure a coherent dataset.
2.4.3.3 Background Rejection & Event Classification
The large variety of analyses and source types that can be studied with the LAT data (point sources,
gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), and diffuse radiation sources) necessitate different optimizations of the
event data, with different levels of background contamination. The has led to the development
of three analysis classes based on the background rejection cuts, each of which is optimized
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for a different type of analysis, though all three feature a drastic reduction in background events
impinging upon the field of view specified by the observer.
The three event classes - referred to as EVCLASS in the LAT analysis environment - are known
as Transient, Source, andDiffuse. Transient events maximize the effective area (especially at lower
energies) at the expense of a higher background rate, and are optimized for short-lived phenomena
such as GRBs. Source events are suitable for the study of localized sources and feature a residual
background rate comparable to the rate of extragalactic events as originally defined by EGRET and
later refined during the Fermi mission. Diffuse events result from the strictest cuts possible and
thus feature the lowest background rate and are therefore optimized to study very weak, diffuse
emission sources. These classes are hierarchical, meaning that all of the events selected in the
Diffuse class are also in the Source class, and that all events in the Source class are also part of the
Transient class. All of the events utilized in this dissertation are of the Source class, since blazars
are best described as point sources at gamma-ray energies and are much longer-lived than GRBs.
2.4.4 Likelihood Analysis for the LAT
The primary method by which data from the LAT is analyzed is the maximum likelihood analysis,
which was also true for the experiments COMPTEL and EGRET on the CGRO satellite. The
maximum likelihood method is applied to the photon counts in order to determine the statistical
probability of a given photon being described by a hypothesized source.
2.4.4.1 Likelihood Analysis for Measuring Photon Fluxes
In order to extract useful information from detected events - such as the total flux or spectral shape
of a source - we use the maximum likelihood analysis. The method estimates the values of a
given set of parameters by maximizing the likelihood that a specified source model fits the data in
question.
We begin by assuming that our source model has m free parameters l1, l2, ..., lm and that the
expected distribution of the observed counts given by Equation 2.20 can be expressed as follows:
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M(E, pˆ, t) =
ˆ
dE 0d pˆ0R
 
E, pˆ|E 0, pˆ0; t S(E 0, pˆ0t 0,{lk}) (2.21)
Here S is the differential flux of the model such that S = dF/dE 0 = dN/(dtdAdE 0), and we
can therefore express the distribution of counts with time asM = dN/dt.
We consider the optimal case, in which we are able to bin events in energy E, direction pˆ, and
arrival time t in such a way that each bin contains only a single photon (i.e. an unbinned analysis).
If the width of the bin in time is expressed as Dt, then the total number of photons in a single bin
can be calculated with Equation 2.21 and expressed as:
Nexp(E, pˆt,{l1k}) =M(E, pˆt,{l1k})Dt (2.22)
We also assume that the probability of observing a photon follows the Poisson distribution,
given n observed photons per bin and v the predicted number of photons given model M using
Equation 2.22:
f (n,v) =
vn
n!
e v
If we now take P to be the set of bins containing one photon and Q as the set of bins containing
no photons, we can use the Poisson distribution to define the likelihood function associated with
the set of parameters {lk} (Mattox et al., 1996):
L ({lk}) =’
P
Nexp ({lk})e Nexp({lk})’
Q
e Nexp({lk}) =’
P
Nexp ({lk})’
Q
e Nexp({lk}) (2.23)
Since the term “likelihood” is normally used to refer to a function with a Gaussian distribution,
the latter is called the “extended likelihood function”. If we take Equation 2.23 above and calculate
its logarithm using the definition from Equation 2.22, we get:
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lnL ({lk}) = Â
P
lnNexp ({lk})  Â
P[Q
lnNexp ({lk}) =
= Â
P
lnNexp ({lk}) Ntot ({lk}) =
= Â
P
lnM ({lk})+ lnDtNobs Ntot ({lk})
Here Nobs is the observed number of photons and Ntot({lk}) is the total number of photons
predicted by the model S({lk}). Since our goal is to maximize the likelihoodL , and therefore the
maximum value of lnL , we can drop the constant lnDtNobs , and we find that:
lnL ({lk}) =Â
P
lnM ({lk}) Ntot ({lk}) (2.24)
We realize that the maximum likelihood of L corresponds to the minimum of -lnL . We find
the most probable set of parameters ({l¯k}) to minimize -lnL using the likelihood function in
Equation 2.23, which also allows us to determine the covariences of the parameters.
This methodology also allows us to compare different models and to use the likelihood ratio test
to determine which model most accurately describes the data. Using Wilks’ theorem, we consider
a model M with parameters m and a second model M0 with a subset of parameters h such that h <
m, we can define the Test Statistic (TS) as:
TS= 2(lnL   lnL 0) (2.25)
This value is distributed asymptotically as a q2 with k = m - h degrees of freedom. Expressed
another way, model M is the source model which includes a spectral model and parameters which
describe the particular source under investigation, and model M0 is the source model that does
not include the source under investigation (the null hypothesis). Therefore, if the TS value is
sufficiently large we consider the source to be positively detected; the threshold for detection with
data from the LAT is canonically taken to be TS   25. It is further noted that the TS value can be
roughly approximated as TS ⇠= s2, where sv is the standard deviation of the detection, assuming a
normal distribution of the data (i.e. photon counts, or “events”).
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Finally, it should be noted that when monitoring the gamma-ray flux of an already-established
source (i.e. detected at TS   25), the detection threshold for further events is commonly accepted
to be at lower values. This dissertation employs a detection threshold of TS   9 (i.e. 3 standard
deviations or greater) when analyzing the gamma-ray lightcurves of these sources. In addition,
sources detected for the first time with TS values in the range 9 < TS < 25 are considered to be
moderately detected. As a general rule of thumb, sources with higher photon fluxes in a given
observing period will have higher TS values, assuming identical background contributions and
structure.
2.4.4.2 The Fermi ScienceTools
The Fermi analysis team has produced a suite of software tools for the purpose of reducing and
analyzing data from the spacecraft. These tools are collectively called the Fermi ScienceTools, and
may be downloaded from the Fermi website3. Step-by-step examples and walkthroughs concerning
the use of these tools can be found on separate pages in the Analysis Threads section of the
website4. This subsection will briefly describe the purpose and usage of a selection of the analysis
tools within the ScienceTools suite, which will be used in the following chapters.
The GTLIKE ScienceTool performs the unbinned (and binned) maximum likelihood analysis of
the LAT data as described earlier in this section. Before this tool can be used, however, the raw
data from the LAT must be prepared using several other ScienceTools. To perform a likelihood
analysis of LAT data, the following tools need to be run in the order presented below:
• GTSELECT for applying event class, energy range, region-of-interest (ROI - the field of view
surrounding the science target), and field center (location of the science target on the sky,
usually defined by radio coordinates) cuts.
• GTMKTIME for convolving the photons selected above with the pointing history of the space-
craft to select Good Time Intervals (GTIs) that satisfy any pointing requirements specified by
3http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/software/
4http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/
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the user (e.g. restrict the off-axis pointing angle of the spacecraft with respect to the center
of the field, avoid pointing near the Earth’s limb or towards the Sun, etc.).
• GTLTCUBE for computing “livetime cubes” for the field of view, which involves using the
spacecraft pointing history and the file created by GTMKTIME to calculate a function (the
livetime) describing the inclination of the spacecraft and position on the sky within a given
time period. This step is necessary due to the dependance of the LAT response functions on
the angle between the direction to a source and the instrument z-axis.
• GTLTCUBE for creating exposure maps which are used to compute the predicted number of
photons with the ROI, using the output from GTLTCUBE and the spacecraft pointing history.
In order to account for the large point spread function of the LAT at low energies, the region
specified for this tool should be larger than the ROI and is referred to as the Source Region.
The GTLIKE tool itself uses the output files from the GTMKTIME, GTLTCUBE, and GTLTCUBE
tools to perform its function. It is also necessary to provide a file written in the XML language
describing the location and spectral parameters of all the sources in the Source Region, as well
as the galactic and extragalactic diffuse background components. Construction of TS Maps (see
below) can help identify sources which were not included in the initial model. Some sources within
the ROI, including the target of interest, should be flagged so that their spectral parameters are left
free to vary during the likelihood analysis. The initial selection of which sources should be left
to vary depends on, for example, the average intensity of an individual source and its individual
history of variability, and is subject to change based on the results of successive fits with GTLIKE
and/or changing of the exposure time for the field.
The GTFINDSRC ScienceTool finds the optimal spatial position of a given source, and is primar-
ily used to localize the positions of newly-discovered sources. This is accomplished by finding the
optimal Test Statistic for a given point source over a grid of positions around some initial guess (i.e.
the radio coordinates of a RL NLS1) using a multidimensional minimization routine. The output of
this tool provides not only the best-fit position, but also the offset between the best-fit and original
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positions as well as the 68% confidence error circle about the best-fit position. The literature
often cites the 95% error circle when describing the location of a newly-discovered source. A
standard metric for determining the degree of confidence in the association of a newly-discovered
gamma-ray source and an established source at lower energy bands is to show that the coordinates
of the established source lie within the 95% error circle - in other words, that the error circle is
larger than the separation between the best-fit position for the gamma-ray centroid and the starting
coordinates. The 95% error circle can be calculated by simply multiplying the radius of the 68%
error circle by a factor of 1.6225. The size of an error circle should be less than a degree for a good
localization - 0.2º would be a typical value.
The GTTSMAP ScienceTool is used to create a significance map (TS map) of the likelihood
test statistic for a specified region. This is done to aid the localization of newly-discovered point
sources or to detect un-modeled sources within the field, which may interfere with the model fits
of known (or newly-discovered) sources by distorting their spectral shapes, erroneously increasing
their measured flux levels, or with source localization and error circle constraint via GTFINDSRC.
Sources dominated by low-energy (less than 1 GeV) photons are especially susceptible to these
issues, due to the larger PSFs at such energies. Since all of the RL NLS1 sources detected
at gamma-ray energies at the time of writing are dominated by such low-energy photons, the
construction of TS maps is employed for all gamma-ray detected sources in this dissertation.
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3 OBSERVATIONS
The data obtianed for the sample of RL NLS1 galaxies are described and summarized in this
chapter. The photopolarimetric data for all 33 objects in the sample are displayed graphically in
Figures 3.6 thru 3.62, while the tabular form of the data can be found in Appendix B. Each object
has been observed polarimetrically over at least 6 separate nights, for a total of 343 polarimetric
measurements for the sample.
This chapter is divided into 3 sections. Section 3.1 details the data collected for the 17 objects
which have been detected at gamma-ray energies above a threshold of TS   9, or sv   3. The ob-
jects are presented in order of increasing right ascension, with two exceptions: PMN J0948+0022
and QSO J0849+5108. These objects were subjects of intense study by the the author and fellow
PEGA group members, especially Jeremy D. Maune - and those investigations are included in this
dissertation.
In order to test for gamma-ray emissions from the objects in this sample, gamma-ray data
were downloaded from the Fermi/LAT data server covering a period of time beginning on August
04, 2008, and ending on February 20, 2014. The details concerning event class selection, energy
range, and pointing cuts are the same as those described in Section 3.1.1.4, below. However,
this longer-term analysis utilized the latest-available version of the Fermi ScienceTools (v9r32p5)
and latest instrument response functions (P7REP_SOURCE_V15). The data were divided into 66
equally-sized time bins per object, with a bin size of 30.5 days, and JD = 2454683.155 being the
start time of the first bin. The determination of gamma-ray detectability for a particular object was
achieved by analyzing the bin during which the object displayed the highest TS value. In some
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cases multiple bins were used if the highest TS was roughly equal between two bins, or if the TS
values in adjacent bins indicated that combining those bins into a single, larger bin would yield
more robust results.
For each object detected at gamma-ray energies, the task GTFINDSRC was run and a TS map
was constructed for the bin(s) in which the TS value was highest. The GTFINDSRC tool was used to
determine the degree of separation (in degrees on the sky) between the coordinates of the centroid
of the gamma-ray emissions and the radio coordinates (epoch: J2000.0) of the object as given by
the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED). GTFINDSRC is also used to compute the size of the
95% confidence error circle in degrees, which is centered on the gamma-ray centroid. These two
quantities are presented in the gamma-ray data tables for the associated objects as <95% error circle
radius>(<separation of centroid & radio coordinates>). If a RL NLS1 is detected at gamma-ray
energies, the separation of the centroid and radio coordinates should be equal to or less than the
radius of the error circle.
The TS maps were calculated using a square field of view measuring 60x60 pixels with each
pixel measuring 0.2° on the sky, resulting in images 12°x12° in size. Each TS map was centered on
the radio coordinates of the RL NLS1. The purpose of the TS maps was to determine if there were
any significant gamma-ray sources near the line of sight to the RL NLS1 that were not included in
the source model, which could influence the measured flux, spectral shape, and/or location of the
gamma-ray centroid of the RL NLS1. Also note that the gamma-ray spectra of these sources are
not best-viewed in the manner familiar to IR, optical, UV, or even x-ray astronomers: the photon
fluxes at gamma-ray wavelengths are much too low to allow meaningful figures of flux vs. photon
energy to be constructed.
This work identifies 16 RL NLS1 galaxies at gamma-ray energies. Eight of these objects are
identified at the level of 9 TS< 16, or between 3sv and 4sv. One object is identified at the level of
16 TS < 25, or between 4sv and 5sv. The remaining seven objects are detected above a TS   25
detection threshold, and are thereby considered “full” detections by the standards of the Fermi/LAT
analysis community. Two of these high-confidence detections are the objects J1443+4725 and
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J1644+2619, which have not been observed to be detected at gamma-ray energies before this work.
The photopolarimetric data for the remaining 16 objects in the sample are presented in Section
3.2. Almost all of these objects were not detected at 3 standard deviations or better in the gamma-
ray regime. The two exceptions - IRAS 09426+1926 & J1633+4718 - were discovered to be
spurious detections due to the influence of bright, previously unidentified field sources near the
lines of sight to the RL NLS1s.
Section 3.3 displays the polarimetric results of a sample of 17 Radio-Quiet Narrow Line Seyfert
1 galaxies, obtained and reduced under the same conditions as the RL NLS1 sample. These radio-
quiet objects serve as a control sample for the polarimetric properties of the RL NLS1s, as the
vast majority of NLS1 are radio-quiet. The majority of the objects in this control sample were
found to possess little to no intrinsic polarization, with the only exceptions being objects which
were suspected in earlier studies of being polarized due to the presence of interstellar dust. These
objects were selected for their relative brightnesses (with respect to the RL NLS1s in this sample),
which helped to maximize photon statistics and decrease observing time and thereby decrease the
overall uncertainty of their polarimetric measurements.
Table 3.1, below, provides a summary of the polarimetric and gamma-ray observations of each
object in the sample. Photometric ranges are taken from the work presented in Maune (2014),
which deals with the photometric variability of these objects in great detail. The radio loudnesses
of these sources are taken from Yuan et al. (2008), Komossa et al. (2006), Whalen et al. (2006),
and Calderone et al. (2012).
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Table 3.1: The Radio-Loud Narrow Line Seyfert 1 Sample: Photopolarimetry & g-ray Results
Columns are: 1) Object ID, 2) DR (max. - min. brightness in magnitudes), 3) minimum P (and
error), 4) maximum P (and error), 5) number of photopolarimetric observations, 6)
radio-loudness, and 7) the TS level of the best g-ray detection, if applicable
Object ID DR (Rmax-Rmin) Pmin Pmax Nobs log(R) Best TS
J0100-0200 0.42 (18.82-19.24) 0.00(0.78) 3.21(0.56) 18 1.77 9.65
IRAS 01506+2554 0.56 (16.39-16.95) 0.62(0.10) 2.40(0.28) 23 1.40 –
1H 0323+342 1.08 (15.28-16.36) 0.00(0.13) 2.27(0.27) 22 2.50 280.31
J0706+3901 0.60 (16.77-17.37) 0.00(0.02) 1.63(0.13) 20 1.21 10.50
J0723+5054 0.45 (18.15-18.60) 0.00(0.06) 2.57(0.30) 10 1.29 –
J0744+5149 0.33 (17.55-17.88) 0.00(0.75) 3.40(0.26) 8 1.62 –
J0804+3853 0.64 (16.37-17.01) 1.30(0.11) 2.22(0.07) 16 1.18 10.77
J0849+5108 4.11 (14.46-18.57) 2.94(0.84) 15.44(0.34) 10 3.16 790.76
IRAS 09426+1926 0.29 (16.52-16.81) 0.00(0.12) 1.15(0.31) 10 1.56 –
PMN J0948+0022 3.33 (16.70-20.03) 0.72(0.49) 12.26(1.14) 21 2.93 402.14
J0956+2515 0.70 (15.39-16.09) 1.44(0.07) 10.52(0.32) 8 3.56 95.95
J1038+4227 0.24 (17.06-17.30) 0.11(0.58) 3.51(0.05) 9 1.30 –
J1047+4725 0.28 (18.77-19.05) 0.19(0.13) 5.48(0.93) 10 4.09 –
J1102+2239 0.53 (18.71-19.24) 0.0(0.95) 8.84(0.29) 8 1.28 14.57
J1140+4622 0.52 (15.92-16.44) 0.00(0.14) 0.32(0.24) 7 1.36 –
J1146+3236 0.99 (17.66-18.65) 0.14(0.14) 2.14(0.99) 8 2.19 12.61
J1227+3214 0.21 (16.75-16.96) 5.88(0.20) 8.83(0.18) 7 2.16 –
J1246+0238 0.78 (16.46-17.24) 0.00(0.17) 1.17(0.12) 7 2.38 17.13
J1333+4141 0.43 (18.36-18.79) 0.16(0.05) 2.88(0.46) 7 1.06 –
J1358+2658 0.29 (17.49-17.78) 1.18(0.54) 3.00(0.38) 8 1.11 –
J1405+2657 0.25 (16.94-17.19) 0.00(0.43) 1.44(0.40) 6 1.09 –
J1421+2824 0.20 (18.84-19.04) 0.00(0.13) 1.36(0.18) 7 2.14 –
J1435+3132 0.46 (18.53-18.99) 0.00(0.17) 5.39(0.13) 8 2.98 –
J1443+4725 0.26 (17.94-18.20) 0.00(0.38) 2.87(0.13) 7 3.03 27.81
PKS 1502+036 0.67 (17.71-18.38) 0.00(0.55) 2.77(0.41) 8 3.53 36.60
RX 16290+4007 0.27 (17.82-18.09) 0.00(0.57) 1.65(0.72) 7 1.61 –
J1633+4718 0.74 (16.88-17.62) 0.00(0.18) 0.76(0.36) 6 2.19 –
J1644+2619 0.71 (17.23-17.94) 0.10(0.16) 1.85(0.42) 7 2.73 52.25
B3 1702+457 0.54 (14.86-15.40) 0.89(0.09) 1.78(0.14) 7 2.01 –
J1709+2348 0.56 (18.93-19.49) 0.24(0.39) 1.94(0.31) 6 1.06 –
J1713+3523 0.34 (16.78-17.12) 0.19(0.32) 1.42(0.05) 7 1.05 12.03
IRAS 20181-2244 0.48 (18.30-18.78) 0.00(0.14) 1.03(0.25) 11 1.57 9.42
J2314+2243 0.29 (15.82-16.11) 0.00(0.06) 0.82(0.21) 19 1.25 11.59
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3.1 RL NLS1 Galaxies With Gamma-ray Detections
This section describes the observations of the gamma-ray detected portion of our sample. These
objects have been detected in at least one 1-month (30.5 days) bin at a significance of TS   9.
Further checks to confirm the gamma-ray nature of these sources include confirming that the radio
location of the source lies within the the 95% confidence circle, which is concentric about the
centroid of the gamma-ray emissions. TS maps were also created to ensure that no un-modeled
sources were within at least 6º of the target, which could lead to false detections as the likelihood
analysis routine would attempt to incorrectly assign photons from un-modeled sources to modeled
ones.
The process of searching for gamma-ray emissions from these sources began with an analysis
of the first 66 months of LAT data in a single bin, which revealed no new sources. The individual
analysis of each 1-month bin revealed that almost all of the objects in this sample were not
detectable in a majority of the single-month bins, but were instead only provisionally detectable
(TS > 9) in one or a few months out of 66. Objects which were detected above a TS > 4 threshold in
consecutive months were re-analyzed by combining those months into a single bin, which generally
improved the confidence of the detection.
3.1.1 PMN J0948+0022: the class prototype
PMN J0948+0022 was the first RL NLS1 galaxy discovered at gamma-ray energies. This discovery
was made by Fermi/LAT shortly after its launch, and therefore played a significant role in catalyz-
ing the subsequent investigations of the blazar-like properties of this class. Due to its prominent
stature in the literature, relative brightness at all wavelengths, and favorable position near the
celestial equator, this object has been heavily monitored by the PEGA group. The majority of the
results obtained by our group for PMN J0948+0022 have been presented in two refereed articles
describing the optical photometric (Maune et al., 2013) and the IR/photopolarimetric/gamma-ray
(Eggen et al., 2013) behavior of this source, respectively. The content presented in this section is,
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to a large degree, adapted from work published by the author in Eggen et al., 2013.
3.1.1.1 Background
PMN J0948+0022 is an object that displays the expected properties of a Narrow-Line Seyfert-1
galaxy as described in Chapter 1, as well as those of blazars, such as strong and variable emission
in the radio thru g-ray energies over long timescales (Abdo et al., 2009a; Foschini et al., 2012),
and microvariability in the optical (Maune et al., 2013). Ikejiri et al. (2011) also observed PMN
J0948+0022 to exhibit a very high degree of linear polarization (18.8%) in the optical (V-band),
when the object was very bright (V = 17.028 ± 0.014). Presented here are the results of approxi-
mately 2.5 years of observations of this object performed by the PEGA group.
3.1.1.2 Optical Photopolarimetry Data
All optical polarimetric data used in this study were obtained with the 72-inch Perkins telescope
at Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona, using the PRISM instrument. Data were obtained
during several observing runs between February, 2011 and April, 2013. The specific dates of
each observation are given in Table 3.2. Simultaneous photometric, polarimetric, and gamma-
ray data on this source is presented in Figure 3.1. The observations consisted of a series of 2-
4 measurements for the Q and U Stokes parameters per polarization observation. Each series
consisted of four images, each taken at different instrumental position angles – 0°, 45°, 90°, and
135° – of the waveplate.
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Table 3.2: Photopolarimetric observations of PMN J0948+0022
Observations obtained between February, 2011 and May, 2012. Columns are: (1) time of
the observation in MJD (JD - 2.45e6), (2) optical R-band magnitude and (error), (3) percent
polarization of target and (error), and (4) EVPA and (error)
MJD R-mag (err) P (err) EVPA (err)
55599.3 19.18 (0.02) 0.86 (0.50) -32.08 (11.3)
55602.3 19.18 (0.02) 2.02 (0.30) -36.9 (19.2)
55705.2 18.21 (0.02) 1.35 (1.29) 93.4 (8.6)
55706.2 17.88 (0.03) 12.31 (1.21) 22.6 (9.3)
55708.2 18.90 (0.02) 4.00 (1.51) 11.7 (42.0)
55951.3 19.05 (0.03) 1.66 (0.26) -50.74 (2.6)
55982.3 18.68 (0.03) 1.70 (0.48) 19.4 (13.6)
55983.3 18.82 (0.03) 5.95 (0.50) -59.3 (2.0)
55984.2 18.61 (0.03) 2.45 (0.16) 19.9 (5.3)
56007.3 18.71 (0.03) 8.17 (0.74) 58.4 (13.5)
56008.2 19.48 (0.02) 1.92 (0.39) -46.7 (0.3)
56039.3 19.07 (0.02) 3.89 (0.61) 28.9 (13.5)
56040.2 18.89 (0.03) 3.13 (0.36) 9.0 (1.7)
56059.2 19.19 (0.03) 0.90 (0.28) 6.2 (62.7)
56251.4 18.94 (0.02) 2.29 (0.69) -44.0 (0.1)
56252.5 18.68 (0.02) 2.82 (0.58) 15.2 (3.6)
56299.5 18.06 (0.03) 1.89 (1.26) 9.0 (6.5)
56300.5 18.86 (0.02) 2.62 (0.65) -64.0 (3.0)
56301.5 19.00 (0.04) 1.17 (0.28) 79.7 (27.2)
56393.3 18.78 (0.02) 1.20 (0.11) 66.14 (1.4)
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Figure 3.1: PMN J0948+0022: multi-wavelength data
A comparison of all R-band optical data binned at 24-hour intervals (top panel), only optical data
obtained with polarimetry (second panel), the Percent Polarization (third panel), position of the
electric vector in degrees (fourth panel), and the integrated g-ray flux (bottom panel) of PMN
J0948+0022. Upper limits have been removed for clarity. Details on the photopolarimetric data
can be found in Table 3.2. The same horizontal axis is common to all five plots.
Corrections to polarimetric values were obtained from two sources: in-field comparison stars
and separately observed polarimetric standards, both polarized and unpolarized (Schmidt et al.,
1992). As the camera has a wide field of view (approx. 14’ x 14’), we are able to use field stars for
interstellar polarization corrections by subtracting the average percent polarization of the brightest
field stars. Polarized and unpolarized standard stars are used to calibrate corrections for polariza-
tion Position Angle (P.A.) and instrumental polarization (typically less than 1%), respectively.
The data were reduced and analyzed using in-house scripts, which utilize standard packages in
the PyRAF 2.0 suite of reduction tools1. Bias frames were taken at the beginning of every night
and combined into a master bias that was subtracted from each image. Flat frames were taken
at least once per run, using a featureless screen inside the dome. Each position of the waveplate
1PyRAF is a product of the Space Telescope Science Institute, which is operated by AURA for NASA.
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required its own set of flats, which would later be combined into one master flat per position angle
for application to the appropriate science image(s). Cosmic ray cleaning was performed on all
science images, with the threshold and fluxratio parameters set to 35 and 5, respectively, in order
to replicate the parameters under which apperture photometry has been performed for this source
by our group. Aperture photometry was then performed on the calibrated science frames on an
object-by-object basis. An aperture radius of 7 arcsec was used on all images both to maximize
the signal-to-noise and to maintain consistency with the optical photometry being performed on
this target by Maune et al. (2013). Use of the in-field comparison stars compiled by Maune et al.
allowed for one to obtain simultaneous measures of the absolute R-band magnitude, as well as the
percent polarization (P) and electric vector position angle (EVPA).
For ease-of-comparison with g-ray data, which are expressed as photon fluxes in this manuscript,
optical data were converted from magnitudes to units of flux (mJy) using the following equation:
F = 2941⇤10 0.4⇤Mag (3.1)
Where F is the flux in mJy andMag is the R-band magnitude.
3.1.1.3 Optical and Infrared Photometry
Much of our optical and all of our NIR data were obtained by the 1.3m telescope at the Cerro Tololo
Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) under the Small and Moderate Aperture Research Telescope
System (SMARTS) program. We obtained simultaneous data in the optical R and infrared J bands
using ANDICAM, which is a dual-channel instrument that uses a dichroic to simultaneously feed
optical and IR CCD imagers, allowing the acquisition of IR data from 0.4 to 2.2 mm. Our limited
dataset of J-band images consisted of four NIR images - one for each corresponding optical R-band
image - which were flat-fielded, overscan-corrected, bias-subtracted, and co-added using standard
PyRAF/IRAF packages and scripts. To be consistent with our optical data, a 7 arcsec aperture
radius was used to perform differential photometry.
In March 2013, PMN J0948+0022 underwent a dramatic brightening in the R-band, achieving
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Table 3.3: Simultaneous IR/Optical data for PMN J0948+0022
Data corresponding to the strong optical flaring we observed in March, 2013. Columns are:
(1) time of the observations in MJD, (2) optical R-band magnitude, (3) difference in magnitude
between the measurement of the current row and next row, and (4) same as (3), but for the J-band
data
MJD R-mag (err) DR (err) DJ (err)
6360.5 17.271 (0.016) -1.373 (0.026) -1.375 (0.028)
6363.5 18.644 (0.021) 1.504 (0.030) 1.334 (0.028)
6364.5 17.140 (0.021) -0.880 (0.028) -0.793 (0.028)
6368.5 18.020 (0.018) N/A N/A
a maximum brightness of R = 17.140 ± 0.021, which was unprecedented for the object in this
band. We were fortunate to have obtained simultaneous J-band data during this flaring episode,
although we currently lack calibrated values for field stars in the J-band. The data corresponding
to this event is displayed in Table 3.3, with the optical component plotted in Figure 3.2.
As a result of the PEGA group’s intensive high-cadence monitoring of this source, we were able
to obtain many nights of microvariability data. Two of these nights are shown in Figures 3.3 & 3.4,
which display large increases and decreases, respectively, of the flux of PMN J0948+0022 over the
course of a single night. These overall flux changes were greater than a factor of two (the only such
nights in our monitoring sample at the time of writing) and were accompanied by smaller, discrete
events in both cases. It should be noted that over two dozen nights of high-cadence, focused
observations in the optical were required to obtain the two nights of data presented in Figures 3.3
& 3.4.
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Figure 3.2: PMN J0948+0022: Optical/IR flare
R-band optical data showing a rapid and dramatic rise in the flux of PMN J0948+0022 which
appeared to be uncorrelated (a possible orphan flare) with any g-ray activity. See Table 3.3 for the
specifics of the observations.
Figure 3.3: PMN J0948+0022: Flux Doubling
Microvariability data presented in Maune et al. (2013), showing the doubling of the flux (see
Chapter 4) in 4.39 ± .19 hours. Arrows indicate the data points separated by the necessary flux
difference and used to make the timescale calculation. Two discrete, roughly symmetric flares can
also be seen in this figure.
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Figure 3.4: PMN J0948+0022: Flux Halving
Similar to Figure 3.3, but original to this work and showing a halving of the total optical flux in
3.60 ± .23 hours. Note the discrete flare near the end of the lightcurve.
3.1.1.4 Fermi/LAT Data
Gamma-ray data were obtained through the Fermi/LAT public data server. The data were reduced
and analyzed using ScienceTools v9r27p1 and instrument response functions P7SOURCE_V6. We
utilized the likelihood analysis procedure as described at the FSSC website. Photon fluxes were
calculated using data from MJD 55562 to MJD 56408 (January 01, 2011 to April 25, 2013).
Our data were downloaded from the Fermi website on March 27, 2013 and cover a region
on the sky 15° in radius, centered on the location of PMN J0948+0022 (2FGL0948.8+0020 from
the Fermi 2-Year Point Source Catalog), and in an energy range of 100 MeV to 300 GeV. Our
g-ray light curve consists of 112 equally-sized bins, each of which is 637861 seconds in length, or
one-quarter of the lunar synodic period, as our observing runs at Lowell Observatory were centered
around the time of the New Moon. The first bin began on February 03, 2011, while the last bin
ended on April 25, 2013. These data are plotted with our optical R-band monitoring of PMN
J0948+0022 over the same time period in Figure 3.5. Only data corresponding to the SOURCE
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class (evclass=2) were utilized, with a 52° cut-off rock-angle of the spacecraft (angular separation
between the zenith and the boresight of the instrument), while an additional cut utilizing an angle
of 100° from the zenith was imposed so as to minimize the contamination due to g-rays coming
from Earth’s upper atmosphere. Since PMN J0948+0022 is within 20° of the ecliptic, and the
Sun is a source of g-rays comparable to our target (Abdo et al., 2011b), a final cut was used to
exclude exposures that occurred when the Sun was within the 10° Region of Interest (RoI). Photon
fluxes and spectral fits were derived using an unbinned maximum likelihood analysis which was
accomplished using the ScienceTool GTLIKE.
In order to accurately measure the flux and spectral parameters of the source, one needs to
account for g-rays emitted from the background. To this end, two models were used: an isotropic
background model accounting for extragalactic diffuse emission and residual charged particle
background, and a Galactic diffuse emission model to account for diffuse sources from within our
own galaxy. The isotropic model we used was the one contained in the file iso_p7v6source.txt2,
while the Galactic component was given by the file gal_2year7v6_v0.fits. These models were
constructed by the Fermi/LAT science team using the first two years of observations from the
instrument. The normalizations of both components were left to vary freely during likelihood
analysis.
In order to determine the significance of the g-ray signal from PMN J0948+0022, we used the
Test Statistic (TS). The Test Statistic is defined as TS = 2Dlog(likelihood), where likelihood refers
to the likelihood ratio test as described in (Mattox et al., 1996). Determining the likelihood of a
given photon flux being produced by a source with a given spectral model was accomplished using
the GTLIKE Science Tool. Our source model consisted of all the known g-ray point sources located
within a 15° radius of 2FGLJ0948.8+0020 (the designation of PMN J0948+0022 used in the 2FGL
Catalog). Initial values for all spectral parameters for these sources were taken from the LAT 2-year
Point Source Catalog. Along with PMN J0948+0022 and the aforementioned background models,
several point sources with 2FGL photon fluxes on the order of (or bright than) the target were
2http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/Background/Models.html
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allowed to vary (i.e. photon indices, normalization factors, and spectral slope indices were left
as free parameters) during the likelihood analysis, so as to account for the inherent variability of
many g-ray sources. The type of spectral model used for a given source was the same model used
for that source in the LAT 2-year catalog (Nolan et al., 2012).
Figure 3.5: PMN J0948+0022: Gamma-ray & Optical Data
g-ray flux (integrated from 100 MeV to 300 GeV) plotted in panels 1 & 3, with time-averaged
R-band flux plotted in panels 2 & 4. Panels 1 & 2 share a common horizontal (time) axis, as do
panels 3 & 4. Downward-pointing arrows denote upper-limits on g-ray data points (TS < 9).
For PMN J0948+0022 specifically, we used a LogParabola model to describe the g-ray spec-
trum of the source in this study. This model takes the form:
N(E) = N0(
E
Eb
)a+bln(E/Eb) (3.2)
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where N0 is the normalization index, a is the photon index at the pivot energy Eb, and b is
the curvature index. These parameters were left un-fixed with the exception of Eb: this was fixed
at a value of 271.597 MeV, which is the value reported for this object in the LAT 2-year catalog.
Leaving Eb un-fixed did not result in a different value for this parameter outside of the uncertainties.
All g-ray fluxes presented in this paper are integrated over the entire energy range cited above (100
MeV to 300 GeV), with corresponding units of [ph cm-2sec-1].
Sources outside our 10° Radius of Interest (RoI) but within 15° of the target were also included
in the source model, as the point spread functions of these objects could result in extra photons
seeping into the RoI of our target. All parameters for these sources were fixed to their 2FGL
catalog values during the analysis.
3.1.1.5 General Observations
All of the polarimetric data obtained for PMN J0948+0022 to-date by our group is displayed in
Figure 3.6. This source has displayed a large photometric range (R= 16.70 to 20.03), as well as
a high degree of polarization (12% at maximum) and significant variation in the position angle
of the electric vector. This object was one of the most heavily-observed in the sample, with 21
photopolarimetric observations over 2.89 years.
PMN J0948+0022 was also one of the most active gamma-ray emitters and one of the first
NLS1 detected at gamma-ray energies, with detectable emissions (TS > 9) in 59 of 66 monthly bins
analyzed in this work in the 0.1 to 300 GeV energy range. The inclusion of this source in both the
1 and 2-year Fermi Source Catalogs (1FGL J0949.0+0021 & 2FGL J0948.8+0020, respectively)
further solidifies the nature of this object as a strong and persistent emitter of gamma-rays. As
the gamma-ray spectrum of this source is best described by a LogParabola function (see Eq. 3.2),
the parameter a is used in place of G in Table 3.4. Figure 3.11 shows a TS map for the field of
PMN J0948+0022, constructed from the same dataset (bin 53) as that used to derive the quantities
displayed in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.6: J0948+0022 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
Top panel: photometric data derived from the same Stokes parameters used to calculate the
polarimetric properties. Middle panel: degree of polarization P. Bottom panel: orientation of the
electric vector, or electric vector position angle (EVPA).
Table 3.4: J0948+002 Gamma-Ray Data
Columns are: 1) TS value of detection; 2) Right Ascension and 3) Declination of the radio
coordinates (J2000.0) of the source in degrees; 4) 95% error circle radius and (separation between
radio coordinates and gamma-ray centroid) in degrees; 5) integrated photon flux (ph cm-2 s-1) from
0.1 to 300 GeV for the target (multiply by 1x10-08); 6) photon index of the LogParabola fit to the
emissions; and 7) the bin used to calculate the preceding quantities.
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV a Time(bin)
402.14 147.221 0.349773 0.11(0.06) 39.81±2.32 2.38±0.06 53
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Figure 3.7: PMN J0948+0022 Test Statistic Map
This TS map is 6ºx6º and shows the probability of a point source being able to account for the
excess gamma-ray flux at each pixel location (each pixel in 0.2º on a side), and centered on the
radio coordinates of the science target (PMN J0948+0022 in this case). The color indicates the TS
value of a poin source at that location, with numeric values indicated by the scale at the bottom of
the figure. This map was constructed by accounting for all of the sources within the field of view,
except for the science target in the center. This map indicates that there is a very strong source in
the center of the field, at the location of PMN J0948+0022. The remaining TS maps in this
dissertation possess the same dimensions and were constructed in the same way as the map in this
figure.
3.1.2 J0849+5108
SDSS J084957.97+510829.0 (hereafter J0849+5108) is another RL NLS1 galaxy with a prominent
place in the literature. Though it was not included in the first or second Fermi catalogs, its
nature as a gamma-ray source was firmly established by the work of D’Ammando et al. (2012).
J0849+5108 was first described as an “eruptive BL Lacertae object” in 1975 when it underwent
a large 4-magnitude optical flare over the course of a month (Arp et al., 1979). The object was
also observed to exhibit a high degree of polarization (greater than 10%) as well as significant
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polarimetric variability (Moore and Stockman, 1981).
The PEGA group has also obtained extensive observations of this object in terms of optical
photometry, photopolarimetry, and gamma-ray observations. A forthcoming publication by Maune
et al. will focus on many of the interesting results obtained for this object, including radio data
from the Owens Valley Radio Observatory (OVRO) and the Swift x-ray satellite mission. Much of
this subsection has been adapted from that article.
3.1.2.1 Radio Data
Since late 2007, the 40-meter radio telescope at OVRO has been engaged in a near-continuous
blazar monitoring program in the 15 GHZ regime designed to compliment g-ray observations of
Fermi/LAT-detected sources ((Richards et al., 2011)). The program now monitors over 1700 AGN,
including J0849+5108. The entire sample is observed on an approximately bi-weekly cadence. The
instrument makes use of a dicke switched dual-beam receiver and utilizes a “double switching”
method of observation. This technique involves collecting signal from a target object in one beam
while the other observes the background sky as a reference; the true target signal is considered to be
the difference between the two beams. This background subtraction allows for noise contributions
such as atmospheric variation or ground spillover to be minimized. The target and background sky
are then switched to the opposite beam, and a second measurement is taken. A single data point
thus consists of the average of both observations.
Repeated observations of 3C 286 are used in determining the absolute flux density of all objects
observed under the OVRO blazar monitoring program. For the purposes of calibration, 3C 286 is
assumed to have a total flux density of 3.44 Jy (Baars et al., 1977) at an uncertainty of 5%. As of
the time of this writing, 334 observations of J0849+5108 had been collected over the course of the
monitoring program. The object has shown an average flux density of 0.280 ± 0.015 Jy, with a
total range of approximately 0.4 Jy.
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3.1.2.2 Optical Photometry
All optical data presented here were obtained at Lowell observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona. The 31-
inch NURO, 42-inch Hall, and 72-inch Perkins telescopes were used to acquire standard Johnson
R-band optical images across five observing sessions starting in 2013 January and ending in 2013
May, for a total of 560 observations across 29 nights. Microvariability observations (minimum of
2 hours of monitoring) were performed during 21 of these nights. Observing sessions typically
lasted on the order of one week and were spaced roughly one month apart and centered around
the new moon (dark-time). Optical magnitudes for the object were determined through the use
of differential photometry using a 7” aperture radius. Apparent magnitudes were calculated using
seven in-field check stars.
In April 2013, the author was observing J0849+5108 at Lowell Observatory, on both the 72-
inch and 42-inch telescopes. During the observing run this object underwent a sudden and dramatic
flaring event in the optical, accompanied by a rapid increase in the degree of polarization as well
as an increase in the gamma-ray flux. The details of this event (in optical and gamma-ray fluxes)
can be observed in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Detail View of the Optical/g-ray Flaring Event for J0849+5108
The optical (top panel) and g-ray (bottom panel) behavior of the object during the flaring event
in April 2013; this is a closer view of the data presented in Figure 3.9. Optical data is presented
in both magnitudes and flux (Jy); squares represent data obtained from the 72-inch telescope and
triangles represent data taken from the 42-inch. The g-ray flux is plotted in 2-day bins, with units
of photons s-1cm-2. Upper limits on the g-ray flux are plotted as downward-pointing arrows.
As can be seen in Figure 3.8, the optical flare of J0849+5108 at the end of this observing run
was very dramatic, with a flux increase in the optical flux exceeding a factor of four. Prior to the
flare, the object displayed a moderate amount of inter-night variability over a period of nine nights.
For the majority of the run prior to the optical flare the object was also undetectable at gamma-ray
energies. With the onset of the optical flare, however, the object became strongly detected in the
gamma-ray regime, and would remain so for a period of several more weeks (see Figure 3.9).
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Table 3.5: Photopolarimetric observations J0849+5108.
Columns are: 1) MJD of observation, 2) optical R magnitude, 3) percent polarization, and 4)
electric vector position angle in degrees. Associated uncertainties are shown in parenthesis. Optical
measurements that lack a corresponding polarization measurement are not shown.
MJD R-Mag (err) P (err) EVPA (err)
56300.4 17.49 (0.01) 04.09 (0.50) -40.85 (20.51)
56301.4 17.77 (0.01) 05.00 (3.65) +41.60 (19.26)
56393.2 16.55 (0.01) 09.97 (1.26) -11.07 (02.25)
56394.2 16.11 (0.01) 03.06 (0.84) +11.10 (00.45)
56394.3 16.23 (0.01) 05.80 (0.78) -25.39 (04.26)
56401.2 14.46 (0.01) 12.23 (0.43) -00.04 (00.74)
56425.2 14.78 (0.01) 10.98 (0.28) +62.63 (01.53)
56426.2 15.44 (0.01) 06.30 (0.36) +50.36 (01.14)
3.1.2.3 Optical Polarimetry
As above, these data were taken exclusively in the R band. Polarimetry observations were only
obtained under photometric conditions; otherwise, assuming the weather that night still allowed
for observations, the object was observed with differential photometry. This allowed for eight
observations in seven nights spanning from 8 January to 14 May, overlapping with three of the
five photometry observing sessions. The photopolarimetric data used in this work can be found in
Table 3.5
3.1.2.4 X-Rays
The X-Ray Telescope (XRT) on board the Swift spacecraft was used to collect data from the night
of April 22, 2013, in the energy range of 0.5-10 keV. A photon index of 2.6 ± 0.9 was measured
in the observed frame. The data was downloaded from the publicly available online archive and
processed using the HEASOFT package and standard data reduction procedures.
The Ultraviolet and Optical Telescope (UVOT) on board Swift is co-aligned with the XRT and
provides simultaneous coverage in the optical and near-UV at 170-650nm. Data were collected
with this instrument using the UV w2, w1, and m2 filters (central wavelengths of 1928, 2600, and
2246 Å, respectively), as well as standard optical UBV photometry.
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3.1.2.5 Gamma-Rays
Gamma-ray data were obtained by the author through the Fermi/LAT public data server. The
data were reduced and analyzed using ScienceTools v9r31p1 and instrument response functions
P7SOURCE_V6. The likelihood analysis procedure as described at the FSSC website3 was used
throughout this paper. Photon fluxes were calculated using data from JD 2456293.5 to JD 2456524.5
(1 January to 20 August , 2013).
The Photon and Spacecraft data used in this paper were downloaded from the Fermi website
on August 22, 2013, and cover a region on the sky 10° in radius centered on the optical location
of QSO J0849+5108, and in an energy range of 100 MeV to 300 GeV. Only data corresponding
to the SOURCE class (evclass=2) were utilized, with a 52° cut-off rock-angle of the spacecraft.
An additional cut utilizing an angle of 100° from the zenith was imposed so as to minimize the
contamination due to g-rays coming from Earth’s upper atmosphere. Photon fluxes and spectral
fits were derived using an unbinned maximum likelihood analysis which was accomplished using
the ScienceTool GTLIKE. A PowerLaw model was used to describe the gamma-ray spectrum of
this source.
3http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/overview.html
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Figure 3.9: Multi-wavelength data for J0849+5108.
Top panel) radio flux in Jy from OVRO. Second panel) optical R band behavior across the 2013
observing session. Third panel) degree of optical polarization. Fourth panel) electric vector
position angle (EVPA) for each polarized optical data point. Fifth panel) photon counts/s from
Swift’s XRT instrument. Bottom: g-ray data in units of 10-7 photons cm-2 s-1; data is presented
in daily time bins during the large flare event beginning in mid-April and in weekly time bins
otherwise. All figures are plotted on the same time axis. The dotted lines indicate a period of time
in which a gradual rise was seen in the IR; see the text for details.
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3.1.2.6 General Observations
J0849+5108 has been observed to have the highest degree of polarization of the objects in this
sample at 15.44%, and also displays a highly variable EVPA. The optical range for this object
is also quite large at 4.11 magnitudes in the R-band. This degree of variability is all the more
surprising in light of the fact that the PEGA group has only been monitoring this source for 0.98
years. Figure 3.10 illustrates the high degree of variability expressed by this object in the optical
regime, both photometrically and polarimetrically.
The gamma-ray emissions from J0849+5108 are notably episodic, with periods of time as
long as several months to over a year during which the object is not detectable at gamma-ray
energies. However, during outbursts (which can last several weeks) the object can become one of
the strongest gamma-ray emitters of all NLS1, as indicated in Table 3.6. Figure 3.11 displays a
TS map constructed for this field, illustrating the dominance of this source during its brightening
phase in bin 35.
Figure 3.10: J0849+3853 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
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Table 3.6: J0849+5108 Gamma-Ray Data
Columns are: 1) TS value of detection; 2) Right Ascension and 3) Declination of the radio
coordinates (J2000.0) of the source in degrees; 4) 95% error circle radius and (separation between
radio coordinates and gamma-ray centroid) in degrees; 5) integrated photon flux (ph cm-2 s-1) from
0.1 to 300 GeV for the target (multiply by 1x10-08); 6) photon index of the PowerLaw fit to the
emissions; and 7) the bin used to calculate the preceding quantities.
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV G Time(bin)
790.76 132.492 51.1414 0.06(0.01) 26.34±2.20 2.02±0.05 35
Figure 3.11: J0849+5108 Test Statistic Map
3.1.3 J0100-0200
J0100-0200 has been observed to vary by 0.42 magnitudes in the R-band. The polarimetric prop-
erties of the source have displayed a wide range of variability over 2.20 years of photopolarimetric
monitoring, with a maximum degree of polarization of approximately 3%. The uncertainty of the
maximum degree of polarization measurement indicates that future observations may be required
to confirm the range of polarization values for this source. A large degree of variability in the
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orientation of the electric vector was also observed, as can be seen in Figure 3.12.
This source was detected in two 30.5-day bins at confidence levels just above TS = 9, as
indicated in Table 3.7. The fluxes measured during both periods are in rough agreement with
each other, though there is some discrepancy between the spectral indices of the PowerLaw used
to describe the emissions in each bin, with the spectral index in bin 25 being steeper than in bin 8.
Also, the localization of the source in bin 25 is less accurate than in bin 8. The TS maps for bins 8
& 25 - shown in Figures 3.13 & 3.14, respectively - indicate that there is another potential source
(TS ⇠= 13) 1.8° north of J0100-0200 which is not present in the TS map for bin 8. It is possible
that the model for J0100-0200 is incorporating low-energy photons from this second source in the
fit, thereby resulting in a softer spectrum and expanding the error circle.
Figure 3.12: J0100-0200 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
Table 3.7: J0100-0200 Gamma-Ray Data
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV G Time(bin)
9.65 15.1342 -2.01278 0.27(0.09) 5.87±0.56 1.54±0.38 8
9.52 15.1342 -2.01278 0.48(0.36) 3.17±2.23 2.39±0.42 25
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Figure 3.13: J0100-0200 Test Statistic Map - bin #8
Figure 3.14: J0100-0200 Test Statistic Map - bin #25
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3.1.4 1H 0323+342
1H 0323+342 (2FGLJ0324.8+3408 in the 2FGL catalog) was one of the first RL NLS1 galaxies
observed at gamma-ray wavelengths following the launch of Fermi. The coverage on this object
was very extensive, owing both to it’s bright apparent magnitude and relative isolation on the sky.
The PEGA group has obtained 21 photopolarimetric observations of 1H 0323+342 over a 2.90 year
period. The target has displayed a maximum photometric variability of 1.08 magnitudes, though
the majority of the observations showed it to be roughly stable around a magnitude of 15.8 in the
R-band. In a similar manner, the object displayed little in the way of polarimetric activity during
the majority of the observations, though an increase of the degree of polarization to 2.3% was
observed to coincide with a major brightening event, as illustrated in Figure 3.15.
1H 0323+342 was detected at gamma-ray energies in 27 of 66 monthly bins with the strongest
detection in bin 53, the details of which are shown in Table 3.8. Like PMN J0948+0022, 1H
0323+342 has a gamma-ray spectrum that is best described by a logarithmic parabola function,
and so the parameter a is shown in place of the spectral index G in the table. The TS map made for
this source in Figure 3.16 illustrates the strength of the detection represented in Table 3.8.
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Figure 3.15: 1H 0323+342 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
Table 3.8: 1H 0323+342 Gamma-Ray Data
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV a Time(bin)
280.31 51.2096 34.143 0.14(0.06) 36.19±2.73 2.41±0.07 53
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Figure 3.16: 1H 0323+342 Test Statistic Map
3.1.5 J0706+3901
J0706+3901 has displayed moderate photometric variability, with a variance of approximately
0.60 magnitudes between R = 16.77 and 17.37. The degree of polarization for this object has been
observed to vary between 0% and 1.64% over 2.19 years of monitoring. The orientation of the
electric vector has also displayed a significant degree of variability. Unfortunately, the faint nature
of this target has contributed to larger uncertainties for these values due to relatively low photon
counts.
Like J0100-0200, J0706+3901 was detected in two month-long bins at roughly equal confi-
dence levels: TS = 10.30 & 10.50 for bins 23 & 66, respectively, as shown in Table 3.9. A larger
error circle and greater separation between the radio coordinates and gamma-ray centroid can also
be seen in the results for bin 66 compared to bin 23, as well as a slightly steeper spectral index in the
former. Inspection of the TS maps in Figures 3.18 & 3.19 reveals that the field around J0706+3901
appears to be more densely-populated by potential transient sources with low TS values for bin
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66 than bin 23. This may be contributing to a less accurate model fit for J0706+3901 in bin 66.
Nevertheless, the source is considered to be at least provisionally detected in two month-long bins
with broadly similar results for detection significance, source localization, total flux, and spectral
shape.
Figure 3.17: J0706+3901 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
Table 3.9: J0706+3901 Gamma-Ray Data
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV G Time(bin)
10.30 106.605 39.031 0.21(0.11) 0.76±0.15 1.68±0.08 23
10.50 106.605 39.031 0.34(0.14) 1.10±0.36 1.92±0.12 66
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Figure 3.18: J0706+3901 Test Statistic Map - bin #23
Figure 3.19: J0706+3901 Test Statistic Map - bin #66
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3.1.6 J0804+3853
J0804+3853 has displayed a steadily-decreasing optical flux over an observing period lasting 1.87
years and comprised of 15 photopolarimetric data points. The maximum brightness displayed by
this object was R = 16.37, while the minimum was R = 17.01. This object displayed a relatively
high degree of polarization in all observations, with a minimum of 1.30% and a maximum of
2.22%. The small uncertainties in many of these measurements increases the confidence in the
variability measured for the degree of polarization being real. However, the orientation of the
electric vector showed virtually no change over the observing period.
The object was detected in gamma-rays at a confidence level of TS = 10.77 in a 3-month
bin which spanned monthly bins 34-36. The total flux and spectral slope displayed in Table 3.10
derived for this period are similar to those values obtained for the other objects of this class detected
at gamma-rays, though it is noted that the separation between the radio coordinates and the gamma-
ray centroid is slightly greater than the 95% confidence circle for these observations. Inspection of
the associated TS map in Figure 3.21 reveals a potential un-modeled gamma-ray source below and
to the right (southwest on the sky) of J0804+3853, which may explain this discrepancy.
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Figure 3.20: J0804+3853 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
Table 3.10: J0804+3853 Gamma-Ray Data
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV G Time(bin)
10.77 121.038 38.8969 0.24(0.27) 8.49±0.15 1.94±0.08 34-36
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Figure 3.21: J0804+3853 Test Statistic Map
3.1.7 J0956+2515
J0956+2515 (also known as 2FGLJ0956.9+2516 in the 2FGL catalog) has displayed substantial
variability in both its apparent magnitude and polarimetric properties over only 0.80 years of
photopolarimetric monitoring. The object varied by 0.70 magnitudes during this time and the
degree of polarization varied from a minimum of 1.44% to a maximum of 10.52%. The orientation
of the electric vector also appeared to undergo a slow rotation over the observation period, though
such a claim cannot be made definitively due to the sparse nature of the observations.
This source was detected in bin 20 at a confidence level of TS = 95.95, with a very close agree-
ment between its radio coordinates and the centroid of its gamma-ray emissions. The inclusion of
this source in the 2FGL catalog provides further evidence that this RL NLS1 is indeed a gamma-ray
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emitter, and a TS map in Figure 3.23 further illustrates the strength of this source. J0956+2515
was detected at a confidence level of TS > 9 in 15 of 66 month-long bins.
The classification of this source has been the subject of some discussion within the astronomical
community. Most databases (e.g. NED, SIMBAD, and the 2FGL catalog) list this source as a
typical blazar of the FSRQ variety. However, an analysis performed by Calderone et al. (2012) has
noted that the SED of this source, shown in Figure 3.24, is very similar to that of PMN J0948+0022
(see Figure 5.4). Furthermore, an analysis of J0956+2515’s optical spectra showed that a detailed
reduction of the FWHM of the Hb line could place it either slightly above or below the 2,000
km/s threshold for inclusion in the NLS1 category. Therefore, J0956+2515 is considered to be a
transitional source, having properties of both FSRQs and RL NLS1 galaxies, and is thus included
in this work as a member of the latter group.
Figure 3.22: J0956+2515 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
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Table 3.11: J0956+2515 Gamma-Ray Data
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV G Time(bin)
95.95 149.208 25.2545 0.21(0.08) 10.24±2.34 2.27±0.15 20
Figure 3.23: J0956+2515 Test Statistic Map
The signal at the bottom of this figure is most likely due to un-modeled emissions from a bright
field blazar outside of the field of view of this TS map. Emissions of this nature would not,
however, significantly affect the gamma-ray detection of J0956+2515.
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Figure 3.24: SED of J0956+2515
Figure 1 of Calderone et al. (2012). The blue line corresponds to a model fit to data taken when
the object was observed in a bright state, while the red line corresponds to data taken in a fainter
state.
3.1.8 J1102+2239
J1102+2239 has displayed approximately 0.41 magnitudes of optical variability over 2.09 years
of photopolarimetric monitoring and almost no variability in EVPA. However, the object has
displayed a large degree of variability in its degree of polarization, with a minimum value of P
near 1% and a maximum of over 8%.
The object was detected in gamma-rays using an extended 6-month time bin comprised of
monthly bins 15-20, resulting in a detection at a confidence level of TS = 14.57. The derived
photon flux and spectral index are comparable to the gamma-ray detected NLS1 in this sample and
while the separation between the radio and gamma-ray centroid coordinates appears somewhat
large, it is still well within the 95% confidence circle.
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Figure 3.25: J1102+2239 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
Table 3.12: J1102+2239 Gamma-Ray Data
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV G Time(bin)
14.57 165.597 22.6558 0.29(0.21) 1.29±0.81 2.32±0.34 15-20
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Figure 3.26: J1102+2239 Test Statistic Map
3.1.9 J1146+3236
J1146+3236 has displayed significant optical variability, with a range of 0.99 magnitudes in the R-
band. In 8 photopolarimetric observations taken over 2.86 years, the object has displayed a degree
of polarization greater than 2% only once, albeit with a large uncertainty on that measurement
due to the faint nature of the target. The orientation of the electric vector has also shown some
variability, although with large uncertainties on those values as well.
This source was detected at gamma-ray wavelengths at a TS = 12.61 confidence level in bin 5.
While there is good agreement between the radio and gamma-ray centroid coordinates, the 95%
confidence circle is relatively large at 0.48° in radius (see Table 3.13). Inspection of the TS map
constructed for this object in Figure 3.28 does not reveal any prominent potential field sources near
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J1146+3236, however.
Figure 3.27: J1146+3236 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
Table 3.13: J1146+3236 Gamma-Ray Data
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV G Time(bin)
12.61 176.726 32.6145 0.48(0.15) 3.58±1.66 2.55±0.31 5
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Figure 3.28: J1146+3236 Test Statistic Map
3.1.10 J1246+0238
J1246+0238 has been observed to vary by 0.78 magnitudes in the R-band. This source has
displayed only modest variability of its polarimetric properties over a 1.13 year monitoring period,
as shown in Figure 3.29. The degree of polarization has varied from a minimum of 0.00% to a
maximum of 1.79%, albeit with a high degree of uncertainty for the maximum value. However,
significant rotation of the electric vector on the order of 30° has been observed.
J1246+0238 was analyzed at gamma-ray energies in an extended 12-month bin covering monthly
bins 55-66, with a TS = 17.13 confidence level in the detection. The initial analysis indicated the
presence of un-modeled sources near J1246+0238, while the production of a TSmap for this source
region strongly suggested the presence of two un-modeled sources in the field of view (see Figure
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3.30). The source at ~10 o’clock from J1246+0238 (northeast) is positionally consistent with
the blazar RX J1253.7+0326, is 1.87° from J1246+0238, and is detected at a high significance
of TS = 55.90. This field source was also included in the first, 1-year Fermi catalog as 1FGL
J1253.7+0326, though it was not incorporated in the 2-year catalog and thus was not originally
included in the source model for J1246+0238. The second source, located between 5 and 6 o’clock
relative to J1246+0238 (south by southwest), is 2.42° from the target, and was detected at TS =
56.19. This second field source is located near coordinates R.A. 12h44m, Dec -02d22m (J2000),
and no candidate for these emissions is readily identifiable at lower wavelengths.
Incorporation of these two field sources into the source model for J1246+0238 resulted in the
final detection detailed in Table 3.14. A second TS map was made for this region, incorporating
the two field sources described previously. Inspection of the final TS map, shown in Figure 3.31,
did not indicate the presence of any other strong sources in the field of view.
Figure 3.29: J1246+0238 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
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Table 3.14: J1246+0238 Gamma-Ray Data
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV G Time(bin)
17.13 191.709 2.67123 0.28(0.11) 1.58±0.60 2.45±0.19 55-66
Figure 3.30: J1246+0238 Test Statistic Map
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Figure 3.31: J1246+0238 Test Statistic Map - 2 Sources Removed
3.1.11 J1443+4725
J1443+4725 has been observed via photopolarimetry (see Figure 3.32) over a period of 2.92 years
and has displayed an optical variability of approximately 0.26 magnitudes in the R-band. The
polarimetric activity of this object, however, has been much more pronounced. The maximum
polarization measured for this object was 2.87% with a minimum of 0%, while the orientation of
the electric vector also displayed a substantial degree of variability.
The gamma-ray properties of J1443+4725 are displayed in Table 3.15. This analysis was
performed using a 5-month extended bin incorporating bins 49 through 53, which allowed the
detection of this source at a significance level of TS = 27.81. This level of detection exceeds
the formal TS = 25 threshold for detection of a gamma-ray source, and represents the first such
detection of this object in the gamma-ray regime. The flux and spectral index values of this
source are within the normal ranges for other objects of this class. The close association of the
gamma-ray centroid and radio coordinates, relatively small 95% error circle, and absence of any
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strong un-modeled sources in the field of view provide further evidence of the certainty of this
detection.
Figure 3.32: J1443+4725 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
Table 3.15: J1443+4725 Gamma-Ray Data
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV G Time(bin)
27.81 220.827 47.4324 0.19(0.13) 1.49±0.06 2.29±0.02 49-53
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Figure 3.33: J1443+4725 Test Statistic Map
3.1.12 PKS 1502+032
The object PKS 1502+032 has displayed an optical variability of 0.67 magnitudes in the R-band.
The source has also been observed photopolarimetrically over a 3.30 year period, as shown in
Figure 3.34. The degree of polarization of the object was observed to vary between 2.80% and
0%, though the faint nature of the source in the optical led to large uncertainties for many of the
observations. The orientation of the electric vector was also seen to vary significantly over the
monitoring period.
PKS 1502+032 (also known as 2FGL J1505.1+0324) is one of the few RL NLS1 galaxies
included in the Fermi 2-year source catalog as a known gamma-ray emitter. The source was
detected at its strongest level in bin 43, at a significance of TS = 36.60, as shown in Table 3.16.
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This fit showed good agreement between the gamma-ray centroid and radio coordinates with a
small 95% confidence error circle and normal values for the flux and spectral slope compared
to other objects of this class. A TS map constructed for PKS 1502+032 during bin 43 further
illustrates the well-established nature of this source.
Figure 3.34: J1502+032 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
Table 3.16: PKS 1502+032 Gamma-Ray Data
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV G Time(bin)
36.60 226.292 3.40703 0.27(0.07) 9.58±2.71 2.53±0.20 43
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Figure 3.35: PKS J1502+032 Test Statistic Map
3.1.13 J1644+2619
J1644+2619 has varied by over 0.71 magnitudes in the R-band. In 3.29 years of photopolarimetric
monitoring the source has exhibited some variability in degree of polarization, with a minimum
polarization near 0% and maximum at 1.90%. Some variability was suggested in the orientation of
the electric vector, although the size of the uncertainties precludes a more positive statement about
such variability.
The gamma-ray analysis of J1644+2619 was performed on a 5-month bin of the data, spanning
bins 46 through 50. A very strong detection was achieved for this source, at a confidence level of
TS = 52.25. Like J1443+4725, above, this represents the first detection of this source at gamma-ray
energies. The localization of the gamma-ray emissions was very precise with a 95% error circle
and 0.08º separation between the gamma-ray centroid and radio coordinates, as can be seen in
Table 3.17. The TS map constructed for this source is shown in Figure 3.37, and suggests that no
un-modeled sources are contributing to the measurement.
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Figure 3.36: J1644+2619 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
Table 3.17: J1644+2619 Gamma-Ray Data
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV G Time(bin)
52.25 248.348 47.3164 0.08(0.06) 4.24±1.04 2.47±0.16 46-50
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Figure 3.37: J1644+2619 Test Statistic Map
3.1.14 J1713+3523
J1713+3523 has displayed a moderate optical variability of 0.32 magnitudes in the R-band, and has
been observed via polarimetry over a period of 2.26 years. The degree of polarization has varied
between 0.37% and 1.43%, with some variability also observed in the orientation of the electric
vector as can be seen in Figure 3.38.
In the gamma-ray regime, J1713+3523 was detected in bin 22 of the 66-month analysis at a
TS = 12.03 confidence level. The total flux and spectral index values (Table 3.18) are not unusual
for an object of this class, there is relatively little separation between the radio coordinates and
gamma-ray centroid, and the 95% confidence circle is not large at 0.15°. The TS map for this
source does indicate the presence of a potential weak source 0.95° to the SE of the target, though
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a TS of 7.12 for the interloper and the well-defined attributes of J1713+3523 are not indicative of
the former interfering with the detection of the latter.
Figure 3.38: J1713+3523 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
Table 3.18: J1713+3523 Gamma-Ray Data
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV G Time(bin)
12.03 258.269 35.3926 0.15(0.07) 6.21±0.23 1.79±0.14 22
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Figure 3.39: J1713+3523 Test Statistic Map
3.1.15 IRAS 20181-2244
IRAS 20181-2244 has substantial variability in the optical regime, with a total range of 0.48
magnitudes in the R-band. The results of 2.00 years of photopolarimetric monitoring can be seen in
Figure 3.40, which also shows a relatively small range in the degree of polarization (approximately
1%). Variability is also apparent in the orientation of the electric vector, though the error bars for
both polarimetric quantities are somewhat large due to the faintness of the target.
IRAS 20181-2244 was also detected at gamma-ray energies at a significance of TS = 9.42,
in bin 9 of the 66-month analysis. Excellent agreement was found between the location of the
gamma-ray centroid and the radio coordinates of the source, well within the 95% confidence circle.
The TS map of the region in Figure 3.41 indicates the presence of another potential source to the
SE of the NLS1, 0.86° away from the center of the field and at a lower TS than the NLS1, which
may explain the slightly large size of the error circle (0.25°) displayed in Table 3.19.
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Figure 3.40: IRAS 20181-2244 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
Table 3.19: IRAS 20181-2244 Gamma-Ray Data
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV G Time(bin)
9.42 305.268 -22.5884 0.25(0.09) 2.24±1.89 2.16±0.42 9
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Figure 3.41: IRAS 20181-2244 Test Statistic Map
3.1.16 J2314+2243
J2314+2243 has been exceptionally well-studied in this work, in part due to the relative lack of
members of the sample near it on the sky. Despite this extensive coverage, the object has displayed
only 0.29 magnitudes of optical variability. Polarimetrically, the object has been observed 19
times over 2.19 years and has displayed minimum and maximum degrees of polarization of 0%
and 0.85%, respectively. The orientation of the electric vector has also not varied appreciably over
the observation period.
J2314+2243 was detected at a significance of TS = 11.59 in bin 50 of the 66-month analysis,
the results of which are shown in Table 3.20. There was excellent agreement between the location
of the gamma-ray centroid and the radio coordinates of this object, and also between the total flux
values and spectral index of the source compared to other members of this class. However, the large
size of the 95% error circle (0.53°) provides some cause for concern. Inspection of the TS map for
this source, shown in Figure 3.43, reveals the presence of several potential, un-modeled sources at
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the eastern and southern areas of the map, roughly equivalent in detection significance to the NLS1
at the center. The closest of these (due south of the NLS1) is 4.9° from the target. Fortunately, wide
separations from these potential sources, combined with the lack of an overly-steep spectral index,
increase the confidence in the detection of J2314+2243 at gamma-ray energies. It is possible that a
re-analysis of the field surrounding this object could produce more firm detections of the potential
field sources indicated in Figure 3.43.
Figure 3.42: J2314+2243 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
Table 3.20: J2314+2243 Gamma-Ray Data
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV G Time(bin)
11.59 348.732 22.7236 0.53(0.03) 5.05±2.54 2.45±0.30 50
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Figure 3.43: J2314+2243 Test Statistic Map
3.2 RL NLS1 Galaxies Without Gamma-ray Detections
This section describes the photopolarimetric results obtained for the members of this sample which
do not have positive gamma-ray detections (i.e. exceeding the threshold of TS  9). All but two of
the 17 objects in this section were never detected at gamma-ray energies, regardless of the binning
cadence used. The two exceptions - IRAS 09426+1929 & J1633+4718 - were deemed false-
positives following subsequent analysis which showed that the previous detections were likely due
to un-modeled sources near the line of sight to the RL NLS1.
3.2.1 IRAS 01506+2554
IRAS 01506+2554 has displayed a total photometric range of 0.56 magnitudes in the R-band. The
object has been observed very extensively over 2.19 years, for a total of 23 photopolarimetric
observations. This source was observed to vary from 0.63% to 2.42% in degree of polarization,
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with P varying by as much as 1% over the course of a single day. The orientation of the electric
vector, however, displayed little evidence of variability during this time period.
The best detection of this source in the gamma-ray regime was at a TS = 5.9 significance in a
1-month bin.
Figure 3.44: IRAS 01506+2609 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
3.2.2 J0723+5054
J0723+5054 has displayed a total photometric range of 0.45 magnitudes in the R-band. This object
has also been observed to possess variable polarimetric properties over a 2.42 year observation
period, with minimum and maximum degrees of polarization of 0.03% and 2.59%, respectively.
The orientation of the electric vector has also been observed to rotate by roughly 90° during this
period.
The best detection of this source in the gamma-ray regime was at a TS = 3.9 significance in a
1-month bin.
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Figure 3.45: J0723+5054 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
3.2.3 J0744+5149
J0744+5149 has displayed a total photometric range of 0.33 magnitudes in the R-band. A signifi-
cant degree of polarimetric variability has also been displayed over a 2.41 year observation period,
ranging from approximately 0% to 3.41% in degree of polarization. The orientation of the electric
vector has also displayed significant variability.
The best detection of this source in the gamma-ray regime was at a TS = 3.9 significance in a
1-month bin.
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Figure 3.46: J00744+5149 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
3.2.4 IRAS 09426+1929
IRAS 09426+1929 has been observed to vary by a total of 0.29 magnitudes in the R-band. With
2.10 years of photopolarimetric monitoring, the object has shown a degree of polarization of up
to 1.19%, from a minimum of near 0%. The orientation of the electric vector has also shown a
noticeable degree of variability.
A search for gamma-ray emissions from this object initially indicated the presence of such
activity in month 20 of the 66-month search mentioned previously. The source initially presented
with a TS = 9.73 confidence level, though with a steep spectral index (3.52±0.16) and large error
circle. Subsequent investigations revealed the presence of emission from another unidentified
source approximately 2.58 degrees from IRAS 09426+1929 near coordinates R.A. = 09:54:17
and Dec. = +17:45:05 (J2000.0) at a significance of TS = 18.36. Inclusion of the this source in
the model for the field of IRAS 09426+1929 decreased the NLS1’s detection significance to TS =
5.00. Therefore, this source is not considered as a gamma-ray emitter in the current work.
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Figure 3.47: IRAS 09426+1929 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
Table 3.21: IRAS 09426+1929 Gamma-Ray Data
TS R.A. Dec err(dist) F0.1-300 GeV G Time(bin)
5.00 146.372 19.2636 0.72(0.06) 6.56±2.08 3.52±0.16 20
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Figure 3.48: IRAS 09426+1929 Test Statistic Map
3.2.5 J1038+4227
J1038+4227 has displayed a total photometric range of 0.24 magnitudes in the R-band. The source
has also displayed substantial polarimetric variability over 2.00 years of monitoring, with maxi-
mum and minimum degrees of polarization of 3.51% and 0.59%, respectively. Little variability
in the orientation of the electric vector was observed for this source, though a change of 30° was
observed over a 2-day period at the beginning of the monitoring efforts. This event coincided with
the largest observed degree of polarization for this source, and a variation of P from 3.51% to
1.61%.
The best detection of this source in the gamma-ray regime was at a TS = 6.1 significance in a
1-month bin.
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Figure 3.49: J1038+4227 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
3.2.6 J1047+4725
J1047+4725 has displayed a total photometric range of 0.28 magnitudes in the R-band. In 3.14
years of photopolarimetric monitoring the source was observed to possess substantial polarimetric
variability, with maximum and minimum degrees of polarization of 5.56% and 0.23%, respectively.
Substantial variability was also observed in the orientation of the electric vector, with multiple pairs
of data points suggesting a maximum differential of approximately 160° in EVPA.
The best detection of this source in the gamma-ray regime was at a TS = 5.2 significance in a
1-month bin.
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Figure 3.50: J1047+4725 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
3.2.7 J1140+4622
J1140+4622 has displayed a total photometric range of 0.99 magnitudes in the R-band, which is
the largest variability observed for an object in this sample that was not also detected at gamma-ray
energies. However, in 2.00 years of photopolarimetric monitoring the object was never observed to
exceed a 0.39% degree of polarization. Variability was observed in the orientation of the electric
vector, though the low degree of polarization for this source suggests caution when determining
the validity of such variability.
The best detection of this source in the gamma-ray regime was at a TS = 4.8 significance in a
1-month bin.
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Figure 3.51: J1140+4622 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
3.2.8 J1227+3214
J1227+3214 has displayed a total photometric range of 0.21 magnitudes in the R-band. This source
has remained highly polarized in all seven photopolarimetric observations made over a 2.11 year
observation period. The degree of polarization was never observed to be less than 5.88%, though a
maximum of 8.83% was also observed. Interstellar dust could explain the consistently high degree
of polarization observed for this source, though not the observed variability of that quantity. The
position angle of the electric vector was not observed to vary substantially over this period.
The best detection of this source in the gamma-ray regime was at a TS = 5.2 significance in a
1-month bin.
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Figure 3.52: J1227+3214 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
3.2.9 J1333+4141
J1333+4141 has displayed a total photometric range of 0.43 magnitudes in the R-band. Significant
polarimetric variability has also been observed in this source over 2.11 years of monitoring, with
maximum and minimum values of the degree of polarization measured at 2.92% and 0.17%,
respectively. The orientation of the electric vector was also observed to vary substantially over
this period, with a 157° change in the position angle observed in two consecutive measurements
separated by 31 days, as seen in Figure 3.53.
The best detection of this source in the gamma-ray regime was at a TS = 5.8 significance in a
1-month bin.
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Figure 3.53: J1333+4141 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
3.2.10 J1358+2658
J1358+2658 has displayed a total photometric range of 0.29 magnitudes in the R-band. In 2.10
years of photopolarimetric monitoring, the object has not been observed at a degree of polarization
less than 1.30%, though it has reached a maximum of 3.02%. The orientation of the electric vector
was not observed to vary significantly over this period.
The best detection of this source in the gamma-ray regime was at a TS = 6.1 significance in a
1-month bin.
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Figure 3.54: J1358+2658 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
3.2.11 J1405+2657
J1405+2657 has displayed a total photometric range of 0.25 magnitudes in the R-band. Data
obtained for this source in earlier epochs suffered from insufficient exposure times, increasing the
photometric and polarimetric uncertainties. The polarimetric data collected for this source over
a 1.21 year period suggests some variability of the degree of polarization, with maximum and
minimum values of 1.49% and 0.11%, respectively. Virtually no evidence of variability was seen
in the orientation of the electric vector.
The best detection of this source in the gamma-ray regime was at a TS = 5.1 significance in a
1-month bin.
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Figure 3.55: J1405+2657 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
3.2.12 J1421+2824
J1421+2824 has displayed a total photometric range of 0.20 magnitudes in the R-band, displaying
the least photometric variability of the entire sample. However, noticeable photopolarimetric
variability was observed over 2.11 years of monitoring. The maximum and minimum degrees
of polarization observed for this source were 1.37% and 0.00%, respectively, while the orientation
of the electric vector varied by approximately 110°.
The best detection of this source in the gamma-ray regime was at a TS = 4.6 significance in a
1-month bin.
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Figure 3.56: J1421+2824 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
3.2.13 J1435+3132
J1435+3132 has displayed a total photometric range of 0.46 magnitudes in the R-band. As can be
seen in Figure 3.57, in 3.31 years of photopolarimetric monitoring the source has also displayed a
substantial amount of polarimetric variability. The degree of polarization has varied substantially,
with maximum and minimum values of 5.39% and 0.14%, respectively. Significant variability was
also observed in the orientation of the electric vector.
The best detection of this source in the gamma-ray regime was at a TS = 4.2 significance in a
1-month bin.
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Figure 3.57: J1435+3132 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
3.2.14 J1629+4007
J1709+2348 has displayed a total photometric range of 0.27 magnitudes in the R-band. The source
was observed photopolarimetrically for 1.12 years and displayed a degree of polarization that
varied from 0.46% to 1.80%, though the faintness of the target caused a noticeable increase in
the uncertainties due to less-than-optimal photon statistics. The orientation of the electric vector
was highly variable in this object, with a maximum observed variance of approximately 120°.
The best detection of this source in the gamma-ray regime was at a TS = 8.3 significance in a
1-month bin.
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Figure 3.58: J1629+4007 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
3.2.15 J1633+4718
J1633+4718 has displayed a modest photometric variability of 0.44 magnitudes over the course
of this project. Polarimetrically, the object has displayed very little activity in 2.05 years of
monitoring, with a degree of polarization which never exceeded 0.84% and virtually no evidence
of variability in the position angle of the electric vector, as can be seen in Figure 3.38.
Analysis of the gamma-ray emissions of this object in bin 66 at first indicated that J1633+4718
may have been a gamma-ray emitter at a significance of TS = 13.15. However, a relatively small
95% error circle (0.19°) and large separation (0.35°) between the radio coordinates and gamma-ray
centroid indicated that an un-modeled source close to the line of sight towards J1633+4718 may
be a more likely candidate for the source of the emissions. Construction of a TS map (Figure 3.60)
for the region revealed such a source slightly NW of the center of the field, at the approximate
coordinates of R.A. = 16h32m and Dec. = +47deg25m and detection significance of TS ⇠= 17.53.
These coordinates are positionally consistent with the galaxy cluster ZwCl 1630.1+4728 (Zwicky
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et al., 1966).
Figure 3.59: J1633+4718 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
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Figure 3.60: J1633+4718 Test Statistic Map
3.2.16 B3 1702+457
B3 1702+457 has displayed a total photometric range of 0.54 magnitudes in the R-band. In
1.47 years of photopolarimetric monitoring the object has consistently been observed to possess
a degree of polarization near or exceeding 1%, up to a maximum of 1.79%. There has been
little observed variability in the orientation of the electric vector, though it is noted that the most
significant departure of this property from the average value (around -22°) occurred during the
second photopolarimetric measurement of this source, when the object was measured with its
maximum optical brightness and maximum degree of polarization.
The best detection of this source in the gamma-ray regime was at a TS = 4.4 significance in a
1-month bin.
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Figure 3.61: B3 1702+457 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
3.2.17 J1709+2348
J01709+2348 has displayed a total photometric range of 0.56 magnitudes in the R-band. In 1.29
years of photopolarimetric monitoring, the object has displayed a degree of polarization ranging
from 0.46% to 1.96% in 6 total observations. Significant variability of the orientation of the electric
vector has also been observed.
The best detection of this source in the gamma-ray regime was at a TS = 6.2 significance in a
1-month bin.
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Figure 3.62: J1709+2348 Photopolarimetric Light Curve
3.3 Radio-Quiet NLS1
The polarimetric results for a sample of Radio-Quiet NLS1 (RQ NLS1) galaxies are presented
in Table 3.22. The observations used to derive these measurements were collected, reduced, and
calibrated in the same manner as the observations of the Radio-Loud NLS1 presented in this work.
These RQ NLS1 serve as a control sample for the Radio-Loud objects, so that the significance of
the polarizations states of the objects in the latter sample could be properly interpreted.
The objects in this sample were selected based on their relative brightnesses (with respect to
the RL NLS1s) in order to maximize the photon statistics of their photopolarimetric measurements
and thereby reduce the uncertainties of those measurements. The increased relative brightnesses of
the RQ objects are in large part due to the lesser distances (lower redshifts) of these objects relative
to the RL objects, which also results in a greater flux contribution of the host galaxy relative to
the AGN for these sources. Also, more work needs to be done in order to confirm that the RQ
and RL NLS1s discussed in this dissertation are drawn from the same sample. This could be
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accomplished with a comparison of (optical) spectral properties such as line widths (of Hb, for
example) or derived masses for the central SMBHs. The use of alternative methods to measure
the masses of the SMBHs in these systems could prove especially illuminating. One such method
was recently described in Calderone et al. (2013), and involves measuring the continuum emission
of the accretion disk to constrain the mass. That study suggested SMBH masses for several RL
NLS1s on the order of 108M , which were a factor of ~6 above previous estimates for those objects
and agreed with the typical masses of blazars.
Inspection of the degree of polarization measured for the objects in Table 3.22 reveals that
the majority of the objects (12 of 17) exhibit less than 0.2% polarization in the R-band, with two
objects (Mrk 291 & Mrk 896) polarized between 0.2% and 0.3%. Significant outliers to this trend
were found in the objets Mrk 486, Mrk 766, and Mrk 1239. These objects were observed at
higher polarizations of 0.89%, 0.31%, and ~2.5%, respectively. However, it was discovered that
prior investigations of these sources (Goodrich, 1989; Smith et al., 1997) had revealed significant
broadband optical/UV polarization and that the degree of polarization was inversely proportional
to the wavelength. This was interpreted as evidence that the polarization being observed was due
to the presence of dust in the host galaxies of these objects instead of synchrotron radiation.
The Fermi/LAT team has performed several searches with the gamma-ray data collected by the
instrument, with the aim of associating gamma-ray signals with all classes of AGN. No radio-quiet
NLS1 galaxy has ever been detected at gamma-ray energies, though future searches for such emis-
sion from RQ NLS1s should certainly be performed. This may involve both focused, single-object
searches as described for the RL NLS1s in this dissertation, or, possibly, a “stacking” technique to
search for gamma-ray emissions from large group of RQ NLS1s.
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Table 3.22: Radio-Quiet Narrow Line Seyfert 1 Galaxies: Polarimetry Measurements
Table of polarimetric results for Radio-Quiet NLS1s. Columns are 1) Object name, 2) time of
observation in MJD, 3) degree of polarization, and 4) orientation of the electric vector.
1Polarization likely due to dust - see text
Object ID z MJD P(err) EVPA(err)
TON S180 0.061980 56218.3 0.17(0.31) 2.53(5.70)
Mrk 291 0.035198 56807.3 0.26(0.07) 24.31(74.83)
Mrk 335 0.025785 56216.2 -0.13(0.19) 79.44(3.04)
Mrk 359 0.017385 56712.1 0.05(0.04) -49.09(13.38)
Mrk 382 0.033687 56713.1 0.18(0.08) 7.42(13.72)
Mrk 478 0.079055 56807.2 -0.02(0.11) 22.99(78.38)
Mrk 4861 0.038934 56748.5 0.89(0.29) -35.41(7.20)
Mrk 493 0.031328 56714.9 -0.06(0.07) 9.98(63.60)
Mrk 618 0.035550 56713.1 0.01(0.11) -47.33(5.23)
Mrk 684 0.046079 56747.4 0.07(0.18) 19.33(7.66)
Mrk 705 0.029150 56713.1 0.09(0.10) -41.08(3.07)
Mrk 734 0.050201 56748.2 0.03(0.09) 87.78(8.28)
Mrk 7661 0.012929 56771.1 0.31(0.13) 98.24(5.08)
Mrk 896 0.026424 56807.4 0.29(0.10) -35.93(2.37)
Mrk 957 0.071149 56216.2 0.01(0.30) -20.57(49.00)
Mrk 1044 0.016451 56712.1 0.01(0.05) -10.87(6.58)
Mrk 12391 0.019927 56712.2 2.57(0.07) -49.27(1.78)
Mrk 12391 0.019927 56748.2 2.55(0.07) -47.83(1.50)
Mrk 12391 0.019927 56771.2 2.12(0.11) -51.47(1.94)
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4 RESULTS
This chapter describes the results obtained for this project in light of the photopolarimetric and
gamma-ray data described in Chapter 3. Sections 4.1 & 4.2 will describe the results pertaining
to the detailed investigations of the objects PMN J0948+0022 and J0849+5108, the observations
of which were described in Sections 3.1 & 3.2, respectively. Section 4.3 will describe the results
obtained for the entire sample of 33 RL NLS1 galaxies as a whole, with an emphasis on comparing
those results to a large sample of known blazars.
4.1 Object-Specific Results: PMN J0948+0022
This section describes the results obtained for the in-depth study of the RL NLS1 galaxy PMN
J0948+0022 described in Section 2.1.1, above. The majority of this section has been adapted from
work published by the author in Eggen et al. (2013).
4.1.1 Polarimetry
Our polarimetric results are detailed in Table 3.2 and displayed for comparison in Fig. 3.1. The
top panel of Figure 3.1 also displays all of our optical data for comparison, binned in 24-hour
increments as described in Section 4.1.2, below. Note that all photometric data points in the afore-
mentioned table and 2nd panel of Figure 3.1 were derived from polarimetric measurements. PMN
J0948+0022 displays a moderate, but significant variability in both the percent polarization (P) and
EVPA, with a maximum P of 12.31± 1.21% and an EVPA which varied substantially. While there
does seem to be evidence for a correlation between the optical state and the polarimetric quantities
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Figure 4.1: PMN J0948+0022: R-magnitude vs. P
A plot of concurrent R-band magnitudes and P, based on the data in Table 3.2 so that each data
point represents a measurement of the value of P and the R-magnitude that coincide in time.
in the data - a high optical state coupled with a high value of P, for example - the data also contains
notable exceptions to such a relationship (e.g., the lack of any increase in P during an outburst in
early 2013). No significant correlation was observed between the optical or polarimetric quantities
and the g-ray flux. It should also be noted that the 180° uncertainty inherent in the measurement
of the position angle may produce the appearance of trends where none exist.
A plot of each value of P versus the concurrent R-magnitude is shown in Figure 4.1. A clear
trend between these two values is not immediately obvious. However, closer inspection of the three
brightest data points revealed notable characteristics. The brightest data point (corresponding to
the data from MJD = 5706.7 in Table 3.2) also represents the largest value of P and was taken
when the object was observed to be in a persistent (42-minute duration) and stable (variation of
0.35 ± .05 magnitudes) bright state. The second-highest point corresponds to the data at MJD
= 6300.0 from Table 3.2 and occurred 4.44 hours after the object was observed to be 0.75 ± .02
magnitudes fainter via differential photometry. The third-brightest point was obtained 24 hours
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before the brightest data point and though they differ in time and brightness by relatively very
little, they have quite different polarimetric values. Possible interpretations of these observations
are discussed later in Section 4.
A Spearman rank-order test was performed on the data presented in Figure 4.1, using two
trials. The first trial utilzed all of the data presented in Figure 4.1 and resulted in a Correlation
rank of 0.336, with a P = 0.144. The second trial utilazed the same dataset, minus the second- and
third-brightest data points. This resulted in a Correlation of 0.521, with P = 0.032. Note that the
small sample size may adversely affect the accuracy of the reported p-values.
4.1.2 R-band Photometry
The optical photometric data utilized in the present study were obtained from the following sources:
(1) polarimetry obtained by the group at Georgia State University (Table 3.2), (2) optical data
presented in Maune et al. (2013), and (3) additional data collected since the publication of Maune
et al. These datasets were merged to make a master optical light curve, which contained 1,321
R-band observations obtained between February 7, 2011, and April 19, 2013. A program was
written by the author which binned the optical data with the same temporal bounds as the g-ray
data. An average value was then calculated for each bin to provide a single data point (42 optical
photometric data points in total, displayed in Figure 3.5), allowing us to better-match the optical
photometric data to the cadence of the FERMI observations. We also binned the R-band data in
24-hour bins centered on 00:00 UT, as the latitudes at which our data were obtained resulted in
acquisition times roughly centered on this time of day. The 24-hour binned data (114 data points)
can be seen in the top panel of Figure 3.1 and are also accessible via the online version of the
Eggen et al. (2013) manuscript. A sample of this data is provided in Table 4.1. This technique also
served to “smooth” some of the large changes in the optical flux over short time periods that are
often manifest in PMN J0948+0022 (see below).
By making use of high-cadence data presented in our previous work, as well as new data
obtained in January of 2013 , we were able to make very precise measurements of the dou-
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Table 4.1: 1-day Binned Optical Data for PMN J0948+0022
A sample of our optical data, binned at 1-day intervals as described in the text. Columns are: (1)
time of the observations in JD, (2) optical R-band magnitude, (3) uncertainty in the magnitude, and
(4) the number of observations used to create the binned data point. The full table of 114 values
used in this work can be found in the online version of Eggen et al., 2013.
JD R-mag R err # images
2455599.79411 19.180 0.020 1
2455602.79159 19.179 0.024 1
2455624.71679 19.382 0.003 7
2455625.62464 19.129 0.003 16
2455626.34594 19.198 0.005 16
2455627.31249 19.004 0.003 28
2455627.80059 18.812 0.004 11
2455647.70671 18.761 0.002 18
2455648.34777 18.761 0.001 68
2455649.27107 18.798 0.001 84
bling/halving timescale (t) for this object in the R-band. The formula for calculating the observed
timescale t is given by the equation (Foschini et al., 2011):
F(t) = F(t0)⇤2 (t t0)/t (4.1)
where F(t) and F(t0) are flux values at the times t and t0, respectively. Throughout the remainder
of this manuscript we will use tR and tg to refer to the doubling timescales measured for the optical
R and g-ray bands, respectively.
The doubling timescale was calculated for PMN J0948+0022 in several wavebands by Foschini
et al. (2012), although they did not have access to significant micro-variability data (especially in
the optical bands) in their study. Micro-variability data collected by the PEGA group on two nights
were used to calculate tR, and are shown in Figures 3.3 & 3.4. Figure 3.3 (first presented in Maune
et al. (2013)) reveals the target to be highly variable on very short (a few minutes) timescales, with
the object going from a minimum brightness of R = 18.69± .02 to a maximum of R = 17.92± .02
in 4.45 hours. This resulted in a doubling timescale of tR = 4.39 ± .19 hours. Conversely, Figure
3.4 (from Eggen et al., 2013) illustrates a rapid decrease in the brightness of PMN J0948+0022,
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though over a similar magnitude range and duration as the doubling event. Here we see the object
fall from R = 18.13 ± .04 to R = 18.96 ± .02 in 3.97 hours, for a halving timescale of tR = 3.60 ±
.23 hours. Together, these lightcurves yield an average value of tR = 3.99 ± .15 hours.
Concerning the aforementioned Figures, there are two items of note. The first is that the above
value for tR should be taken as an upper limit. The gaps in the lightcurves presented in Figures
3.3 and 3.4 may contain higher or lower flux states which would drastically reduce the doubling
timescale. The second item is that both lightcurves show discrete brightening events (flares -
three in total) that are not only well-sampled, but also roughly symmetric in their brightening and
dimming profiles and are on the order of an hour in duration.
In March 2013, PMN J0948+0022 underwent a dramatic brightening in the R-band (Figure
3.2), achieving a maximum brightness of R = 17.140 ± 0.021, which was unprecedented for the
object in this band. We were fortunate to have obtained simultaneous J-band data during this flaring
episode, although we currently lack calibrated values for field stars in the J-band. However, as can
be seen in Table 3.3, the degree of the fractional change of the optical flux was closely mirrored
by that in the NIR flux. Interestingly, there was no indication of correlated activity in the g-ray
regime, on any timescale, which could be linked to the optical/NIR activity. While correlation of
activity across multiple wavebands is a common characteristic of blazars (see, for example, Rani
et al. (2013), Abdo et al. (2010)), it is also not unusual to find examples of significant activity in
one band without the presence of similar activity in other bands (Krawczynski et al., 2004).
4.1.3 Gamma-ray Observations
The long-term behavior of PMN J0948+0022 in g-rays is shown in Fig. 3.5. Our long-term g-ray
dataset consists of 112 data points in total, including 31 upper limit values. The TS value may be
used as a proxy for the confidence in the measurement, with TS   9 (corresponding roughly to sv
  3) (Mattox et al., 1996) being the threshold above which we considered a positive detection. We
applied the method for extracting upper limits, as described on the FERMI website, to bins with
TS < 9. As PMN J0948+0022 is a well-established g-ray source (Abdo et al., 2009a), and less than
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1/3 of our data points are below this threshold, we feel it is reasonable to treat all of our remaining
gamma-ray data points as direct detections.
PMN J0948+0022 was observed to undergo a significant increase in g-ray brightness in the
spring of 2011, which was mirrored by a steady increase of the average R-band luminosity over
the next few months, as can be seen in the top 2 panels of Fig. 3.5. Unfortunately, the g-ray
brightening which was observed in the spring of 2011 continued into the summer when PMN
J0948+0022 could not be viewed in the optical due to the close proximity of the Sun. Nevertheless,
when optical monitoring resumed in November 2011, the object was observed to be back at a low
state in both the optical and g-rays and would remain in that state until the end of optical monitoring
in the spring of 2012. The resumption of optical monitoring in the fall of 2012 was accompanied
by an increase in g-ray activity which was dominated by two especially active periods centered
roughly between MJD 56225 and 56290. Perhaps most interestingly, the optical activity remained
generally much higher than average after MJD 56300, even though g-ray activity had dropped to a
relatively inactive state.
On December 18, 2012, PMN J0948+0022 was observed to undergo a flare in the near-infrared
(Carrasco et al., 2012), followed by a strong g-ray peak as observed by Fermi/LAT (D’Ammando
and Orienti, 2013). The measured flux for the bin in which the peak of this event fell (MJD =
56294) was 9.22x10-7 ph cm-2s-1, with a TS = 194.27. Due to the strength of this event, we were
able to bin the data to a much higher cadence (6 hours) around the peak of the flare. Figure 4.2
illustrates the rapidly-evolving nature of the flare with 24-hour (top panel) and 6-hour (bottom
panel) bins. One quickly notices that the flux appears to double twice (within a 2-sv uncertainty) in
the 6-hour light curve. Applying Eq. 4.1 to the relevant bins yields a measurement of the doubling
timescale in the g-ray regime of tg = 3.55 ± 4.29 hours - see Table 4.2 for the values used to
calculate this result. A doubling timescale of approximately 4 hours not only roughly agrees with
our measurement of tR, but is also comparable to the g-ray variability timescales found for 3C
454.3 during that object’s recent outbursts in 2009 (Ackermann et al., 2010) and 2010 (Abdo et al.,
2011a), which produced doubling timescales of 3 hours and 6 hours, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Flare of PMN J0948+0022 in December 2012: 12h & 06h bins
Top: g-ray light curve centered on the high flux measurement which occurred on MJD = 6294 in
Figure 3.5 with 24-hour time bins. Bottom: The data circumscribed by the blue dashed lines in
the top panel, but analyzed with 6-hour time bins.
4.2 Object-Specific Results: J0849+5108
This section describes the results obtained for the in-depth study of the RLNLS1 galaxy J0849+5108
described in Section 2.1.2, above. The majority of this section has been adapted from work
published in Maune et al., 2013. The majority of the findings concerning the optical variability
nature of this object were deduced by Maune, and are presented here for the sake of completeness.
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Table 4.2: Doubling Timescale Data for PMN J0948+0022
Data used to calculate doubling/halving timescales for optical and g-ray data. Columns are (1)
time (MJD) of the optical observation, (2) magnitude (error) in the R-band, (3) timescale tR (in
hours) calculated on from the two adjacent data points in Column 2, (4) mid-point in time of the
6-hour bin from which (5) the photon flux (and error) times 10-7 in ph*cm-2*s-1was derived, (6) the
TS value of the aforementioned g-ray data, and (7) the timescale tg calculated from the adjacent
g-ray data. The bottom row gives the average values and (uncertainties) for t in each waveband.
R-band Data 6-hr g-ray Bins
MJD MR(err) tR MJD Flux (err) TS tg
55652.11 18.69 (0.02) 4.39 (0.19) 56291.65 2.78 (1.67) 14.05 2.81 (4.23)55652.29 17.92 (0.02) 56291.90 12.21 (5.61) 15.66
56298.38 18.13 (0.04) 3.60 (0.23) 56292.15 8.26 (7.49) 12.03 4.28 (7.47)56298.54 18.96 (0.02) 56292.40 21.81 (8.723) 14.91
Average tR 3.99 (0.15) Average tg 3.55 (4.29)
4.2.0.1 Results for J0849+5108
The overall optical variations for J0849+5108 during the 2013 observing session are presented in
the second panel of Figure 3.9. J0849+5108 exhibits a remarkable optical range, brightening by
over four magnitudes (from R=18.57 to R=14.46) in just two months. The final five nights of the
April observing session are of particular note (see Figure 3.8), as the object underwent a large three
magnitude flare over this period, with an increase of over one magnitude from the night of April
17 to that of the 18th. These results are comparable to the previously-mentioned event described
by Arp et al. (1979), in which this object was observed to undergo a four magnitude flare on a
timescale as short as one month.
Generally speaking, J0849+5108 is an object which consistently exhibits extreme extreme
optical behavior. This source has been observed to regularly exhibit very large amplitude (0.3-0.4
magnitudes) variations within a single night. At the 3s level, the object demonstrates a duty cycle
(defined as the ratio between the number of nights spent in an active vs inactive state) of 100%.
This means that for every night the object was observed for microvariability (a minimum of 2 hours
of monitoring), then microvariability was detected. Doubling the detection threshold to 6sv only
reduced the duty cycle to 81%, indicating that the microvariability events being detected were not
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minor.
Previous studies (e.g. Ferrara (2000), Carini et al. (2003)) have found that the expected duty
cycles of radio-quiet NLS1s, radio-quiet broad-line Seyferts, radio-loud Seyferts, and even known
blazars fall well short of the value found for J0849+5108, being on the order of 1.4%, 10%,
19%, and 45% respectively. It is further noted that the narrow-line Seyferts observed by Ferrara
demonstrated an amplitude of variability no greater than a few hundredths of a magnitude within a
single night. This indicates that J0849+5108 is a remarkably variable object even when compared
to blazars, and compares favorably to PMN J0948+0022, which shows a slightly-reduced duty
cycle of 91%.
In addition to these extreme brightness variations the object is significantly polarized, demon-
strating a range of polarization from 3.1-12.2% during this period. For comparison, J0948+0022
has been observed to have a peak polarization of 12.3%. Also of note is the fact that the highest
degree of polarization observed for J0849+5108 appears to occur when the object is in the brightest
optical state (Fig. 3.9). Finally, it should be noted that on the one occasion when polarimetric data
were collected multiple times within the same night, there was a significant (beyond ~3sv) change
in the degree of polarization, as well as a 36° change in EVPA. Rapid variations of the polarimetric
properties of this source therefore likely accompany microvariability activity, although observing
this source via photopolarimetry at the proper cadences would be difficult.
Fig. 3.9 also shows that there was a large increase in g-ray flux that corresponded to the abrupt
increase in optical brightness seen in April of 2013. Before this event, J0849+5108 was below
the g-ray detection threshold for the LAT when using weekly bins, so only upper limits could be
determined for that time period. During the optical event, the g-rays also underwent a sudden
flare of activity and remained in a detectable state for over a month afterward. The optical flux
also appears to have remained in a bright state during this time, although it is possible that the
object dimmed and then brightened again (possibly several times) between observing sessions.
The events of the April 2013 flare can be seen in more detail in Fig. 3.8, in which the g-ray data
are plotted in 2-day bins.
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The radio data, however, do not show the same flaring behavior in April as seen in the g-ray
and optical regimes. Although there was a noticeable increase in radio flux during this time, peak
radio activity was not reached until June 22nd, 65 days after the onset of increased g-ray activity.
The radio flux also increased far more gradually than the optical or g-ray fluxes. It should also
be noted that at this time the object was as bright as it had ever been in the history of OVRO’s
monitoring program with an absolute flux density of 0.53±0.01 Jy. This level of intensity in the
radio had only been reached once before, on December 9, 2009. This peak intensity is more than
double the flux (0.22± 0.02 Jy) that was observed in the radio during the time of the g-ray and
optical flares.
Roughly coincident with the PEGA group’s monitoring of this source, researchers at the Na-
tional Institute for Astrophysics, Optics and Electronics in Mexico reported a slow,⇠ 30% increase
in infrared flux between April 4 and May 5 (Carrasco et al., 2013). This time frame is bounded
by the vertical dashed lines in Figure 3.9. In addition, by May 17 (29 days after the original
flare in the g-rays) the object had undergone a 3-fold increase in IR flux, reaching peak values of
H=13.57±0.05 and K=12.57±0.11 magnitudes.
In summary, J0849+5108 appears to have been in a quiescent state at the beginning of 2013,
across all wavebands of the electromagnetic spectrum. This state persisted until early to mid April,
when there was a sudden flaring event in the optical and g-ray regimes. The lower energy regimes
exhibited more gradual flux increases at this time, with the infrared showing a more abrupt rise in
flux nearly one month later, and the radio band reaching thus-far historic flux levels in mid to late
June. Firm time lags between passbands, however, cannot be firmly established using the data and
results presented here.
4.3 General Results for the Sample
This section presents the results obtained for the entire sample of RL NLS1 galaxies, in the context
of their radio, photopolarimetric, and gamma-ray properties, which were presented in Chapter
3. The findings presented in this section have not yet appeared in publication at the time of this
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writing, and are therefore original to this work.
4.3.1 The Blazar Comparison Sample
One of the the primary motivations of the work presented in this dissertation is to compare the
properties of RL NLS1 galaxies to those of blazars. In order to achieve this, the various prop-
erties measured for the Seyfert galaxies in this sample are compared to a complementary set
of measurements for a sample of blazars. The blazars in this comparison sample were taken
from the list of objects monitored by Dr. Paul Smith of Steward Observatory. The goal of that
monitoring program is to provide supporting observations for the Fermi mission (Smith et al.,
2009) by obtaining photometric, polarimetric, and spectroscopic data of a large number of blazars,
all of which have been detected by Fermi. This dissertation uses the polarimetric data - 5,883
individual measurements - from 57 blazars on Paul Smith’s monitoring list as a comparison sample.
In addition, gamma-ray data in the form of average photon fluxes, 1-month peak fluxes, spectral
indices, etc., have been extracted from the LAT 2-year Catalog for each source. Finally, radio
data from both the OVRO (Richards et al., 2011) and MOJAVE (Lister and Homan, 2005) blazar
monitoring programs have been used to calculate the radio loudness parameters for these objects.
These and other parameters derived for the blazar comparison sample can be found in Appendix
C.
Another derived parameter used extensively in this section is the optical-to-gamma-ray bright-
ness ratio, hereafter referred to as “gamma-ray brightness”, “GB”, or “log(GB)” when the log-
arithm of this parameter is used. This parameter can be thought of as a complement to R, the
radio loudness parameter. G is defined here as the ratio of the optical R-band flux (in Jy) to the
gamma-ray flux at 1 GeV; the latter quantity is derived from a power law relation using the spectral
index and pivot energy for the source in question from the Fermi 2-year Catalog (for blazars) or
the author’s own analysis (for RL NLS1s). Note that this formulation will result in lower values
for G as the gamma-ray flux increases relative to the optical flux. The optical R-band fluxes used
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are taken from average values for the Seyferts presented in this work, and from SIMBAD1 or NED
for the blazar sample. The gamma-ray fluxes are derived from the average photon flux for a blazar
in the 2FGL catalog, and from the highest-TS fluxes presented for each of the gamma-ray detected
Seyferts identified in Chapter 3. We note here that the uncertainties associated with the parameter
G are relatively small (13% on average), and therefore are not visible when this parameter is plotted
as a logarithm.
This comparison sample is further divided into to two groups: High-energy Peaked BL Lac
objects (HBLs) and Flat Spectrum Radio Quasars (FSRQs). It should be noted that FSRQs are
also often classified as low-energy peaked sources (i.e. LBLs), so the blazars in this comparison
sample are also representative of the range of peak emission frequencies expressed by blazars.
4.3.2 Uncertainties of Derived Parameters
Concerning the two primary derived parameters dealt with in this chapter - the radio-loudness (R)
and gamma-ray brightness (G) of the sources - it is important to remember that the broadband
fluxes used to derive these parameters (i.e. radio, optical, and gamma-ray fluxes) are variable,
which means that R and G are variable as well. It is also well-known for blazars that the emissions
in these regimes are approximately correlated. However, the degree of this variability is often of
dissimilar magnitude between bands, with the same being true of the RL NLS1s. This variability
represents a problem in that the measurements used to derive R and G are taken at different epochs,
when these objects may have been in very dissimilar flux states in these various bands.
For example, PMN J0948+0022 has been observed by the OVRO monitoring program to
display a 15 GHz radio flux density that varies between 0.2 - 0.8 Jy (a factor of 4), while the
optical flux of this source has been observed to vary by over a factor of 20. Similar disparities
between the radio and optical variability have been observed for J0849+5108. This can result in an
overall change in the radio-loudness of these sources by a factor ofDlog(R)t 0.8 if the variability
is positively correlated, orDlog(R)t 1.5 if the variability is anti-correlated. The optical variability
1http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/
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of these two sources represent extreme cases in this sample, as the normal optical variability is on
the order of a factor of two for the remaining RL NLS1s. This would result in Dlog(R) t 1.0 in
the (unlikely) anti-correlative scenario, and Dlog(R) t 0.4 if the radio and optical flus variations
are correlated. It is also important to note that the extreme cases are less likely in light of the fact
that bright states are shorter-lived than fainter states in all of the observed bands. Furthermore, the
average radio flux density for these sources is observed to be less than a factor of 2 greater than the
minimum flux density in that regime. Therefore, R is defined as the ratio of the average value of
the radio flux density versus the minimum-observed optical state for sources which have R derived
in this work (the blazar comparison sample), and it is assumed that the radio-loudness values
obtained from the literature for the RL NLS1s were likely deduced under the same conditions.
Future simultaneous multi-wavelength observations should still be performed, however, to confirm
this.
The variability of the gamma-ray brightnesses of these sources leads to an additional concern.
Almost all of the RL NLS1s in this sample were not detectable with Fermi/LAT a majority of the
time and most of them were only detectable for one or a few months in a 5.5 year period, so we do
not know what their true ranges in the gamma-ray regime might be. However, for the blazars in the
comparison sample we have both 2-year average fluxes and 1-month peak fluxes during the same
time period. The mean peak flux was approximately a factor of two higher than the 2-year flux for
these sources. It is difficult to calculate Dlog(G) in this case, since none of our objects appeared
to maintain their brightest-observed optical states for more than ~1 day, as opposed to an entire
month. Still, if we consider only the effect of gamma-ray variability, Dlog(G) t 0.3 at most. Also
note that just as for the lower-energy regimes, bright states in the gamma-ray regime are not nearly
as long-lived as fainter states. G is thus defined as the ratio of the minimum-observed optical flux
state versus the average 2-year gamma-ray flux state for the blazar comparison sample. For the RL
NLS1s, however, the highest-TS detection is used to calculate G, since many of the objects would
not be detectable if the average flux over a longer time bin were selected.
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4.3.3 Radio & Photopolarimetric Results
This section summarizes the photopolarimetric results obtained for the sample of 33 RL NLS1
galaxies. We begin by examining the distribution of the degree of polarization (P) measurements
for both blazars and RL NLS1s. Figure 4.3 shows a histogram for the Flat Spectrum Radio Quasars
(FSRQs) in the blazar comparison sample, to which RL NLS1s have often been compared. This
dataset contains a total of 4,571 polarimetric measurements. The abscissa represents increasing
degree of polarization (binned in increments ofDP = 2%) and the ordinate shows the relative num-
ber of measurements falling within each bin as a percentage of the total number of measurements.
The data is obviously skewed towards lower values of P, with 43.5% percent of the measurements
of P occurring in the interval 0% < P < 5.5%. The probability of measuring a specific value of
P decreases steadily for higher polarization states, with 6.2% of the measurements falling within
14% < P < 16%, down to just over 1% of the measurements for P > 30%.
Figure 4.3: Distribution of P for FSRQs
Figure 4.4 shows a histogram constructed from 1,312 values of P for the High-Energy Peaked
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BL Lac objects (HBLs) in the comparison sample, of which there are nine: H1219+305, H1426+428,
PG 1553+113, 1ES 1959+650, PKS 2155-304, B3 2247+381, 1ES 2344+514, Mrk 421, and Mrk
501. We can see that the probability of observing a particular value of P is highest for low degrees
of polarization, similar to the results displayed for FSRQs in Figure 4.3. However, the distribution
is even more highly skewed towards lower values of P for the HBLs than for the FSRQs, with no
detections of P > 12% in the HBL group. A composite plot of these two source types is shown in
Figure 4.5. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test was also performed using these two datasets, and
resulted in a K-S statistic of D = 0.46 (P < 0.001). This indicates a low probability that the two
populations were drawn from the same sample.
Figure 4.4: Distribution of P for High-Energy BL Lac objects (HBLs)
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of P for both FSRQs and HBLs
The distribution of P for the RL NLS1 sample is drastically more skewed toward lower degrees
of polarization, as can be seen in Figure 4.6. The bins are unevenly spaced (1% intervals below
4%, 2% intervals above) in order to better-illustrate the vastly larger number of low-polarization
measurements. The vast majority of polarimetric measurements obtained for the RL NLS1s during
the course of this work revealed these objects to be in low polarization states, with 47% of all
measurements falling in the interval 0% < P < 1%, and a further 27% falling within 1% < P <
2%. The Seyfert data presented in Figure 4.6 is divided into three groups: objects not detected
at gamma-ray energies (green), objects detected at TS values in the range 9 < TS < 25 (red), and
objects strongly detected at gamma-ray energies with TS > 25 (blue). We can see that the shapes
of the distributions of P for all three populations are broadly similar, with the highest degrees of
polarization (P > 10%) measured for objects which are strongly detected at gamma-ray energies.
Figure 4.7 displays the same data as Figure 4.6, though with smaller ranges in the abscissa and
ordinate to better show the distribution of higher degrees of polarization between the three RL
NLS1 subgroups. K-S tests were also performed to compare these different RL NLS1 populations
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to to both the HBL and FSRQ-type blazars in the comparision sample. When compared to HBLs,
the polarization measurements for all RL NLS1s, RL NLS1s not detected at gamm-ray energies,
RL NLS1s detected between 9 < TS < 25, and RL NLS1s detected at TS > 25 were D = 0.51,
D = 0.48, D = 0.66, and D = 0.38, respectively (p < 0.001 in all casses). The polarizations of
FSRQs compared to the same catagories of RL NLS1s were D = 0.62, D = 0.64, D = 0.73, and D
= 0.53, respectively (p < 0.001 in all casses). In general, higher values of D indicate an increased
likelihood that the two sample are drawn from the same population. However, the low values of p
indicate that the null-hypthesis (i.e. that the two samples are drawn from the same distribution) is
unlikely: thus the K-S test gives inconlcusive results here.
Figure 4.6: Distribution of P for RL NLS1
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of P for RL NLS1: Detail View of Figure 4.6
Figure 4.8 displays a histogram showing the distribution of the radio loudness parameters
(expressed as a logarithm) derived for the blazars in the comparison sample. Note the skewed
nature of the distribution toward higher radio loudness values, with a peak in the range of 3.5
< logR < 4. Since none of the RL NLS1s in the sample were detected at P = 20% or greater
(J0849+5108 was detected at the highest value of P in the sample at 15.44%), the blazar population
was divided into three groups: blazars with maximum polarizations exceeding P > 20% (green),
blazars with maximum values of P < 20% (red), and HBLs (blue). We can now see that blazars
with lower maximum degrees of polarization dominate at radio loudnesses of logR = 2.5 or less,
but are still greater in number at higher radio loudness values. We also see that HBL sources form
a second, smaller distribution at lower radio loudness values, with a peak in the range 1.5 < logR
< 2.
As we can see in Figures 4.6 & 4.7, 48% of the polarimetric measurements obtained for the
RL NLS1 sample fell in the range 0% < P < 1% with a further 28% of measurements in the 1%
< P < 2% range. These results differ substantially from those of the general blazar population, in
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which only 21% of all polarimetric measurements fell in the 0% < P < 2% range. However, even at
low values of P, the RL NLS1s are noticeably more polarized than their radio-quiet counterparts,
where 16 out of 17 RQ NLS1s were found to be polarized by less than 1% (see Table 3.22).
At higher degrees of polarization, the distribution of polarization measurements does not ex-
ceed P = 10% for either the NG or PG Seyfert populations. A similar range in polarization values
is seen for HBLs, for which 99.3% of polarimetric measurements were less than P = 10%. On the
other hand, the distribution of P for SG Seyferts extends up to P = 16%, even though only 24.4% of
all such measurements for the RL NLS1s were for the SG objects. This distribution more closely
resembles that of FSRQs, which could be polarized by up to 35% or more (PKS 1502+106 is the
record-holder in this dataset, with P = 45.16±0.08%). Overall, the polarizations of radio-loud
NLS1s are most similar to HBLs, falling between FSRQs and radio-quiet NLS1s.
Figure 4.8: Distribution of log(R) for Blazars
The distribution of radio loudness values for the RL NLS1 sample is shown in Figure 4.9.
We can clearly see that the Seyferts are disproportionately skewed towards the lower end of this
parameter space, with 55% of the sample possessing radio loudnesses less than logR = 2. The three
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subgroups of RL NLS1s presented in Figure 4.6 are also shown in Figure 4.9. In general we can
see that the radio-loudest objects are more likely to be detected at gamma-rays, with most of the
firmly-detected objects at gamma-ray energies all detected above logR = 2.5. The obvious outlier to
this trend is the object J1047+4725, which was never detected at gamma-ray energies but boasts the
highest radio loudness in the sample with logR = 4.09 and also displays a maximum polarization
of 5.53±0.93%. K-S test comparing the radio-loudnesses of the FSRQs vs. the strongly-detected
RL NLS1s and the HBLs vs. the provisionally-detected RL NLS1s resulted inD = 0.65 (p = 0.006)
and D = 0.33 (p < 0.001), respectively.
Figure 4.9: Distribution of log(R) for RL NLS1
The two parameter spaces described above - maximum degree of polarization and radio loud-
ness - are combined in Figure 4.10. This figure plots the radio loudness as a logarithm on the
abscissa and the degree of polarization on the ordinate. Three populations of object are indicated:
blazars are represented by red circles, RL NLS1s without gamma-ray detections are represented
with yellow squares, and RL NLS1s with gamma-ray detections are represented with blue stars.
This figure illustrates several features alluded to in previous figures, such as the the tendency for
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higher maximum degrees of polarization to be associated with higher radio loudness parameters
(for both blazars and RL NLS1), as well as the much higher values reached for those parameters
by blazars versus the Seyferts. It should be noted that future observations will likely change the
distributions of these points, as higher maximum degrees of polarization are eventually observed
for individual objects.
Figure 4.10: Radio Loudness vs. Maximum Polarization
Figure 4.11 plots the number of photopolarimetric observations of each object in the sample
versus the maximum observed polarization. If we assume, for example, that each of the RL NLS1s
in the sample have roughly equal intrinsic rates at which they present their maximum polarizations,
then we should expect a positive trend to be born out by the data plotted in Figure 4.11. This is
obviously not the case: most of the objects never exceeded a maximum value of P = 5% regardless
of how many times they were observed, while most of the objects that exceeded this threshold were
only observed 10 times or less. While it is indeed likely that the maximum degrees of polarization
for at least some of these objects exceeded the values presented here at some point during the
lifetime of this project, we can nevertheless be reasonably confident that the polarimetric variability
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of the RL NLS1s presented in this work is representative of the actual polarimetric variability of
these objects.
Figure 4.11: Number of Photopolarimetric Observations vs. Maximum Polarization
4.3.4 Gamma-ray Results
This section summarizes the gamma-ray results obtained for the sample of RL NLS1 galaxies. Of
the 33 objects in the sample, 16 were detected at gamma-ray energies above a significance of TS =
9 (roughly 3sv); nine objects within this group were also detected above a TS value of 25 (roughly
5sv). Before this discussion proceeds any further, it is important to note that while the TS value
will usually increase for a given source if the flux from that source increases, caution should be
used when thinking of the TS value as a proxy for flux when comparing different sources. The
reason for this is that, in addition to the flux from the source under investigation, the TS value
can also be affected by several other factors including the flux of other sources within the LAT’s
large field of view, the separation on the sky between these sources and the target, the flux of the
galactic & extragalacitc background components in different parts of the sky, and the total amount
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of time the spacecraft is able to observe the region of the sky in which the target is located during
the observation interval (i.e. the livetime).
Figure 4.12 illustrates this point by plotting the gamma-ray fluxes of blazars, RL NLS1s
detected in the interval 9 < TS < 25, and RL NLS1s detected above TS > 25 versus the logarithm
of the TS values of their respective detections. We can see that the blazars seem to obey a
well-defined general trend of increasing TS with increasing flux, but the RL NLS1s depart from
such a trend rather drastically. The object detected at the highest TS value in this plot - J0849+5108
- exemplifies this somewhat counter-intuitive result by also possessing a comparatively low flux.
One possible explanation for this result lies in the fact that J0849+0022 has been shown to display
extremely sudden and rapid transitions to very high gamma-ray flux states from states which are
below the LAT’s detection threshold. Such a large yet short-lived event occurring in a month-long
time bin, as was used in this analysis, would create a very strong signal with a high TS value but
low average photon flux. It is also worth noting that the two objects with the next-to-highest TS
values - 1H 0323+342 & PMN J0948+0022 - have displayed similar episodic behavior in their
gamma-ray emissions.
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Figure 4.12: Gamma-ray Flux vs. TS
Figure 4.13 displays a histogram showing the distribution of the gamma-ray brightness param-
eters (expressed as a logarithm) derived for the blazars in the comparison sample. Note the skewed
nature of the distribution toward higher values of G, with a peak in the range of 6 < logG < 7.5.
Both blazar populations are represented in Figure 4.13, where FSRQs are red and HBLs are green.
We see that there is a clear dichotomy between the two populations, as there was in Figure 4.8.
The HBLs dominate at the higher values of G while the FSRQs dominate at lower values, which
implies a lower average gamma-ray flux relative to the optical flux for HBLs versus FSRQs.
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of log(G) for both HBLs and FSRQs
This same analysis was performed on the 16 gamma-ray selected RL NLS1s from the sample,
the results of which are shown in Figure 4.14. As in Figure 4.13, there is a clear preference in
the data for higher values of G; that is, towards lower gamma-ray fluxes relative to the optical flux
of a given source. The majority of the G values for RL NLS1s seem to fall within the preferred
range of FSRQs, as opposed to HBL sources. Also apparent is a slightly increased preference for
higher G values among those RL NLS1s detected above TS = 25 in the gamma-ray regime, placing
those objects even closer to the peak of the distribution of G defined by the FSRQs. We can see
in Figure 4.14 that the distribution of logG values for the PG and SG groups overlaps to a large
degree, though there seems to be a slight preference for higher values of logG by the PG Seyferts
(average logG = 7.14) and lower values for the SG Seyferts (average logG = 6.68). Still, the logG
values of all the gamma-ray detected Seyferts fall well within the range of FSRQs, as we can see
by comparing Figures 4.13 & 4.14. K-S test comparing FSRQs vs. strongly-detected RL NLS1s
and HBLs vs. provisionally-detected RL NLS1s yeilded D = 0.40 (p < 0.001) and D = 1.00 (p <
0.001), respectively.
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of log(G) for RL NLS1
Figures 4.15 & 4.16 plot the logarithms of the radio loudness & gamma-ray brightness param-
eters, respectively, against the redshift to each source. Note that Figure 4.15 includes those RL
NLS1s that were not detected at gamma-rays while Figure 4.16 does include them, since G cannot
be calculated without a measurement of the gamma-ray flux. In both figures we see that as the
redshift (and therefore the distance to the source) increases, the contribution of the optical flux
relative to the radio and gamma-ray flux will decrease. This observation can be explained via a
simple selection effect, namely that the optically fainter sources are simply harder to detect as the
distance to the object increases. We also see that the RL NLS1s are, on average, much closer than
many blazars, due to the intrinsically fainter nature of the Seyferts.
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Figure 4.15: Redshift (z) vs. Radio Loudness (log(R))
Figure 4.16: Redshift (z) vs. log(G)
Figure 4.17 plots the logarithm of the radio loudness versus the logarithm of the gamma-ray
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brightness for each source. Four different object classes are shown on this plot: FSRQs (red), HBLs
(yellow), RL NLS1s detected in the interval 9 < TS < 25 (green), and RL NLS1s detected above
TS = 25 (blue). Since both the abscissa and ordinate are flux ratios, some of the more obvious
trends present in Figures 4.15 & 4.16 due to the distance to the source cancel out. Starting with
the blazars, we see the clear separations between FSRQs and HBLs indicated earlier in Figures
4.8 & 4.13. FSRQs tend to possess logG values less than 8.5 and logR values greater than 2.2,
while HBLs tend to possess logG values greater than 8.5 and logR values less than 2.5, with little
overlap between these two groups. Of the two RL NLS1 groups, those objects detected above TS
= 25 fall squarely within the parameter space preferred by FSRQs, though with a lower limit of
roughly 5.7 in logG and an upper limit of 3.6 in logR. The RLNLS1s detected at lower confidences,
meanwhile, share the same range in logG values with the high-TS sources, but occupy the logR
parameter space of HBLs.
Figure 4.17: Radio Loudness (log(R)) vs. g-ray Brightness (log(G))
Figures 4.18 & 4.19 plot the (logarithmic) radio loudness and gamma-ray brightness param-
eters, respectively, versus the PowerLaw spectral indices of each source. The spectral index (G)
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is often used to describe a source as having a “hard” or “soft” gamma-ray spectrum, with higher
values of this parameter denoting sources dominated by low-energy photons (soft) and low values
of the parameter denoting sources dominated by high-energy photons (hard). In the context of
blazars we see that the FSRQs have predominantly higher spectral indices - and hence softer
gamma-ray spectra - than the HBLs. Virtually all of the RL NLS1s have spectral indices greater
than 2.0, which again places them firmly within the FSRQ parameter space. The low-significance
RL NLS1s possess a wide range of spectral index values (and, in general, larger uncertainties),
with several sources showing evidence of having “harder” spectra (G < 2.0), in common with the
HBLs. For clarity, the uncertainties of the spectral indices for the blazars are not plotted, though
the vast majority were quite small, with an average value of ±0.05, and therefore smaller than the
points on the plot.
Figure 4.18: log(R) vs. PowerLaw Index (G)
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Figure 4.19: log(G) vs. PowerLaw Index (G)
Figures 4.18 & 4.19 illustrate the relationship between the shape of the gamma-ray spectra (via
the index, G, of the PowerLaw) for each of the gamma-ray detected groups with respect to logR
and logG. We can see that, unsurprisingly, the parameter G can easily distinguish between the two
blazar groups, with the HBLs having unambiguously harder (G < 2.0) spectra than the FSRQs.
Of the two Seyfert groups, the SGs all possess PowerLaw indices which are similar to those of
FSRQs. The PGs, however, are split evenly between FSRQ-like and HBL-like indices.
In summary, the primary results presented in this chapter are listed below:
• The distribution of polarization measurements for all RL NLS1s are most similar to HBLs,
and fall between RQ NLS1s (least polarized) and FSRQs (most polarized). Those RL NLS1s
most strongly detected at gamma-ray energies are also most similar to FSRQS in terms of
maximum polarization range.
• RL NLS1s occupy the full range of log(R) space defined by the HBL and FSRQ blazar
populations, with most on the low (HBL) log(R) side. The strongly detected gamma-ray RL
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NLS1s have higher log(R) values than the HBLs, and overlap with the FSRQs in log(R).
• RL NLS1s and FSRQs have similar log(G) values (high gamma-ray fluxes relative to opti-
cal), in contrast to HBLs.
• Most of the gamma-ray detected RL NLS1s possess PowerLaw indicies (G) similar to those
of FSRQs, though some of the moderately-detected RL NLS1s possessed the harder gamma-
ray spectra of HBLs.
• In the log(R)-log(G) space, the strongly detected gamma-ray RL NLS1s occupy the same
region as FSRQs, while the moderatly-detected RL NLS1s are seperated from the other
populations, occupying the log(G) space of FSRQs and the log(R) space of HBLs.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
The primary goal of this dissertation is to characterize a sample of Radio-Loud Narrow Line
Seyfert 1 galaxies within the context of their optical photopolarimetric and gamma-ray properties,
and to compare these findings with the properties of blazars. The conclusions drawn from these
investigations are presented in this chapter, along with several suggestions for future directions in
which the study of RL NLS1s could proceed.
5.1 Object-Specific Conclusions: PMN J0948+0022
Multi-epoch VLBA observations of a number of g-ray detected quasars and blazars (Jorstad et al.,
2001) suggest that the g-ray emission observed for these objects originates near the radio core,
perhaps corresponding to a standing shock in the jet itself, and not specifically originating from a
location near the central SMBH. It is thought that the oft-observed flares are produced as a result of
turbulence/instabilities, which are present in the relativistic jet and arise as shocks in this outflow.
With the passage of a shock down the jet, the magnetic field will be compressed within the shock
region causing the field to become more highly ordered. Observationally, one would then expect
that the fractional linear polarization would increase and the direction of the electric vector position
angle would change rapidly.
The present observations allow us to evaluate if this is the case for the g-ray/optical flux
variations observed for PMN J0948+0022. In Fig. 3.5 we have plotted the g-ray and optical light
curves for 2011-2013. A possible correlation between the optical and g-ray regimes is suggested
in parts of the dual lightcurve. To further evaluate this, in Figure 5.1 we have plotted the optical
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Figure 5.1: Concurrent R-band and linearly-interpolated g-ray fluxes for J0948+0022
flux versus the g-ray flux. While we do not see any evidence of a strong correlation, we do
note that above a certain threshold in the g-ray brightness (approximately 2*10-7 ph cm-2 s-1), we
consistently see the object in an elevated optical state (approximately 9.5*10-5 mJy or R  18.7).
However, the converse is not true: we do not always see PMN J0948+0022 in an elevated g-ray
state when it is optically bright - even during periods of extended and dramatic brightening, such
as that of the period in March 2013 as detailed in Figure 3.2. The absence of a strong correlation
suggests that there is substantial turbulence present in the jet and the magnetic field is not highly
ordered, in turn suggesting that no strong shock is present during the time of these observations.
The picture becomes more complicated if we look at the photopolarimetry data as displayed in
Figure 4.1. This plot appears to show a potential bi-modal distribution in the P vs. R-mag plane.
A positive correlation between these values could be seen as supporting the so-called shock-in-jet
interpretation (Marscher et al., 2008), though several data points, especially in the high-luminosity,
low-polarization part of the figure, strongly disagree with this interpretation. However, as was
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noted in section 3.1, the two brightest, low-polarization points occurred during times of rapid flux
variation in the object, which may indicate that these “errant” data were the result of turbulence in
part of the jet or multiple emitting regions, rather than a standing shock affecting the entire optical
emitting region.
Our measurements for the doubling timescales in the R-band and g-rays - tR and tg, respec-
tively - provide additional insight into the variability nature of PMN J0948+0022. As stated in
Sections 3.2 & 3.3, the doubling timescale in the optical (tR) was 3.99 ± .15 hours while the
corresponding quantity in the g-ray regime (tg) was 3.55 ± 4.29 hours. These values represent a
significantly faster doubling timescale for this object as compared to those presented by Foschini
et al. (2012), who found the values of t in the optical or g-ray bands to be on the order of 2-4 days.
The close agreement of the values presented in this work for tR and tg could be used to argue in
favor of comparable sizes for the emitting regions of both the optical and high-energy radiation,
implying that these regions are located close to each other along the jet, though not necessarily
co-spatial. Localized turbulence in part of the jet, rather than (or in addition to) some sort of
standing shock, may better explain the observed behavior.
It is, perhaps, not surprising that the short variability timescales of this object have gone
undetected in previous studies, as it required several dedicated optical observing runs and constant
monitoring at high energies to obtain data of sufficient quality to deduce such values for this
work. Over two dozen nights of high-cadence, focused observations in the optical were required
to obtain the two nights of data that allowed us to calculate tR, whilst an exceptional episode of
g-ray emission in terms of both flux and confidence in the measurement was required to determine
tg. Clearly, the observed behavior of PMN J0948+0022 is very complex and may require the
application of models that take into account turbulence as well as shocks in the jet to explain
this behavior adequately. All of this underscores the important role that dedicated, long-term
monitoring programs can play in studying objects of this type.
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5.2 Object-Specific Conclusions: J0849+5108
One of the classification schemes applied to blazars is the division of these objects into two
groups, based on the location (frequency) of the synchrotron peak of the SED (Padovani and
Giommi, 1995). The LBL group refers to Low energy peaked BL Lacertae objects, which possess
synchrotron peaks in the infrared regime. The HBL, or High energy peaked BL Lacertae objects,
instead peak in the ultraviolet/x-ray regimes. There also exist objects (such as 3C 66A and ON
231) that have been classified as intermediate-peaked blazars, with synchrotron peak frequancies
between these extremes. Currently, there is no model which fully explains the LBL-HBL se-
quence, which necessitates the identification and study of additional systems with a wide range of
properties (SMBH mass, accretion rate, jet power, etc). The group of D’Ammando et al. (2013b)
has previously constructed the SED of J0849+5108 (see Figure 5.2), demonstrating an apparent
peak of the synchrotron component in the IR, which would indicate a LBL classification for this
object. As there are known to be distinct differences between the optical behaviors (i.e. variability
timescales and amplitudes) of LBLs and HBLs, such a result would suggest specific predictions
and tests concerning the optical behavior observed for J0849+0022.
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Figure 5.2: SED of J0849+5108
Spectral Energy Distribution for the source J0849+5108 from Figure 5 in D’Ammando et al.
(2013b). The two curves were constructed from data taken during quiescent (red) and active (green)
states.
Typically, HBLs do not present with optical microvariability larger than 0.15 magnitudes (Miller
and Noble, 1996) on short timescales (i.e. within a single night). LBLs, however, are often
observed to vary by 0.2 magnitudes or more within a night, albeit with a low frequency of large-
amplitude events compared to low-amplitude ones. Figure 5.3 illustrates that J0849+5108 routinely
exhibits nightly variations of over 0.3 magnitudes regardless of state, indicative of of an LBL-like
nature.
The behavior of this object over longer timescales also supports a LBL classification. Other
than notable exceptions such as Mrk 421, the optical variability range of HBLs is often much less
than that of LBLs (Campbell, 2004). Even on timescales which span several years, HBLs typically
display a maximum range of 2 magnitudes. However, over the same timescales LBLs have been
observed with ranges of over 5 magnitudes. The four magnitude increase in brightness which was
observed for J0849+5108 in the 2013 observing session was well above the established behavior of
HBLs. Given the shape of J0849+5108’s SED, as well as the extreme optical variability displayed
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by this object over multiple timescales, it would seem reasonable to conclude that this source gives
the appearance of being a LBL.
We previously established that the doubling/halving timescale (t) of PMN J0948+0022 was
found to be quite rapid, with t = 3.99 +/- 0.15 hours in the optical regime. The calculation of
this quantity was possible due to the occurrence of large-amplitude (greater than 0.75 magnitudes),
well-sampled events observed on multiple nights. Unfortunately, while J0849+5108 was also well-
sampled on several occasions, the maximum variability within a single night was only observed to
be roughly half that of PMN J0948+0022 (however, J0849+5108 has been observed with a larger
total range on long timescales). Thus, t could not be determined using any one night of data for
J0849+5108. However, a crude estimate of this quantity can be made using the large flare observed
in April 2013 and illustrated in Figure 3.8. This suggests a 1-2 day upper limit on t for J0849+5108
in the optical regime, in agreement with findings of D’Ammando et al. (2013b).
It is also possible to use the variability observed for J0849+5108 to determine the region
from which the microvariability originated (Miller et al., 2011). We can accomplish this if we
recall that the emissions observed for blazars must originate in either the relativistic jet or in the
accretion disk surrounding the SMBH. Microvariability originating in the accretion disk would
likely arise from small, regional events such as hotspots or the obscuration of emitting material.
The cumulative effect of such processes would be a chaotic variation of the overall luminosity of
the source (Mangalam and Wiita, 1993). In this scenario, long-term variations would be caused
by action within the relativistic jet, resulting in microvariability which is most prominent when
the source is observed in low (i.e. dim) states. However, if both the microvariability-producing
and long-term activities both occur in the jet, then we would observe microvariability events with
amplitudes that are independent of the general state of the source in magnitude space (i.e. the level
of microvariability scales with the overall luminosity of the source). The observation of essentially
equal degrees of microvariability in J0849+5108 in both the low and high states (see Figure 5.3 for
an example), indicates that the microvariability observed for this source originated in the jet.
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Figure 5.3: Microvariability in J0849+5108: High and Low States
Top: microvariability data from the April 2013 flare event on the night of maximum brightness
(centered on MJD=56401.2). Bottom: microvariability data taken in February 2013, during
a period of minimum brightness (centered on MJD=56341.2). Both light curves have been
normalized to a ten hour observing window and a half magnitude differential scale.
5.3 Identification of RL NLS1 at g-Ray Energies
At the time of writing for this dissertation, only six RL NLS1 galaxies have been firmly identified
(TS > 25) at gamma-ray energies with Fermi and presented in the literature. A compilation of
these was produced by Foschini (2011), although it should be noted that the detection of the source
J1102+2239 above TS = 25 could not be confirmed in this work or elsewhere. Table 5.1 lists
all eight RL NLS1s thus far detected above the TS = 25 threshold. Seven of these objects were
analyzed as part of this project, and the detection of two of these - J1443+4725 & J1644+2619
- are original to this work. The object PKS 2004-447 was not included in this work due to its
location in the southern sky, which prevented polarimetric and microvariability monitoring from
Lowell Observatory. PKS 2004-447 is also optically faint (roughly 18th magnitude in the R-band),
making this source a difficult target for the 1.3m SMARTS telescope.
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Table 5.1: High-Significance g-ray Detections of RL NLS1s
Columns are: 1) object ID, 2) Test Statistic for the best 1-month detection, 3) gamma-ray photon
flux in the energy range 0.1 - 300 GeV (multiply by 10-8ph*cm-2s-1, 4) gamma-ray spectral index,
and 5) radius of the 95% error circle, with the distance between the gamma-ray centroid and radio
coordinates of the source in parentheses
ID TS F0.1-300 GeV G err(dist)
1H 0323+342 280.31 36.19±2.73 2.41±0.073 0.14(0.06)
J0849+5108 790.76 26.34±2.20 2.02±0.05 0.06(0.01)
PMN J0948+0022 402.14 39.81±2.32 2.38±0.063 0.11(0.06)
J0956+25154 95.95 10.24±2.34 2.27±0.15 0.21(0.08)
J1443+47251 27.81 1.49±0.06 2.29±0.02 0.19(0.13)
PKS 1502+032 36.60 9.58±2.71 2.53±0.20 0.27(0.07)
J1644+26191 52.25 4.24±1.04 2.47±0.16 0.08(0.06)
PKS 2004-4472 44 1.2±0.3 2.3±0.1 0.08(0.07)
1 Identification of this source at gamma-ray energies above TS = 25 is original to this work.
2 Source properties cited here are from Foschini (2011)
3 A LogParabola function describes the gamma-ray spectrum of this source; the spectral index
cited is thus a (See Eq. 3.2)
4 Considered a transitional source between RL NLS1s and FSRQs
Table 5.2 summarizes the results for the nine sources which were moderately-detected (9 < TS
< 25) with Fermi. The inclusion of sources detected below the semi-official threshold of TS =
25 is motivated in part by the general lack positively-detected RL NLS1 at gamma-ray energies
compared to traditional blazars. It is also important to note, as we did in Section 4.1.3, that the use
of a lower TS value (TS = 9, typically) is often employed when characterizing the behavior of an
established source at higher time resolutions. The firm establishment of several members of the
RL NLS1 class as gamma-ray emitters bolsters this argument. Finally, the indication of a source
as even a preliminary gamma-ray emitter could encourage further observations of such a source
and/or others in its class by the astronomical community; observations which would be crucial for
characterizing a newly-discovered, and therefore under-observed, class of objects.
The identification of sixteen RL NLS1s as gamma-ray emitters (not including PKS 2004-447)
increases the number of objects in this class detected at gamma-ray energies by roughly a factor of
three. Such a significant expansion of this class allows for a substantial expansion of the parameter
space within which we can examine RL NLS1 galaxies in the context of blazars. This relationship
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Table 5.2: Moderate-Significance g-ray Detections of RL NLS1s
Column definitions are the same as in Table 5.1
Object ID TS F0.1-300 GeV G err(dist)
J0100-0200 9.65 5.87±0.56 1.54±0.38 0.27(0.09)
J0706+3901 10.50 1.10±0.36 1.92±0.12 0.34(0.14)
J0804+3853 10.77 8.49±0.15 1.94±0.08 0.24(0.27)
J1102+2239 14.57 1.29±0.81 2.32±0.34 0.29(0.21)
J1146+3236 12.61 3.58±1.66 2.55±0.31 0.48(0.15)
J1246+0238 17.13 1.58±0.60 2.45±0.19 0.28(0.11)
J1713+3523 12.03 6.21±0.23 1.79±0.14 0.15(0.07)
IRAS 20182-2244 9.42 2.24±1.89 2.16±0.42 0.25(0.09)
J2314+2243 11.59 5.05±2.54 2.45±0.30 0.53(0.03)
will be explored in the following section.
5.4 Placing RL NLS1 Galaxies in Context with FSRQ and HBL-type Blazars
In Section 4.3 we divided the 33 RL NLS1s in this sample into three primary groups, based on the
confidence in their gamma-ray detections: objects detected at a high confidence above a TS value
of 25 (7 sources), objects detected at a moderate confidence in a range of 9 < TS < 25 (9 sources),
and those objects which were not detected at gamma-ray energies (17 sources). It is acknowledged
that the use of detection significance (TS value) to define the different classes of RL NLS1s is
somewhat arbitrary, but this scheme may help explain why HBL-like RL NLS1s have not yet
been suggested in the liturature. For the remainder of this discussion, let us denote these groups,
respectively, as SG (Significant Gamma-ray detections), PG (Provisional Gamma-ray detections),
and NG (Not Gamma-ray detected). This section will describe the conclusions reached in this
work concerning these groups and how they relate to the comparison population of blazars. This
comparison population is further split into two groups: the High-energy peaked BL Lac objects
(HBLs), and Flat-Spectrum Radio Quasars (FSRQs). For the the convenience of the reader, several
of the figures presented in Section 4.3 and referred to in this section are reproduced below.
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Reproduction of Figure 4.7: Detail View of the Distribution of P for RL NLS1
At low values of P, the RL NLS1s are noticeably more polarized than their radio-quiet coun-
terparts, where 16 out of 17 RQ NLS1s were found to be polarized by less than 1% (see Table
3.22). However, at higher degrees of polarization, the distribution of polarization measurements
does not exceed P = 10% for either the NG or PG Seyfert populations. This distribution more
closely resembles that of FSRQs, which could be polarized by up to 35% or more (PKS 1502+106
is the record-holder in this dataset, with P = 45.16±0.08%).
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Reproduction of Figure 4.8: Distribution of log(R) for Blazars
Reproduction of Figure 4.9: Distribution of log(R) for RL NLS1
In the radio-loudness (R) parameter space, the blazar groups are neatly divided at a threshold
of logR = 2.4 as shown in Figure 4.8, with HBLs found at logR values below this threshold and
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FSRQs predominantly found above it. This threshold also neatly divides the RL NLS1 groups (see
Figure 4.9), with PG sources found below this threshold and all SG sources found above it. Most
of the NG sources also fell below the logR = 2.4 threshold, with only 2 of 17 of these sources
above it. Interestingly, one of these two sources was J1047+4725, which at a radio loudness of
logR = 4.09 was the most radio-loud object in the sample.
Reproduction of Figure 4.13: Distribution of log(G) for both HBLs and FSRQs
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Reproduction of Figure 4.14: Distribution of log(G) for RL NLS1
In the gamma-ray brightness (G) parameter space, the blazars are again neatly divided between
the two sub-groups, with HBLs found above a threshold of logG = 8.5, and the FSRQs found at
lower values of G. In other words, the gamma-ray flux at 1 GeV was higher relative to the R-band
optical flux for the FSRQs as opposed to the HBLs. A clear division in logG is not, however, seen
for the RL NLS1s, though the logG values of all the gamma-ray detected Seyferts fall well within
the range of FSRQs, as we can (see Figures 4.13 & 4.14).
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Reproduction of Figure 4.17: Radio Loudness (log(R)) vs. g-ray Brightness (log(G))
In Figure 4.17 we see the radio loudness plotted against the gamma-ray brightness (logR vs
logG). We can clearly see the overlap between the RL NLS1s detected at a high confidence (SGs)
with FSRQs in this parameter space. Also, as was just established, the SG sources exhibit spectral
shapes (via their PowerLaw spectral indices) that are indistinguishable from those of FSRQs. If we
also recall the results related to the distribution of the polarimetric measurements for these classes
(i.e. that the SG sources are most like FSRQs in the distribution of P), we can clearly see that the SG
Seyferts bear a striking similarity to FSRQs with respect to all of the parameters measured for these
objects in this dissertation. This finding also agrees with the findings of Maune et al. (2014), which
precluded the object J0849+5108 from being an HBL, based on the microvariability activity of that
source during faint and bright states. The “hybrid” source J0956+2515 is also indistinguishable
from both RL NLS1s and FSRQs, given the findings presented here. The major differences
between these two groups, from the perspective of this dissertation, are a reduced range of radio
loudness (logRmax of 3.56 and 4.88 for SGs and FSRQs, respectively) an increased propensity
for lower values of P for the SG Seyferts, and lower maximum-observed polarizations for the
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SG Seyferts, though the latter difference could simply be due to insufficient photopolarimetric
observations of the RL NLS1s.
On the other hand, we see in Figure 4.17 that the PG Seyferts do not overlap with either of the
blazar groups in both logG and logR space. However, let us keep the following observations of
PGs in mind: the distribution of their polarization measurements (P-max < 10%), lower radio
loudnesses (logR < 2.4), and the observation that half of the objects possess hard (G < 2.0)
gamma-ray spectral indices. These observations suggest that the RL NLS1s detected at moderate
confidences at gamma-ray energies may correspond more closely to HBLs than to FSRQs. The
primary piece of evidence that counters this claim are the increased gamma-ray flux levels relative
to the optical flux, indicated by higher logG values, for the PGs compared to the HBLs.
Without detections in the gamma-ray regime, it is more difficult to compare the NG members
of the Seyfert sample to the blazars in the comparison sample. However, we have noted similar
distributions for P in both the NG and PG groups, as well as similar distributions in logR for a
majority of the NG group. These objects could potentially be members of the PG group with even
lower overall gamma-ray luminosities, which would preclude detection by the LAT even during
episodes of relative brightening. It is also possible for some or all of the NG objects to simply
be in dormant states. Such a hypothesis has precedent in the history of blazar observations, with
objects such as 3C 279 and 3C 454.3 - two of the most violently variable blazars in the optical
regime - having exhibited extended periods (several years) of inactivity before flaring to highly
active, long-lived states.
5.5 Future Work
Although there has been significant progress in a short amount of time with respect to advancing
the understanding of RL NLS1 galaxies as part of the blazar population, there still remains a
substantial amount of work that can be done to advance our understanding of this peculiar class.
This section describes some of the specific avenues of investigation which these efforts might take.
Continued monitoring of all of these sources in multiple bandpasses is strongly encouraged so
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that the evolution of the SEDs of theses objects can be investigated, and for correlated behavior
between wavebands to be observed. Two specific targets stand out for their potential to produce
interesting results: 1H 0323+342 and J1047+4725. In Figure 4.17, 1H 0323+342 is the strongly-
detected (blue diamond) Seyfert near logR = 2.5, very close to the PG Seyfert group that most
closely resemble HBLs as opposed to FSRQs. 1H 0323+342 has also been observed to exhibit an
extremely low duty cycle of 2% and a total range of 1.05 magnitudes in the optical (Maune, 2014),
which is more common for HBLs than FSRQs. The distribution of its polarimetric measurements
also only extends up to P = 2.20±0.27% despite 21 individual measurements, which is also more in
common with HBLs than FSRQs. A steepening of this object’s gamma-ray spectra at some point in
the future (say, during a flaring episode) could provide strong evidence that this object is a “hybrid”
that spans the SG/PG divide, with properties of both HBLs and FSRQs. Such intermediate-peaked
sources already exist amongst the blazar class, and the discovery of such an object amongst the RL
NLS1s could be an important step in relating these objects to classical blazars.
For J1047+4725, based on its high degree of radio loudness we would expect it to have some
properties of FSRQs that have so far not been detected for this source, i.e. a maximum degree
of polarization above 10% and detection at gamma-ray energies with logG < 8.5 and G > 2.0.
The observation and analysis of a strong gamma-ray detection for this source would provide an
interesting test of the predictive power of the analysis used for the sample of RL NLS1s in this
dissertation.
The variability at multiple wavelengths found for many of these sources has often been asso-
ciated with the observation of super-luminal features, or “blobs”, traveling down a relativistic jet
(Marscher et al., 2010; Jorstad et al., 2013). This encourages long-term VLBI monitoring of these
sources, especially some of the very radio loud objects such as J0849+5108, which have not yet
been investigated in this manner. The observation of relativistic jets pointed along the observer’s
line of sight in multiple RL NLS1s would constitute very strong evidence for the blazar-like nature
of this class of objects. Foschini et al. (2012) have reported observations of fast-moving but
short-lived radio features using VLBA monitoring of PMN J0948+0022, and so the observation
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of evidence for relativistic radio jets for other RL NLS1s is feasible, given that the redshift of
PMN J0948+0022 (z = 0.584) is higher than for most of the sources in this sample.
In general, the continued search for gamma-ray emissions from this class of objects using Fermi
and any successors to that mission is strongly encouraged, in order to improve the statistics in the
gamma-ray parameter space for RL NLS1s. Stronger detections of the PG sources are particularly
desirable, since a higher-confidence derivation of their PowerLaw spectral indices could confirm
(or rule out) their status as analogues to the High-energy-peaked BL Lac objects. Direct detection
of TeV emissions from these sources would be most desirable, although given the low gamma-ray
fluxes of these objects observed thus far with Fermi, such emissions would likely be very difficult
to detect with current-generation TeV experiments.
A potential method for discovering and characterizing the emissions from these objects at TeV
energies could entail the implementation of an optical monitoring program that could watch for
flares, which would trigger observations by high-energy instruments. For traditional blazars, it is
often observed that large (order-of-magnitude or greater) flares at high energies are accompanied
by large flares at lower energies, such as in the optical regime, and that the optical flares often lead
the high-energy flares by timescales on the order of a day. The location of the Inverse-Compton
peak has also been known to shift to higher energies during such flaring events. Additionally, the
work presented in this dissertation and in Maune (2014) has demonstrated that a large number of
these objects can be monitored very effectively with meter-class telescopes. Under this scheme,
the observation of a flare of sufficient intensity would trigger pointed observations with x-ray (e.g.
Swift) and gamma-ray (Fermi) observatories, while also alerting the TeV community.
Additional multi-wavelength observations are, again, strongly recommended for objects in this
class, especially for those RL NLS1s which have not been included in this sample. This would
allow for the construction of SEDs for a much larger sample of these objects than is currently
available (6 in total, displayed in Figures 3.24, 5.2, & 5.4). The organization of multiwavelength
observing campaigns with the aim of obtaining moderate-to-high time resolution and simultaneous
observations in multiple wavebands could be especially useful, as such datasets would allow for
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the analysis of the SEDs as they evolve with time. Such observations could then be compared to
those of classical blazars in order to search for similar rates and trends of SED evolution, such as
the “harder-when-brighter” nature of the high-energy emissions observed for flaring blazars.
Figure 5.4: SEDs of 4 Radio-Loud Narrow Line Seyfert 1 galaxies
Spectral Energy Distributions for the sources (clockwise from top-left) PMN J0948+0022, PKS
1502+036, PKS 2004-447. and 1H 0323+342, taken from Figure 1 in Abdo et al. (2009b).
Ultimately, the goal of studying RL NLS1 galaxies in this manner will be to learn how these
galaxies fit into the general understanding of blazars, and also to increase our understanding of
how blazars in general fit into the general scheme of AGN. This could have important implications
in understanding, for example, the relationship between jet formation and the mass of the SMBH,
the nature of transient gamma-ray sources which lack observed lower-energy counterparts, and the
relationship between the central engines of AGN and their external environments (i.e. the host
galaxy).
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A Analysis Software
This Appendix contains the python scripts and programs which were used to reduce and analyze
the photopolarimteric and gamma-ray data in this dissertation. All of the software presented here
was developed by the author.
A.1 Photopolarimetry Reduction Software
The scripts presented in this section were used to reduce and callibrate the photopolarimetric
data obtained from Lowell Observatory’s 72-inch Perkins telescope, using the PRISM instru-
ment. There are three scripts used to reduce the data: SORT_POL.PY, PHOT_MASTER.PY, and
POL_CALC.PY. Another program - CAL_PHOT_POL.PY - was written to apply instrumental and
field offsets to the polarimetric quantities.
A.1.1 SORT_POL.PY
###############################################################################
# Purpose : s o r t and app ly c a l l i b r a t i o n s t o Po l a r ime t y d a t a t a k en wi th t h e
# P e r k i n s 72" and PRISM i n s t r um e n t a t Lowel l Ob s e r v a t o r y .
# Author : Jo seph R . Eggen , Gradua t e S t u d en t a t Georg i a S t a t e U.
# Date : May 2012
# F a i r warn ing   I l i k e t o use sys tem c a l l s A LOT f o r h a nd l i n g l i s t s ,
# e s p e c i a l l y c a l l s t o awk . I know t h e r e a r e l i k e l y more ’ py thon i c ’ ways
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# t o do t h i s . I f t h e u s e r f i n d s t h i s a bho r r e n t , f e e l f r e e t o modify ! : )
# Also NOTE: t h i s program r e q u i r e s t h a t d a t a f i l e names c o n t a i n EXACTLY 17
# c h a r a c t e r s . D ev i a t i o n from t h e "YYYYMMDD. # # # . f i t s " naming scheme w i l l
# cau se t h i s program t o c r a s h .
# Th i s program r e q i r e s PYRAF to be i n s t a l l e d on your machine . To use , t yp e :
# py thon s o r t _ t e s t . py
# TO DO: make mo d i f i c a t i o n s t o hand l e images t a k en i n d i f f e r e n t c o l o r s
###############################################################################
impo r t s y s
impo r t os
from py r a f impo r t i r a f
from py r a f . i r a f impo r t imred , ccdred , c r u t i l , d i g i p h o t , apphot , imu t i l ,
a s t u t i l
from py r a f . i r a f p a r impo r t I r a f P a r L i s t
os . sys tem ( ’ rm  f * . s c rx ’ )
os . sys tem ( ’ rm  f * . l s t x ’ )
os . sys tem ( ’ rm  f b i a s . f i t s ’ )
os . sys tem ( ’ rm  f f l a t *00 . f i t s ’ )
# f i r s t , f i n d t h e b i a s e s and move them to t h e i r own d i r e c t o r y ’ b i a s ’
os . sys tem ( ’ mkdir BIAS ’ )
o t = open ( ’ ob s t ype . l s t x ’ , ’w’ )
b = i r a f . h e d i t ( " * . f i t s " , " ob s t ype " , " . " , S t d ou t =1)
f o r i t em i n b :
o t . w r i t e ("% s \ n " % i t em )
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o t . c l o s e ( )
os . sys tem ( " awk ’ / BIAS / { p r i n t s u b s t r ( $1 , 0 , 1 7 ) } ’ ob s t ype . l s t x > b i a s . l s t x " )
os . sys tem ( ’ ’ ’ awk ’{ p r i n t "mv" , $1 , " BIAS / " } ’ b i a s . l s t x > bias_mv . sc rx ’ ’ ’ )
os . sys tem ( " chmod +x bias_mv . s c r x " )
os . sys tem ( ’ . / bias_mv . sc rx ’ )
p r i n t ’Moved b i a s e s t o t h e BIAS d i r e c t o r y ’
# f i n d any non po l images and move t o a s e p e r a t e d i r e c t o r y ’ phot ’
os . sys tem ( ’ mkdir PHOT’ )
np = open ( ’ n o t _ po l . l s t x ’ , ’w’ )
ph = i r a f . h e d i t ( " * . f i t s " , " f i l t nm e 2 " , " . " , S t d ou t =1)
f o r i t em i n ph :
np . w r i t e ("% s \ n " % i t em )
np . c l o s e ( )
os . sys tem ( " awk ’ / Open / { p r i n t s u b s t r ( $1 , 0 , 1 7 ) } ’ n o t _ po l . l s t x > pho t . l s t x " )
os . sys tem ( ’ ’ ’ awk ’{ p r i n t "mv" , $1 , "PHOT/ " } ’ pho t . l s t x > phot_mv . sc rx ’ ’ ’ )
os . sys tem ( " chmod +x phot_mv . s c r x " )
os . sys tem ( ’ . / phot_mv . sc rx ’ )
p r i n t ’Moved pho t f i l e s t o t h e PHOT d i r e c t o r y ’
# now , make l i s t s o f which images a r e a t what po l p o s i t i o n s
po = open ( ’ po l_yn . l s t x ’ , ’w’ )
p l = i r a f . h e d i t ( " * . f i t s " , " f i l t nm e 2 " , " . " , S t d ou t =1)
f o r i t em i n p l :
po . w r i t e ("% s \ n " % i t em )
po . c l o s e ( )
os . sys tem ( " awk ’ / P o l a r o i d / { p r i n t s u b s t r ( $1 , 0 , 1 7 ) } ’ po l_yn . l s t x > po l . l s t x " )
pp = open ( ’ po l po s . l s t x ’ , ’w’ )
po l = i r a f . h e d i t ( "@pol . l s t x " , " po l po s " , " . " , S t d ou t =1)
f o r i t em i n po l :
pp . w r i t e ("% s \ n " % i t em )
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pp . c l o s e ( )
os . sys tem ( " awk ’ /= 0 / { p r i n t s u b s t r ( $1 , 0 , 1 7 ) } ’ po l po s . l s t x > po l000 . l s t x " )
os . sys tem ( " awk ’ /= 400 /{ p r i n t s u b s t r ( $1 , 0 , 1 7 ) } ’ po l po s . l s t x > po l400 . l s t x " )
os . sys tem ( " awk ’ /= 200 /{ p r i n t s u b s t r ( $1 , 0 , 1 7 ) } ’ po l po s . l s t x > po l200 . l s t x " )
os . sys tem ( " awk ’ /= 600 /{ p r i n t s u b s t r ( $1 , 0 , 1 7 ) } ’ po l po s . l s t x > po l600 . l s t x " )
# next , make a l i s t o f f l a t s
os . sys tem ( " awk ’ /FLAT/ { p r i n t s u b s t r ( $1 , 0 , 1 7 ) } ’ ob s t yp e . l s t x > f l a t . l s t x " )
# now make f o u r l i s t s o f f l a t s , one f o r each POLPOS
f l a t a l l = [ l i n e . s t r i p ( ) f o r l i n e i n open ( ’ f l a t . l s t x ’ ) ]
p000 = [ l i n e . s t r i p ( ) f o r l i n e i n open ( ’ po l000 . l s t x ’ ) ]
f000 = l i s t ( s e t ( f l a t a l l ) . i n t e r s e c t i o n ( p000 ) )
f0p = open ( ’ f000 . l s t x ’ , ’w’ )
f o r i t em i n f000 :
f0p . w r i t e ("% s \ n " % i t em )
f0p . c l o s e ( )
p400 = [ l i n e . s t r i p ( ) f o r l i n e i n open ( ’ po l400 . l s t x ’ ) ]
f400 = l i s t ( s e t ( f l a t a l l ) . i n t e r s e c t i o n ( p400 ) )
f4p = open ( ’ f400 . l s t x ’ , ’w’ )
f o r i t em i n f400 :
f4p . w r i t e ("% s \ n " % i t em )
f4p . c l o s e ( )
p200 = [ l i n e . s t r i p ( ) f o r l i n e i n open ( ’ po l200 . l s t x ’ ) ]
f200 = l i s t ( s e t ( f l a t a l l ) . i n t e r s e c t i o n ( p200 ) )
f2p = open ( " f200 . l s t x " , ’w’ )
f o r i t em i n f200 :
f2p . w r i t e ("% s \ n " % i t em )
f2p . c l o s e ( )
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p600 = [ l i n e . s t r i p ( ) f o r l i n e i n open ( ’ po l600 . l s t x ’ ) ]
f600 = l i s t ( s e t ( f l a t a l l ) . i n t e r s e c t i o n ( p600 ) )
f6p = open ( " f600 . l s t x " , ’w’ )
f o r i t em i n f600 :
f6p . w r i t e ("% s \ n " % i t em )
f6p . c l o s e ( )
p r i n t ’ f l a t l i s t s made ’
# next , make a l i s t o f OBECTS
os . sys tem ( " awk ’ /OBJECT / { p r i n t s u b s t r ( $1 , 0 , 1 7 ) } ’ ob s t ype . l s t x > o b j e c t . l s t x " )
# Now make f o u r l i s t s f o r t h e o b j e c t f i l e s , one f o r each POLPOS
o b j a l l = [ l i n e . s t r i p ( ) f o r l i n e i n open ( ’ o b j e c t . l s t x ’ ) ]
ob j000 = l i s t ( s e t ( o b j a l l ) . i n t e r s e c t i o n ( p000 ) )
o0p = open ( ’ ob j000 . l s t x ’ , ’w’ )
f o r i t em i n ob j000 :
o0p . w r i t e ("% s \ n " % i t em )
o0p . c l o s e ( )
ob j400 = l i s t ( s e t ( o b j a l l ) . i n t e r s e c t i o n ( p400 ) )
o4p = open ( ’ ob j400 . l s t x ’ , ’w’ )
f o r i t em i n ob j400 :
o4p . w r i t e ("% s \ n " % i t em )
o4p . c l o s e ( )
ob j200 = l i s t ( s e t ( o b j a l l ) . i n t e r s e c t i o n ( p200 ) )
o2p = open ( " ob j200 . l s t x " , ’w’ )
f o r i t em i n ob j200 :
o2p . w r i t e ("% s \ n " % i t em )
o2p . c l o s e ( )
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obj600 = l i s t ( s e t ( o b j a l l ) . i n t e r s e c t i o n ( p600 ) )
o6p = open ( " ob j600 . l s t x " , ’w’ )
f o r i t em i n ob j600 :
o6p . w r i t e ("% s \ n " % i t em )
o6p . c l o s e ( )
p r i n t ’ o b j e c t l i s t s made ’
# Make mas t e r f l a t s (4 o f t h e s e ) and b i a s ( j u s t 1 ) f r ames
# NOTE: check t o s ee i f f l a t s need t o be p r o c e s s e d b e f o r e r unn i ng ccdp roc
os . sys tem ( ’ ’ ’ awk ’{ p r i n t "BIAS / " $1 } ’ b i a s . l s t x > biascomb . l s t x ’ ’ ’ )
# os . sys tem ( ’ cp BIAS / * . f i t s . ’ )
i r a f . ze rocombine ( " @biascomb . l s t x " , o u t p u t =" b i a s . f i t s " )
i r a f . f l a t c omb i n e ( "@f000 . l s t x " , o u t p u t =" f l a t 0 0 0 . f i t s " , c cd t ype ="" , p r o c e s s =" no " ,
s u b s e t s =" no " )
i r a f . f l a t c omb i n e ( "@f400 . l s t x " , o u t p u t =" f l a t 4 0 0 . f i t s " , c cd t ype ="" , p r o c e s s =" no " ,
s u b s e t s =" no " )
i r a f . f l a t c omb i n e ( "@f200 . l s t x " , o u t p u t =" f l a t 2 0 0 . f i t s " , c cd t ype ="" , p r o c e s s =" no " ,
s u b s e t s =" no " )
i r a f . f l a t c omb i n e ( "@f600 . l s t x " , o u t p u t =" f l a t 6 0 0 . f i t s " , c cd t ype ="" , p r o c e s s =" no " ,
s u b s e t s =" no " )
p r i n t ’ Mas te r b i a s and f l a t images c r e a t e d . ’
# Use CCDPROC to c a l i b r a t e t h e images
# NOTE: TRIMSEC and BIASSEC op t i o n s a r e enab l ed and s e c t i o n v a l u e s a r e
# hard coded i n t o t h e CCDPROC r o u t i n e s   CHECK THESE IF YOUR CHIP CHANGES ! ! ! !
# make c a l l i b r a t e d s e t s f o r images a t POLPOS = 000
p r i n t ’ C a l l i b r a t i n g images f o r POLPOS=000 ’
os . sys tem ( ’ ’ ’ awk ’{ p r i n t s u b s t r ( $1 , 0 , 1 2 ) " _0 . f i t s "} ’ ob j000 . l s t x > ob j000_ou t .
l s t x ’ ’ ’ )
i r a f . c cdp roc ( " @obj000 . l s t x " , o u t p u t ="@obj000_out . l s t x " , c cd t ype ="" , f i x p i x =" no " ,
ov e r s c an =" yes " , t r im =" yes " , z e r o c o r =" yes " , d a r k c o r =" no " , f l a t c o r =" yes " , z e r o ="
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b i a s . f i t s " , f l a t =" f l a t 0 0 0 . f i t s " , b i a s s e c = " [ 2 103 : 2 138 , 2 : 2 063 ] " , t r im s e c
= " [ 5 4 : 2 1 0 1 , 2 : 2 0 6 3 ] " )
p r i n t ’POLPOS = 000 c a l i b r a t e d images c r e a t e d ’
# make c a l l i b r a t e d s e t s f o r images a t POLPOS = 400
p r i n t ’ C a l l i b r a t i n g images f o r POLPOS=400 ’
os . sys tem ( ’ ’ ’ awk ’{ p r i n t s u b s t r ( $1 , 0 , 1 2 ) " _4 . f i t s "} ’ ob j400 . l s t x > ob j400_ou t .
l s t x ’ ’ ’ )
i r a f . c cdp roc ( " @obj400 . l s t x " , o u t p u t ="@obj400_out . l s t x " , c cd t ype ="" , f i x p i x =" no " ,
ov e r s c an =" yes " , t r im =" yes " , z e r o c o r =" yes " , d a r k c o r =" no " , f l a t c o r =" yes " , z e r o ="
b i a s . f i t s " , f l a t =" f l a t 4 0 0 . f i t s " , b i a s s e c = " [ 2 103 : 2 138 , 2 : 2 063 ] " , t r im s e c
= " [ 5 4 : 2 1 0 1 , 2 : 2 0 6 3 ] " )
p r i n t ’POLPOS = 400 c a l i b r a t e d images c r e a t e d ’
# make c a l l i b r a t e d s e t s f o r images a t POLPOS = 200
p r i n t ’ C a l l i b r a t i n g images f o r POLPOS=200 ’
os . sys tem ( ’ ’ ’ awk ’{ p r i n t s u b s t r ( $1 , 0 , 1 2 ) " _2 . f i t s "} ’ ob j200 . l s t x > ob j200_ou t .
l s t x ’ ’ ’ )
i r a f . c cdp roc ( " @obj200 . l s t x " , o u t p u t ="@obj200_out . l s t x " , c cd t ype ="" , f i x p i x =" no " ,
ov e r s c an =" yes " , t r im =" yes " , z e r o c o r =" yes " , d a r k c o r =" no " , f l a t c o r =" yes " , z e r o ="
b i a s . f i t s " , f l a t =" f l a t 2 0 0 . f i t s " , b i a s s e c = " [ 2 103 : 2 138 , 2 : 2 063 ] " , t r im s e c
= " [ 5 4 : 2 1 0 1 , 2 : 2 0 6 3 ] " )
p r i n t ’POLPOS = 200 c a l i b r a t e d images c r e a t e d ’
# make c a l l i b r a t e d s e t s f o r images a t POLPOS = 600
p r i n t ’ C a l l i b r a t i n g images f o r POLPOS=600 ’
os . sys tem ( ’ ’ ’ awk ’{ p r i n t s u b s t r ( $1 , 0 , 1 2 ) " _6 . f i t s "} ’ ob j600 . l s t x > ob j600_ou t .
l s t x ’ ’ ’ )
i r a f . c cdp roc ( " @obj600 . l s t x " , o u t p u t ="@obj600_out . l s t x " , c cd t ype ="" , f i x p i x =" no " ,
ov e r s c an =" yes " , t r im =" yes " , z e r o c o r =" yes " , d a r k c o r =" no " , f l a t c o r =" yes " , z e r o ="
b i a s . f i t s " , f l a t =" f l a t 6 0 0 . f i t s " , b i a s s e c = " [ 2 103 : 2 138 , 2 : 2 063 ] " , t r im s e c
= " [ 5 4 : 2 1 0 1 , 2 : 2 0 6 3 ] " )
p r i n t ’POLPOS = 600 c a l i b r a t e d images c r e a t e d ’
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# run SETJD on t h e images
# Re tu rn t h e I r a f P a r L i s t o b j e c t f o r d e f a u l t p a r ame t e r s .
d e f d e f a u l t _ i r a f p a r ( t a s k ) :
r e t u r n I r a f P a r L i s t ( t a s k . getName ( ) , p a r l i s t = t a s k . g e t D e f a u l t P a r L i s t ( ) )
# g e t d e f a u l t p a r ame t e r s and o v e r r i d e some
yes , no = ’ yes ’ , ’ no ’
j d p a r s _ p l i s t = d e f a u l t _ i r a f p a r ( i r a f . s e t j d )
i r a f . s e t j d . s e t P a r L i s t ( P a r L i s t = j d p a r s _ p l i s t )
i r a f . s e t j d . s e tPa r am ( ’ o b s e r v a t o r y ’ , ’OBSERVAT’ )
i r a f . s e t j d . s e tPa r am ( ’ t ime ’ , ’UTCSTART’ )
i r a f . s e t j d . s e tPa r am ( ’ ra ’ , ’TELRA’ )
i r a f . s e t j d . s e tPa r am ( ’ dec ’ , ’TELDEC’ )
i r a f . s e t j d . s e tPa r am ( ’ epoch ’ , ’EQUINOX’ )
i r a f . s e t j d . s e tPa r am ( ’ l i s t o n l y ’ , ’ no ’ )
# f i x t h e OBSERVAT heade r keyword t o some th ing SETJD w i l l r e c o g n i z e
i r a f . h e d i t ( ’ 2 * . f i t s ’ , ’OBSERVAT’ , ’ l owe l l ’ , upda t e = ’ yes ’ )
#now run t h e SETJD t a s k
i r a f . s e t j d ( image = ’2* . f i t s ’ )
# c l e a n cosmic r a y s from c a l l i b r a t e d images
# NOTE: t h i s s t e p t a k e s a long t ime   maybe s e t up a loop wi th a r e c u r i n g
# message t h a t t e l l s which image or im # /TOTAL i t i s working on . . .
p r i n t ’Now c l e a n i n g c a l i b r a t e d images o f cosmic rays ’
os . sys tem ( ’ l s 2*_ * . f i t s > objALL_out . l s t x ’ )
c r f i x _ l i s t = [ l i n e . s t r i p ( ) f o r l i n e i n open ( ’ objALL_out . l s t x ’ ) ]
f o r f rame i n c r f i x _ l i s t :
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p r i n t ’ C l e an i ng ’ , f rame
i r a f . c o sm i c r ay s ( i n p u t =frame , o u t p u t =" " , t h r e s h o l d ="35" , f l u x r a t i o ="5" ,
n p a s s e s ="10" , window ="7" , i n t e r a c t i v e =" no " , t r a i n =" no " )
c r c l e a n = i r a f . h e d i t ( frame , " c r c o r " , " . " , S t d ou t =1)
p r i n t c r c l e a n
p r i n t ’ Cosmic r ay c l e a n i n g has been comple ted ’
# make s u b d i r e c t o r i s i n PROC/ f o r each ob j e c t , t h en s o r t a c c o r d i n g l y
p r i n t ’Moving p r o c e s s e d and raw f i l e s t o a p p r o p r i a t e d i r e c t o r i e s . . . ’
os . maked i r s ( ’PROC’ )
s t a r t _ p a t h = ’PROC’
p r o c s = open ( ’ p roc . l s t x ’ , ’w’ )
p r = i r a f . h e d i t ( " * _ * . f i t s " , "OBJECT " , " . " , S t d ou t =1)
f o r i t em i n pr :
p r o c s . w r i t e ("% s \ n " % i t em )
p r o c s . c l o s e ( )
os . sys tem ( " awk ’{ p r i n t $ 3 } ’ p roc . l s t x > mv . l s t x " )
move = open ( ’mv . l s t x ’ , ’ r ’ )
f o r i t em i n move :
i t em = i t em . r s t r i p ( " \ r \ n " )
f i n a l _ p a t h = os . p a t h . j o i n ( s t a r t _ p a t h , i t em )
i f no t os . p a t h . e x i s t s ( f i n a l _ p a t h ) :
os . maked i r s ( f i n a l _ p a t h )
move . c l o s e ( )
os . sys tem ( ’ ’ ’ awk ’{ p r i n t "mv" , s u b s t r ( $1 , 0 , 1 9 ) , "PROC/ " $3 " / " } ’ p roc . l s t x > mv .
sc rx ’ ’ ’ )
os . sys tem ( ’ chmod +x mv . sc rx ’ )
os . sys tem ( ’ . / mv . sc rx ’ )
p r i n t ’ A l l c a l i b r a t e d images c r e a t e d and moved t o PROC/ ob j e c t ’
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# move t h e unp r o c e s s ed images t o t h e RAW d i r e c t o r y
os . sys tem ( ’ mkdir RAW’ )
os . sys tem ( ’mv 2* . f i t s RAW/ ’ )
p r i n t ’ A l l raw images moved t o RAW/ ’
# move t h e c a l l i b r a t i o n images t o t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e d i r e c o t o r i e s
os . sys tem ( ’ mkdir FLAT / ’ )
os . sys tem ( ’mv f l a t * . f i t s FLAT / ’ )
os . sys tem ( ’mv b i a s . f i t s BIAS / ’ )
p r i n t ’ A l l combined f l a t s moved t o FLAT/ ’
os . sys tem ( ’ rm  f * . s c rx ’ )
os . sys tem ( ’ rm  f * . l s t x ’ )
A.1.2 PHOT_MASTER.PY
###############################################################################
# Purpose : Per fo rm a p p e r t u r e pho tome t ry on images t a k en wi th t h e 72" P e r k i n s
# wi th t h e PRISM i n s t r um e n t i n p o l a r im e t r y mode . Th i s program DOES NOT app ly
# c a l l i b r a t i o n s ( f l a t s , b i a s e s , e t c . ) o r s o r t t h e d a t a   use a n o t h e r program
# f o r t h a t . Th i s program w i l l o u t p u t t h e r e s u l t s o f pho tome t ry t o a . t x t
# f i l e , which a n o t h e r program w i l l use t o c a l c u l a t e t h e v a r i o u s p ho t ome t r i c
# and / o r p o l a r i m e t r i c p r o p e r t i e s o f t h e t a r g e t .
#
# Author : Jo seph R . Eggen , Gradua t e S t u d en t a t Georg i a S t a t e U.
#
# Date : May 2012
#
# Note : I f you want t o do pho tome t ry on a s u b s e t o f . f i t s images i n t h e
c u r r e n t
# d i r e c t o r y , make a f i l e c a l l e d ’ images . l s t ’ c o n t a i n i n g a 1 column l i s t o f t h e
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# images you want .
# NOTE WARNING: t h i s s c r i p t WILL o v e rw r i t e s e v e r a l IRAF /PYRAF pa r ame t e r
# s e t t i n g s on your machine . I f you wish t o save t h e s e t t i n g s you a l r e a d y have
,
# you shou l d back up you UPARM d i r e c t o r y now !
###############################################################################
impo r t s y s
impo r t os
impo r t g lob
impo r t s u b p r o c e s s
impo r t l i n e c a c h e
impo r t t ime
from py r a f impo r t i r a f
from py r a f . i r a f impo r t imred , ccdred , d i g i p h o t , apphot , imu t i l , a s t u t i l
from py r a f . i r a f p a r impo r t I r a f P a r L i s t
os . sys tem ( ’ rm  f * . s c rx ’ )
os . sys tem ( ’ rm  f * . l s t x ’ )
# g e t t h e l e n g t h o f coo1 . t x t , and t h e r e b y t h e no . o f o b j e c t s t o do pho t on
de f f i l e _ l e n ( fname ) :
f = open ( fname )
l i n e s = 0
b u f _ s i z e = 1024 * 1024
r e a d _ f = f . r e ad # loop o p t im i z a t i o n
buf = r e a d _ f ( b u f _ s i z e )
wh i l e buf :
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l i n e s += buf . coun t ( ’ \ n ’ )
buf = r e a d _ f ( b u f _ s i z e )
r e t u r n l i n e s
#obs_num = sum (1 f o r l i n e i n open ( ’ coo1 . t x t ’ ) )
obs_num = i n t ( f l o a t ( f i l e _ l e n ( ’ coo1 . t x t ’ ) ) )
# r e ad t h e images . l i s t f i l e made i n t h e p r e v i o u s s t e p ( o r e d i t e d v e r s i o n o f i t
)
p r i n t ’ Checking f o r images . l s t . . . ’
i f no t os . p a t h . i s f i l e ( ’ images . l s t ’ ) :
os . sys tem ( ’ l s * . f i t s > images . l s t ’ )
ims = [ l i n e . s t r i p ( ) f o r l i n e i n open ( ’ images . l s t ’ ) ]
s i z e = l e n ( ims )
i f s i z e < 4 . :
p r i n t ’ Not enough images t o do p o l a r im e t r y ! ’
p r i n t s i z e , " images t o do pho tome t ry on . "
# Now p r ov i d e t h e names o f t h e t a r g e t and check s t a r s t h a t you s e l e c t e d
im_range = range ( 1 , obs_num+1)
t a r g e t _ n ame s = [ ]
f o r i i n im_range :
p r i n t ’ Type t h e name of t a r g e t ’ , i
nam = raw_ inpu t (’  > ’ )
t a r g e t _ n ame s . append ( nam )
# Se t up p a r ame t e r s t o do a p e r t u r e pho tome t ry
de f d e f a u l t _ i r a f p a r ( t a s k ) :
# Re tu rn t h e I r a f P a r L i s t o b j e c t f o r d e f a u l t p a r ame t e r s .
r e t u r n I r a f P a r L i s t ( t a s k . getName ( ) , p a r l i s t = t a s k . g e t D e f a u l t P a r L i s t ( ) )
# l e t s do some pho tome t ry !
f o r i t em i n ims :
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# Get d e f a u l t p a r ame t e r s and o v e r r i d e some .
yes , no = ’ yes ’ , ’ no ’
# S t a r t w i th t h e PHOT t a s k
p h o t _ p l i s t = d e f a u l t _ i r a f p a r ( i r a f . pho t )
i r a f . pho t . s e t P a r L i s t ( P a r L i s t = p h o t _ p l i s t )
i r a f . pho t . s e tPa r am ( ’ s k y f i l e ’ , ’ ’ )
i r a f . pho t . s e tPa r am ( ’ coords ’ , ’ coo1 . t x t ’ )
i r a f . pho t . s e tPa r am ( ’ ou tpu t ’ , ’ d e f a u l t ’ )
i r a f . pho t . s e tPa r am ( ’ p l o t f i l e ’ , ’ ’ )
i r a f . pho t . s e tPa r am ( ’ i n t e r a c t i v e ’ , ’ no ’ )
i r a f . pho t . s e tPa r am ( ’ r a d p l o t s ’ , ’ no ’ )
i r a f . pho t . s e tPa r am ( ’ cache ’ , ’ yes ’ )
i r a f . pho t . s e tPa r am ( ’ v e r i f y ’ , ’ no ’ )
i r a f . pho t . s e tPa r am ( ’ upda te ’ , ’ yes ’ )
i r a f . pho t . s e tPa r am ( ’ ve rbose ’ , ’ yes ’ )
# i r a f . pho t . s e tPa r am ( ’ d i s p l a y ’ , ’ s t dg r aph ’ )
# now d a t a p a r s
# d p a r s _ p l i s t = d e f a u l t _ i r a f p a r ( i r a f . d a t a p a r s )
# i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e t P a r L i s t ( P a r l i s t = d p a r s _ p l i s t )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ s c a l e ’ , ’ 0 . 3 90 ’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ fwhmpsf ’ , ’ 2 . 6 ’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ emis s ion ’ , ’ yes ’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ sigma ’ , ’INDEF ’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ da tamin ’ , ’INDEF ’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ datamax ’ , ’INDEF ’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ no i s e ’ , ’ po i s son ’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ ccd read ’ , ’ ’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ ga in ’ , ’AGAIN_01 ’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ epadu ’ , ’ 1 . 0 ’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ r e a dno i s e ’ , ’ 1 3 . 0 ’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ exposure ’ , ’EXPTIME ’ )
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i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ a i rmas s ’ , ’AIRMASS’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ f i l t e r ’ , ’FILTNME3 ’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ obs t ime ’ , ’UTCSTART’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ xa i rmass ’ , ’INDEF ’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ i f i l t e r ’ , ’INDEF ’ )
i r a f . d a t a p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ ot ime ’ , ’INDEF ’ )
# now c e n t e r p a r s
c e n t p a r s _ p l i s t = d e f a u l t _ i r a f p a r ( i r a f . c e n t e r p a r s )
i r a f . c e n t e r p a r s . s e t P a r L i s t ( P a r L i s t = c e n t p a r s _ p l i s t )
i r a f . c e n t e r p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ cbox ’ , ’ 9 . 0 ’ )
i r a f . c e n t e r p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ c t h r e s h o l d ’ , ’ 0 . 0 ’ )
i r a f . c e n t e r p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ m i n s n r a t i o ’ , ’ 1 . 0 ’ )
i r a f . c e n t e r p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ cmax i t e r ’ , ’ 10 ’ )
i r a f . c e n t e r p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ maxsh i f t ’ , ’ 5 . 0 ’ )
i r a f . c e n t e r p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ c l e an ’ , ’ no ’ )
i r a f . c e n t e r p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ mkcenter ’ , ’ no ’ )
# now f i t s k y p a r s
f t s k p a r s _ p l i s t = d e f a u l t _ i r a f p a r ( i r a f . f i t s k y p a r s )
i r a f . f i t s k y p a r s . s e t P a r L i s t ( P a r L i s t = f t s k p a r s _ p l i s t )
i r a f . f i t s k y p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ annu lus ’ , ’ 1 0 . 0 ’ )
i r a f . f i t s k y p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ dannu lus ’ , ’ 2 0 . 0 ’ )
i r a f . f i t s k y p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ rgrow ’ , ’ 0 . 0 ’ )
# now pho t p a r s
p h t p a r s _ p l i s t = d e f a u l t _ i r a f p a r ( i r a f . p h o t p a r s )
i r a f . p h o t p a r s . s e t P a r L i s t ( P a r L i s t = p h t p a r s _ p l i s t )
i r a f . p h o t p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ a p e r t u r e s ’ , ’ 7 . 0 ’ )
i r a f . p h o t p a r s . s e tPa r am ( ’ mkaper t ’ , ’ no ’ )
# now , FINALLY , we can run t h e PHOT t a s k
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p r i n t " Doing pho tome t ry on image " , i t em
i r a f . d i s p l a y ( image= i tem , f rame = ’1 ’ , f i l l = ’ yes ’ , z s c a l e = ’ yes ’ )
t ime . s l e e p ( 1 )
i r a f . pho t ( image= i t em )
# make a l i s t o f t h e JD v a l u e s from each f i l e
j d l = open ( ’ j d l i s t . l s t x ’ , ’w’ )
j d l i s t i t e m = i r a f . h e d i t ( ’ @images . l s t ’ , ’ JD ’ , ’ . ’ , S t d ou t =1)
f o r i t em i n j d l i s t i t e m :
j d l . w r i t e ("% s \ n " % i t em )
j d l . c l o s e ( )
j d s k i n n y = s ubp r o c e s s . c h e ck_ou t pu t ( [ ’ awk ’ , ’{ p r i n t $ 3 } ’ , ’ j d l i s t . l s t x ’ ] )
j d s k i n n y = j d s k i n n y . s p l i t ( )
# p r i n t j d s k i n n y [ 1 ]
# make a l i s t o f f i l e s t h a t have f o l l ow t h e p a t t e r n 2* . f i t s
i m l i s t = g lob . g lob ( ’ 2 * . f i t s ’ )
p h o t l i s t = g lob . g lob ( ’ 2 * . mag . 1 ’ )
# d e f i n e some impo r t a n t r a ng e s f o r l o op s u s i n g numbers o f o b j e c t s and images
obs_num = i n t ( f l o a t ( f i l e _ l e n ( ’ coo1 . t x t ’ ) ) )
pho t _ r ange = range ( 0 , obs_num 1)
im_num = i n t ( f l o a t ( l e n ( p h o t l i s t ) ) )
im_range = range ( 0 , im_num )
# t a k e t h e o u t p u t from PHOT and r e ad i n t h e l a s t l i n e
os . sys tem ( ’ rm  f pho t . out ’ )
o u t p u t = open ( ’ pho t . out ’ , ’w’ )
f i r s t l i n e = ’ image f i l t e r JD exp ApRad Flux Mag MagErr / / Ob j e c t & Checks / / ’
f i r s t l i n e = f i r s t l i n e + ’ ’ . j o i n ( t a r g e t _ n ame s ) + ’ \ n ’
o u t p u t . w r i t e ( f i r s t l i n e )
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# ou t p u t . w r i t e ( ’ image f i l t e r JD exp    ApRad    Flux Mag MagErr \ n ’ )
o u t p u t . c l o s e
o t p t = open ( ’ pho t . out ’ , ’ a ’ )
f o r i i n im_range :
fp = open ( p h o t l i s t [ i ] )
l i n e s = fp . r e a d l i n e s ( )
numphot = l e n ( l i n e s )
d a t a _ a = l i n e c a c h e . g e t l i n e ( p h o t l i s t [ i ] , ( numphot (obs_num 1) *5) 0) .
s p l i t ( )
d a t a_b = l i n e c a c h e . g e t l i n e ( p h o t l i s t [ i ] , ( numphot (obs_num 1) *5) 1) .
s p l i t ( )
d a t a _ c = l i n e c a c h e . g e t l i n e ( p h o t l i s t [ i ] , ( numphot (obs_num 1) *5) 4) .
s p l i t ( )
d a t a_ob = da t a _ c [ 0 ] , d a t a_b [ 2 ] , j d s k i n n y [ i ] , d a t a_b [ 0 ] , ’  ’ , d a t a _ a
[ 0 ] , ’  ’ , d a t a _ a [ 3 ] , d a t a _ a [ 4 ] , d a t a _ a [ 5 ]
f o r j i n r e v e r s e d ( pho t _ r ange ) :
d a t a 1 = l i n e c a c h e . g e t l i n e ( p h o t l i s t [ i ] , ( numphot j *5 ) 0) . s p l i t
( )
d a t a o u t = da t a 1 [ 3 ] , d a t a 1 [ 4 ] , d a t a 1 [ 5 ]
da t a_ob = da t a_ob + d a t a o u t
# p r i n t ’ ’ . j o i n ( da t a_ob )
merge_da ta_ob = ’ ’ . j o i n ( da t a_ob )
o u t p u t . w r i t e ( ’% s \ n ’ % merge_da ta_ob )
o t p t . c l o s e
os . sys tem ( ’ rm  f * . mag . ? ’ )
os . sys tem ( ’ rm  f * . s c rx ’ )
os . sys tem ( ’ rm  f * . l s t x ’ )
A.1.3 POL_CALC.PY
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###############################################################################
# Purpose : use t h e r e s u l t s o f a p e r t u r e pho tome t ry pe r fo rmed wi th Py r a f t o
# d e t e rm i n e t h e p o l a r i m e t r i c and pho t ome t r i c v a l u e s ( i f d e s i r e d ) o f a l l
o b j e c t s
# upon which pho tome t ry was pe r fo rmed . Th i s program i s i n t e n d e d and de s i gn ed
# t o work wi th in  f i e l d s t a n d a r d s t a r s f o r t h e pu rpose o f do ing p o l a r im e t r y
and
# d i f f e r e n t i a l pho tome t ry ONLY.
# Author : Jo seph R . Eggen , Gradua t e S t u d en t a t Georg i a S t a t e U.
# Date : May 2012
###############################################################################
impo r t s y s
impo r t os
impo r t math
impo r t g lob
impo r t numpy
impo r t s u b p r o c e s s
impo r t l i n e c a c h e
impo r t copy
from copy impo r t deepcopy
# g e t t h e l e n g t h o f coo1 . t x t , and t h e r e b y t h e no . o f o b j e c t s t o do pho t on
de f f i l e _ l e n ( fname ) :
f = open ( fname )
l i n e s = 0
b u f _ s i z e = 1024 * 1024
r e a d _ f = f . r e ad # loop o p t im i z a t i o n
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buf = r e a d _ f ( b u f _ s i z e )
wh i l e buf :
l i n e s += buf . coun t ( ’ \ n ’ )
buf = r e a d _ f ( b u f _ s i z e )
r e t u r n l i n e s
# g e t t h e number o f o b j e c t s t h a t pho t was pe r fo rmed on   f o r use l a t e r
obs_num = i n t ( f l o a t ( f i l e _ l e n ( ’ coo1 . t x t ’ ) ) )
pho t _ r ange = range ( 0 , obs_num 1)
obs_ r ange = range ( 0 , obs_num )
# r e ad i n t h e r e l e v e n t v a l u e s from a p e r t u r e pho tome t ry
pho tCoun t e r = l e n ( g lob . g lob1 ( " . " , " * . ou t " ) )
p h o t l i s t = [ f i l e f o r f i l e i n os . l i s t d i r ( ’ . ’ ) i f f i l e . l ower ( ) . e nd sw i t h ( ’ . out ’ ) ]
i f pho tCoun t e r != 1 :
p r i n t ’ En t e r t h e name of t h e a p e r t u r e pho tome t ry r e s u l t s f i l e . ’
p r i n t p h o t l i s t
p h o t f i l e = r aw_ inpu t (’  > ’ )
e l s e :
p h o t f i l e = p h o t l i s t [ 0 ]
# coun t how many a p p e r t u r e pho tome t ry r e s u l t s we have t o work wi th
im_num = i n t ( f l o a t ( f i l e _ l e n ( p h o t f i l e ) ) ) 1
# d i v i d e t h e above by 4 t o d e t e rm i n e t h e number o f s e t s
seq_num = im_num /4
s eq_ r ange = range ( 0 , seq_num )
# Let ’ s make a l i s t o f t h e t ime s t amps f o r each image ( f o r use l a t e r )
j d _ v a l _ l = [ ]
f o r l i n e i n open ( p h o t f i l e ) :
columns = l i n e . s p l i t ( ’ ’ )
j d _ v a l = columns [ 2 ]
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j d _ v a l _ l . append ( j d _ v a l )
j d _ v a l _ l = j d _ v a l _ l [ 1 : ]
# use t h e JD va l u e t o c a l c u l a t e t h e c a l e n d a r da t e , f o r a d d i t i o n t o o u t p u t f i l e
L = i n t ( math . c e i l ( f l o a t ( j d _ v a l _ l [ 0 ] ) ) ) +68569
N = 4*L/146097
L = L (146097*N+3) / 4
I = 4000*(L+1) /1461001
L = L 1461* I /4+31
J = 80*L/2447
K = L 2447* J / 80
L = J /11
J = J+2 12*L
I = 100*(N 49)+ I +L
YEAR = I
MONTH = J
DAY = K
da t e = ’UT Date = ’ , s t r (YEAR) , ’ / ’ , s t r ("%02d " % MONTH) , ’ / ’ , s t r ("%02d " % DAY
) , ’ \ n ’
p r i n t ’ ’ . j o i n ( d a t e )
# a l r i g h t , now f i n d t h e midpo in t o f t h e START t ime s o f t h e expo su r e sequence
s e q _ l e n g t h _ s t a r t _ o n l y = f l o a t ( j d _ v a l _ l [ 1])  f l o a t ( j d _ v a l _ l [ 0 ] )
t o t a l _ s e q _ l e n g t h = s e q _ l e n g t h _ s t a r t _ o n l y *86400
p r i n t ’ T o t a l l e n g t h o f s equence : %.0 f ’ % t o t a l _ s e q _ l e n g t h , ’ seconds ’
# now e x t r a c t t h e exposu r e t ime
exp_va l = [ ]
f o r l i n e i n open ( p h o t l i s t [ 0 ] ) :
e xpo su r e = l i n e . s p l i t ( ’ ’ )
exp_va l = columns [ 3 ]
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exp_va l = f l o a t ( exp_va l )
# next , use t h e midpo in t o f t h e s t a r t t ime s wi th t h e expo su r e t ime t o f i n d
# t h e TRUE midpo in t o f t h e sequence i n JD
s eq_ end_ t r u e = f l o a t ( j d _ v a l _ l [ 1]) + exp_va l / ( 6 0*60*24 )
s eq_mid_ t r u e = f l o a t ( j d _ v a l _ l [ 0 ] ) + ( s e q _ end_ t r u e   f l o a t ( j d _ v a l _ l [ 0 ] ) ) / 2
# d e t e rm i n e i f t h e r e a r e enough images t o do p o l a r im e t r y
p r i n t ’ Checking f o r images . l s t . . . ’
i f no t os . p a t h . i s f i l e ( ’ images . l s t ’ ) :
os . sys tem ( ’ l s * . f i t s > images . l s t ’ )
ims = [ l i n e . s t r i p ( ) f o r l i n e i n open ( ’ images . l s t ’ ) ]
s i z e = l e n ( ims )
i f s i z e < 4 . :
p r i n t ’ Not enough images t o do p o l a r im e t r y ! ’
p r i n t im_num , " images and " , seq_num , " s e t s t o do p o l a r im e t r y on . "
# r e ad i n t h e r e l a v a n t l i n e s f o r each POLPOS
# I j u s t use t h e pho ton coun t s here , s i n c e i n s t r um e n t a l magn i t udes a r e j u s t
# d e r i v e d from t h o s e anyway
ou t p u t = open ( ’QU. pol ’ , ’w’ )
o u t p u t . w r i t e ( ’ Se t JD I Q U \ n ’ )
o u t p u t . w r i t e (’                                     \ n ’ )
o u t p u t . c l o s e
f o r i i n s eq_ r ange :
d a t a_0 = l i n e c a c h e . g e t l i n e ( p h o t f i l e , 2+( i *4) ) . s p l i t ( )
d a t a_4 = l i n e c a c h e . g e t l i n e ( p h o t f i l e , 3+( i *4) ) . s p l i t ( )
d a t a_2 = l i n e c a c h e . g e t l i n e ( p h o t f i l e , 4+( i *4) ) . s p l i t ( )
d a t a_6 = l i n e c a c h e . g e t l i n e ( p h o t f i l e , 5+( i *4) ) . s p l i t ( )
Q_pol = ( f l o a t ( d a t a_0 [ 7 ] )  f l o a t ( d a t a_4 [ 7 ] ) ) / ( f l o a t ( d a t a_0 [ 7 ] ) + f l o a t (
d a t a_4 [ 7 ] ) )
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U_pol = ( f l o a t ( d a t a_2 [ 7 ] )  f l o a t ( d a t a_6 [ 7 ] ) ) / ( f l o a t ( d a t a_2 [ 7 ] ) + f l o a t (
d a t a_6 [ 7 ] ) )
I _ p o l = ( f l o a t ( d a t a_0 [ 7 ] ) + f l o a t ( d a t a_4 [ 7 ] ) + f l o a t ( d a t a_2 [ 7 ] ) + f l o a t (
d a t a_6 [ 7 ] ) ) / 2
i n s t _mag_ t a r g =  2.5*math . log10 ( I _ p o l )
d a t a l i n e = i +1 , d a t a_0 [ 2 ] , I _po l , Q_pol , U_pol
r a t i o _ l i n e = ’ t a r g e t / check # ’
# add I , Q, U f o r each check s t a r
f o r j i n pho t _ r ange :
Q_pol_ck = ( f l o a t ( d a t a_0 [10+3* j ] )  f l o a t ( d a t a_4 [10+3* j ] ) ) / (
f l o a t ( d a t a_0 [10+3* j ] ) + f l o a t ( d a t a_4 [10+3* j ] ) )
U_pol_ck = ( f l o a t ( d a t a_2 [10+3* j ] )  f l o a t ( d a t a_6 [10+3* j ] ) ) / (
f l o a t ( d a t a_2 [10+3* j ] ) + f l o a t ( d a t a_6 [10+3* j ] ) )
I _ po l _ ck = ( f l o a t ( d a t a_0 [10+3* j ] ) + f l o a t ( d a t a_4 [10+3* j ] ) + f l o a t (
d a t a_2 [10+3* j ] ) + f l o a t ( d a t a_6 [10+3* j ] ) ) / 2
in s t_mag_chk =  2.5*math . log10 ( I _po l _ ck )
d a t a _ che ck = I_po l_ck , Q_pol_ck , U_pol_ck
d a t a l i n e = d a t a l i n e + da t a_ che ck
# f i n d r a t i o s o f t a r g e t f l u x t o each check s t a r
t a r _ c h k _ r t = f l o a t ( d a t a l i n e [ 2 ] ) / f l o a t ( d a t a l i n e [5+3* j ] )
r a t i o _ l i n e = r a t i o _ l i n e + ’ ’ + s t r ( ’%.3 f ’ ) % t a r _ c h k _ r t
p r i n t r a t i o _ l i n e
me r g e _ d a t a l i n e = ’ ’ . j o i n (map ( s t r , d a t a l i n e ) )
o u t p u t . w r i t e ( ’% s \ n ’ % me r g e _ d a t a l i n e )
o u t p u t . c l o s e ( )
# now we can use t h e I , Q, and U va l u e s t o c a l c u l a t e %P and EVPA
Q_va l s_ l = [ ]
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Q_avg_l = [ ]
Q_s td_ l = [ ]
U_va l s_ l = [ ]
U_avg_l = [ ]
U_s td_ l = [ ]
avg_p_ l = [ ]
s t d _ p _ l = [ ]
avg_evpa_ l = [ ]
s t d _ e v p a _ l = [ ]
avg_mag_l = [ ]
s td_mag_ l = [ ]
a v g _ i n t _ l = [ ]
f o r l i n obs_ r ange :
a l l P = [ ]
allEVPA = [ ]
allMAG = [ ]
a l l I = [ ]
a l lQ = [ ]
a l lU = [ ]
f o r m i n s eq_ r ange :
p o l _ d a t = l i n e c a c h e . g e t l i n e ( ’QU. pol ’ , 3+m) . s p l i t ( )
I = f l o a t ( p o l _ d a t [2+3* l ] )
Q = f l o a t ( p o l _ d a t [3+3* l ] )
U = f l o a t ( p o l _ d a t [4+3* l ] )
P = math . s q r t (Q*Q+U*U) *100
a l l P . append ( P )
# NOTE: Q and U a r e r ev . i n t h e eq below t o ag r e e w/ Sve t . !
EVPA = 0 .5* math . d e g r e e s ( math . a t a n2 (Q,U) )
allEVPA . append (EVPA)
MAG =  2.5*math . log10 ( I )
allMAG . append (MAG)
a l l I . append ( I )
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a l lQ . append (Q)
a l lU . append (U)
# f i n d t h e ave r ag e & s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n o f a l l t h e P v a l s & s t o r e them
avg_p = numpy . mean ( a l l P )
avg_p_ l . append ( avg_p )
s t d _p = numpy . s t d ( a l l P )
s t d _ p _ l . append ( s t d _p )
# same f o r t h e EVPA va l u e s
avg_evpa = numpy . mean ( allEVPA )
avg_evpa_ l . append ( avg_evpa )
s t d _ evpa = numpy . s t d ( allEVPA )
s t d _ e v p a _ l . append ( s t d _ evpa )
# and same f o r t h e i n s t um e n t a l magn i t udes
avg_mag = numpy . mean ( allMAG )
avg_mag_l . append ( avg_mag )
std_mag = numpy . s t d ( allMAG )
s td_mag_ l . append ( s td_mag )
# pu t t h e ave r ag e i n t e n s i t y f o r each t a r g e t / check i n t o a s t r i n g
a v g _ i n t = numpy . mean ( a l l I )
a v g _ i n t _ l . append ( a v g _ i n t )
# need t o g e t t h e ave r ag e and s t d . v a l u e s f o r Q and U as we l l
Q_avg = numpy . mean ( a l lQ )
Q_avg_l . append ( Q_avg )
Q_std = numpy . s t d ( a l lQ )
Q_s td_ l . append ( Q_std )
U_avg = numpy . mean ( a l lU )
U_avg_l . append ( U_avg )
U_std = numpy . s t d ( a l lU )
U_s td_ l . append ( U_std )
# Now l e t ’ s c a l c u l a t e t h e magn i tude o f t h e t a r g e t u s i n g t h e check s t a r s
# f i r s t , l e t s make s u r e we have a f i l e l i s t i n g t h e magn i t udes o f our check * s
os . sys tem ( ’ l s * . chk > check . l s t x ’ )
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i s _ chk = f i l e _ l e n ( ’ check . l s t x ’ )
mag_range = range ( 1 , obs_num )
# r e ad i n t h e names o f t h e t a r g e t and check s t a r s
wi th open ( p h o t f i l e , ’ r ’ ) a s head :
h e a d _ l i n e = head . r e a d l i n e ( ) . s p l i t ( )
head . c l o s e
# make a un ique f i l e name f o r t h i s d a t a s e t , c o r r e s p o nd i n g t o t h e d a t e & o b j e c t
f i l e _ n ame = s t r (YEAR) , s t r ("%02d " % MONTH) , s t r ("%02d " % DAY) , ’ . ’ , h e a d _ l i n e
[ 1 1 ] , ’ . po l . da t ’
f i l e _ n ame = ’ ’ . j o i n ( f i l e _n ame )
i f i s _ c hk < 1 :
p r i n t ’No . chk f i l e d e t e c t e d : r e p o r t i n g on ly i n s t um e n t a l magn i t udes . \
n ’
t a r g e t _ l i n e = h e a d _ l i n e [ 1 1 ] . l j u s t ( 8 ) , ’%.3 f ’ % avg_mag_l [ 0 ] , ’%.3 f ’ %
s td_mag_ l [ 0 ] , ’ ’ , ’%+.3 f ’ % Q_avg_l [ 0 ] , ’%.3 f ’ % Q_s td_ l [ 0 ] , ’%+.3
f ’ % U_avg_l [ 0 ] , ’%.3 f ’ % U_s td_ l [ 0 ] , ’ ’ , ’%.2 f ’ % avg_p_ l [ 0 ] ,
’%.2 f ’ % s t d _ p _ l [ 0 ] , ’ ’ , ’%.2 f ’ % avg_evpa_ l [ 0 ] , ’%.2 f ’ %
s t d _ e v p a _ l [ 0 ] , ’ \ n ’
p r i n t ’ ’ . j o i n ( t a r g e t _ l i n e )
o b s _ r a ng e_ t r u nk = range ( 1 , obs_num )
# t h e s e l i n e s d e s c r i b e t h e check s t a r s . NOTE t h a t t h e u n c e r t a i n t i e s i n
# t h e check s t a r magn i t udes a r e t h e s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n from t h e
# INSTRUMENTAL u n c e r t a i n t i e s
r e s u l t s = open ( f i l e_name , ’w’ )
l i n e 1 = ’JD = %.8 f ’ % seq_mid_ t r u e + ’ \ n ’
r e s u l t s . w r i t e ( l i n e 1 )
r e s u l t s . w r i t e ( ’ ’ . j o i n ( d a t e ) )
l i n e 2 = ’ Name Mag Q U P(%)
EVPA( deg ) \ n ’
r e s u l t s . w r i t e ( l i n e 2 )
r e s u l t s . w r i t e ( ’ ’ . j o i n ( t a r g e t _ l i n e ) )
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f o r n i n ob s _ r a ng e_ t r u nk :
c h e c k _ l i n e _ f i l e = h e a d _ l i n e [11+n ] . l j u s t ( 8 ) , ’%.3 f ’ % avg_mag_l
[ n 1] , ’%.3 f ’ % s td_mag_ l [ n ] , ’ ’ , ’%+.3 f ’ % Q_avg_l [ n ] ,
’%.3 f ’ % Q_s td_ l [ n ] , ’%+.3 f ’ % U_avg_l [ n ] , ’%.3 f ’ %
U_s td_ l [ n ] , ’ ’ , ’%.2 f ’ % avg_p_ l [ n ] , ’%.2 f ’ % s t d _ p _ l [ n ] ,
’ ’ , ’%.2 f ’ % avg_evpa_ l [ n ] , ’%.2 f ’ % s t d _ e v p a _ l [ n ] , ’ \ n ’
p r i n t ’ ’ . j o i n ( c h e c k _ l i n e _ f i l e )
r e s u l t s . w r i t e ( ’ ’ . j o i n ( c h e c k _ l i n e _ f i l e ) )
r e s u l t s . c l o s e
e l s e :
p r i n t ’ . chk f i l e d e t e c t e d   c a l c u l a t i n g c a l l i b r a t e d magn i t ude s . \ n ’
ca l_mag_ l = [ ]
# r e ad i n t h e c a l l i b r a t e d magn i tude o f each check s t a r
c h e c k l i s t = [ l i n e . s t r i p ( ) f o r l i n e i n open ( ’ check . l s t x ’ ) ]
c a l _mags_ l = [ ]
t a r _mag_ l = [ ]
c h k _ i n t _ l = [ ]
f o r l i n e i n open ( c h e c k l i s t [ 0 ] ) :
columns = l i n e . s p l i t ( ’ ’ )
ca l_mags = f l o a t ( columns [ 2 ] )
c a l _mags_ l . append ( ca l_mags )
c a l _ i n t _ l = [ ]
f o r o i n mag_range :
ta r_mag = ca l _mags_ l [ o 1] + 2 .5* math . log10 ( a v g _ i n t _ l [ o ] /
a v g _ i n t _ l [ 0 ] )
t a r _mag_ l . append ( ta r_mag )
c h k _ i n t _ l . append ( a v g _ i n t _ l [ o ] )
a vg_ca l = numpy . mean ( t a r _mag_ l )
s t d _ c a l = numpy . s t d ( t a r _mag_ l )
# t h i s l i n e d e s c r i b e s t h e t a r g e t
t a r g e t _ l i n e = h e a d _ l i n e [ 1 1 ] . l j u s t ( 8 ) , ’%.3 f ’ % avg_ca l , ’%.3 f ’ %
s t d _ c a l , ’ ’ , ’%+.3 f ’ % Q_avg_l [ 0 ] , ’%.3 f ’ % Q_s td_ l [ 0 ] , ’%+.3 f ’ %
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U_avg_l [ 0 ] , ’%.3 f ’ % U_s td_ l [ 0 ] , ’ ’ , ’%.2 f ’ % avg_p_ l [ 0 ] , ’%.2 f ’ %
s t d _ p _ l [ 0 ] , ’ ’ , ’%.2 f ’ % avg_evpa_ l [ 0 ] , ’%.2 f ’ % s t d _ e v p a _ l [ 0 ] ,
’ \ n ’
p r i n t ’ ’ . j o i n ( t a r g e t _ l i n e )
o b s _ r a ng e_ t r u nk = range ( 1 , obs_num )
# t h e s e l i n e s d e s c r i b e t h e check s t a r s . NOTE t h a t t h e u n c e r t a i n t i e s i n
# t h e check s t a r magn i t udes a r e t h e s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n from t h e
# INSTRUMENTAL u n c e r t a i n t i e s
r e s u l t s = open ( f i l e_name , ’w’ )
l i n e 1 = ’JD = %.8 f ’ % seq_mid_ t r u e + ’ \ n ’
r e s u l t s . w r i t e ( l i n e 1 )
r e s u l t s . w r i t e ( ’ ’ . j o i n ( d a t e ) )
l i n e 3 = ’ Name Mag Q U P(%)
EVPA( deg ) \ n ’
r e s u l t s . w r i t e ( l i n e 3 )
r e s u l t s . w r i t e ( ’ ’ . j o i n ( t a r g e t _ l i n e ) )
# Le t s compute t h e magn i tude o f each check s t a r a g i n s t a l l t h e o t h e r
# check s t a r s . Then f i n d t h e ave r ag e computed magni tude , and f i n a l l y
# t h e d i f e r e n c e between t h i s computed magni tude and t h e a c c p t e d one .
# NOTE: t h i s means t h e u n c e r t a i n t i e s i n magni tude MEAN DIFFERENT
THINGS
# when c a l i b r a t e d check s t a r magn i t udes a r e p r ov i d ed / used .
chk_mag_avg_l = [ ]
mag_d i f f _ l = [ ]
chk_ range = range ( 0 , obs_num 2) # num . o f t ime s t o do chk vs chk
f o r q i n ob s _ r a ng e_ t r u nk :
c a l _mag s _ r ew r i t e = deepcopy ( c a l _mags_ l ) # a c c e p t e d mags o f
check s t a r s
tmp_chk_mag = c a l _mag s _ r ew r i t e [ q 1]
c a l _mag s _ r ew r i t e . pop ( q 1)
c h k _ i n t _ r e r w i t e = deepcopy ( c h k _ i n t _ l ) # i n t e n s i t i e s o f check
s t a r s
tmp_chk_ in t = c h k _ i n t _ r e r w i t e [ q 1]
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c h k _ i n t _ r e r w i t e . pop ( q 1)
chk_mag_l = [ ]
f o r t i n chk_range :
chk_mag = c a l _mag s _ r ew r i t e [ t ] + 2 . 5* math . log10 (
c h k _ i n t _ r e r w i t e [ t ] / tmp_chk_ in t )
chk_mag_l . append ( chk_mag )
chk_mag_avg = numpy . mean ( chk_mag_l )
chk_mag_avg_l . append ( chk_mag_avg )
c a l _mag s _ r ew r i t e = deepcopy ( c a l _mags_ l )
c h k _ i n t _ r e r w i t e = deepcopy ( c h k _ i n t _ l )
f o r n i n ob s _ r a ng e_ t r u nk :
mag_d i f f _ ab s = math . f a b s ( c a l _mag s _ r ew r i t e [ n 1]   chk_mag_avg_l
[ n 1])
# mag_d i f f _ l . append ( mag_d i f f _ ab s )
c h e c k _ l i n e _ f i l e = h e a d _ l i n e [11+n ] . l j u s t ( 8 ) , ’%.3 f ’ %
c a l _mag s _ r ew r i t e [ n 1] , ’%.3 f ’ % mag_d i f f_abs , ’ ’ , ’%+.3 f ’
% Q_avg_l [ n ] , ’%.3 f ’ % Q_s td_ l [ n ] , ’%+.3 f ’ % U_avg_l [ n ] ,
’%.3 f ’ % U_s td_ l [ n ] , ’ ’ , ’%.2 f ’ % avg_p_ l [ n ] , ’%.2 f ’ %
s t d _ p _ l [ n ] , ’ ’ , ’%.2 f ’ % avg_evpa_ l [ n ] , ’%.2 f ’ %
s t d _ e v p a _ l [ n ] , ’ \ n ’
p r i n t ’ ’ . j o i n ( c h e c k _ l i n e _ f i l e )
r e s u l t s . w r i t e ( ’ ’ . j o i n ( c h e c k _ l i n e _ f i l e ) )
r e s u l t s . c l o s e
p r i n t f i l e_name , ’ c r e a t e d ’
A.1.4 CAL_PHOT_POL.PY
##############################################################################
# Th i s s c r i p t t a k e s p h o t o p o l a r i m e t r i c d a t a and a p p l i e s c o r r e c t i o n s f o r f i e l d
# and i n s t r um e n t a l o f f s e t s t o t h e p o l a r i m e t r i c v a l u e s ( P and EVPA) .
# You w i l l need t o supp l y two f i l e s :
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#
# 1) Un c a l i b r a t e d d a t a f i l e w i th t u b u l a t e d d a t a o f t h e form :
# JD Mag Mag_err P P_e r r EVPA EVPA_err
#
# 2 ) A f i l e c o n t a i n i n g t h e i n s t r um e n t a l o f f s e t s f o r each p o l a r i m e t r i c
# ob s e r v i n g run conduc t ed ove r t h e i n v e s t i g a t i v e pe r i od , o f t h e form :
# JD P _ o f f s e t P _ o f f s e t _ e r r EVPA_offset EVPA_of f s e t_e r r
#
# F i n a l l y , you w i l l need t o know t h e o f f s e t i n P an P_e r r f o r t h e s p e c i f i c
# f i e l d you a r e working with , which t h e program w i l l a sk you f o r .
#
# c r e a t e d by Joe Eggen , March 2014
impo r t s y s
impo r t os
impo r t g lob
impo r t numpy
impo r t s h u t i l
impo r t math
# s t a r t by s e e i n g i f a l l t h e f i l e s we need a r e a c coun t ed f o r and e x t r a c t t h e
# d a t a from them
# f i r s t , s e a r c h f o r t h e raw p h o t o p o l a r i m e t r i c d a t a f i l e
d a t aCoun t e r = l e n ( g lob . g lob1 ( " . " , " * raw . d a t " ) )
d a t a l i s t = [ f i l e f o r f i l e i n os . l i s t d i r ( ’ . ’ ) i f f i l e . l ower ( ) . e nd sw i t h ( ’ raw . da t
’ ) ]
i f d a t aCoun t e r > 1 :
p r i n t ’ En t e r t h e name of t h e p h o t o p o l a r i m e t r i c raw d a t a f i l e . ’
p r i n t d a t a l i s t
d a t a f i l e = r aw_ inpu t (’  > ’ )
e l i f d a t aCoun t e r == 0 :
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p r i n t ’No raw p h o t o p o l a r i m e t r i c d a t a f i l e o f t h e form *raw . d a t
d e t e c t e d ’
e l s e :
d a t a f i l e = d a t a l i s t [ 0 ]
# t a k e t h e s o u r c e _ i d from t h e f i r s t e l emen t i n t h e i n p u t f i l e ’ s name
s o u r c e _ l i n e = d a t a f i l e . s p l i t ( ’ _ ’ )
s o u r c e _ i d = s o u r c e _ l i n e [ 0 ]
p r i n t ’ Source ID = ’ , s o u r c e _ i d
# now open t h e raw d a t a f i l e and e x t r a c t t h e d a t a f o r l a t e r use
j d _ v a l = [ ]
mag = [ ]
mag_err = [ ]
P = [ ]
P_e r r = [ ]
EVPA = [ ]
EVPA_err = [ ]
f o r l i n e i n open ( d a t a f i l e ) :
columns = l i n e . s p l i t ( ’ ’ )
j d _ v a l . append ( columns [ 0 ] )
mag . append ( columns [ 1 ] )
mag_err . append ( columns [ 2 ] )
P . append ( columns [ 3 ] )
P_ e r r . append ( columns [ 4 ] )
EVPA. append ( columns [ 5 ] )
EVPA_err . append ( columns [ 6 ] )
# now open & read t h e f i l e t h a t c o n t a i n s t h e i n s t r um e n t a l o f f s e t s f o r each run
r u n _ o f f s e t _ f i l e = ’ / Use r s / j o e /POLARIMETRY/RESULTS / r u n _ o f f s e t s . da t ’
p r i n t ’ Taking i n s t r um e n t a l o f f s e t s from ’ , r u n _ o f f s e t _ f i l e
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j d_ r un = [ ]
P_o f f = [ ]
P _ o f f _ e r r = [ ]
EVPA_off = [ ]
EVPA_off_err = [ ]
f o r l i n e i n open ( r u n _ o f f s e t _ f i l e ) :
columns = l i n e . s p l i t ( ’ \ t ’ )
j d _ r un . append ( columns [ 0 ] )
P_o f f . append ( columns [ 1 ] )
P _ o f f _ e r r . append ( columns [ 2 ] )
EVPA_off . append ( columns [ 3 ] )
EVPA_off_err . append ( columns [ 4 ] )
# next , i n p u t t h e o f f s e t t h a t i s s p e c i f i c t o t h e f i e l d you want t o c a l i b r a t e
p r i n t ’ En t e r t h e % P o l a r i z a t i o n o f f s e t f o r t h i s f i e l d ’
f i e l d _ o f f s e t = r aw_ inpu t (’  > ’ )
p r i n t ’ En t e r t h e u n c e r t a i n t y f o r t h e p r e v i o u s va lue ’
f i e l d _ o f f s e t _ e r r = r aw_ inpu t (’  > ’ )
###############################################################################
# now we can app ly t h e v a r i o u s o f f s e t s t o t h e a c t u a l d a t a
num_data = l e n ( j d _ v a l ) + 1
d a t a _ r a n g e = range ( 0 , i n t ( num_data ) 1)
new_P = [ ]
new_P_err = [ ]
new_EVPA = [ ]
new_EVPA_err = [ ]
f o r i i n d a t a _ r a n g e :
# d e t e rm i n e which run t o use t h e o f f s e t s from
num_runs = l e n ( j d _ r un )
r un_ r ange = range ( 0 , i n t ( num_runs ) 1)
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f o r j i n r un_ r ange :
i f math . f a b s ( f l o a t ( j d _ v a l [ i ] )   f l o a t ( j d _ r un [ j ] ) ) <= 9 :
r u n_ i d = i n t ( j )
# app ly t h e o f f s e t s f o r P
upda te_P = f l o a t ( P [ i ] ) + f l o a t ( P_o f f [ r u n_ i d ] )   f l o a t ( f i e l d _ o f f s e t )
new_P . append ( upda te_P )
u pd a t e _P_ e r r = ( ( f l o a t ( P_ e r r [ i ] ) ) **2 + ( f l o a t ( P _ o f f _ e r r [ r u n_ i d ] ) ) **2 +
( f l o a t ( f i e l d _ o f f s e t _ e r r ) ) **2) ** . 5
new_P_err . append ( u pd a t e _P_ e r r )
# app ly t h e o f f s e t s f o r EVPA
update_EVPA = f l o a t (EVPA[ i ] ) + f l o a t ( EVPA_off [ r u n_ i d ] )
new_EVPA . append ( update_EVPA )
update_EVPA_err = ( ( f l o a t ( EVPA_err [ i ] ) ) **2 + ( f l o a t ( EVPA_off_err [
r u n_ i d ] ) ) **2) ** . 5
new_EVPA_err . append ( update_EVPA_err )
# f i n a l l y , w r i t e t h e c a l i b r a t e d d a t a t o an o u t p u t f i l e
w r i t e _ r a n g e = range ( 0 , i n t ( l e n ( j d _ v a l ) ) )
r e s u l t s _ f i l e n am e = ’ ’+ s o u r c e _ i d + ’_JD_mag_P_EVPA_cal . da t ’
r e s u l t s = open ( r e s u l t s _ f i l e n am e , ’w’ )
p r i n t >> r e s u l t s , ’ JD MAG Merr P P e r r EVPA EVPA_err ’
f o r k i n w r i t e _ r a n g e :
p r i n t >> r e s u l t s , j d _ v a l [ k ] , mag [ k ] , mag_err [ k ] , "%.2 f " % new_P [ k ] ,
"%.2 f " % new_P_err [ k ] , "%.2 f " % new_EVPA[ k ] , "%.2 f " % new_EVPA_err
[ k ]
r e s u l t s . c l o s e ( )
p r i n t ’ C a l i b r a t e d d a t a o u t p u t to ’ , r e s u l t s _ f i l e n am e
A.2 Gamma-ray Reduction Software
This section contains the primary gamma-ray reduction scripts that were used to reduce raw LAT
data downloaded from the Fermi data server, perform a maximum likelihood analysis, and extract
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the quantities of interest for a specific target (PMN J0948+0022 in this case). These scripts were
developed and modified over a long period of time, and the examples presented here represent the
latest iterations at the time of writing for this dissertation.
A.2.1 FIRST_STEPS.PY
##############################################################################
# Th i s s c r i p t u s e s s e v e r a l t o o l s w i t h i n t h e Fermi Sc i enToo l s s o f tw a r e package
# t o c r e a t e t h e v a r i o u s d a t a p r o d u c t s needed t o pe r fo rm a maximum l i k e l i h o o d
# a n a l y s i s on Fermi /LAT da t a . These t a s k s a r e pe r fo rmed i n a loop which
# c r e a t e s a l l t h e n e c e s s a r y f i l e s which w i l l be used t o c r e a t e a gamma r ay
# l i g h t c u r v e .
#
# Th i s s c r i p t i s c a p a b l e o f c r e a t e i n g d a t a p r o d u c t s used i n bo th BINNED and
# UNBINNED l i k e l i h o o d an a l y s e s , though on ly t h e r o u t i n e s used t o c r e a t e f i l e s
# used f o r an UNBINNED a n a l y s i s a r e c u r r e n t l y enab l ed .
##############################################################################
# Impor t a l l o f t h e needed modules
impo r t os
impo r t p yL i k e l i h ood
impo r t math
from g t_ app s impo r t *
from Unb innedAna ly s i s impo r t *
# Se t t h e s t a r t t ime of t h e f i r s t b i n t o t h e MET t s t a r t v a l u e
# Se t t h e end t ime of t h e f i r s t b i n t o 86400 seconds l a t e r
b i n _ s t a r t = 239557417
b i n _ s t o p = b i n _ s t a r t + 86400*30 .5
t h i s _ b i n = 1
#Def ine some v a r i a b l e s a t t h e b eg i nn i ng t o use i n t h e s c r i p t
o b j _ i d = ’ j0948 +0022 ’
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obj_num = ’0948 ’
r a_cen = 147 .239
dec_cen = 0 .373766
#Loop u n t i l you g e t t o t h e MET t s t o p v a l u e o f 354618439
wh i l e ( b i n _ s t o p < 414576445 ) :
p r i n t ’**Working on r ange ( ’+ s t r ( b i n _ s t a r t ) + ’ , ’+ s t r ( b i n _ s t o p ) + ’ ) ** ’
p r i n t ’*** Running g t s e l e c t *** ’
f i l t e r [ ’ e v c l a s s ’ ] = 2
f i l t e r [ ’ ra ’ ] = r a_cen
f i l t e r [ ’ dec ’ ] = dec_cen
f i l t e r [ ’ rad ’ ] = 10
f i l t e r [ ’ emin ’ ] = 100
f i l t e r [ ’ emax ’ ] = 300000
f i l t e r [ ’ zmax ’ ] = 100
f i l t e r [ ’ tmin ’ ] = b i n _ s t a r t
f i l t e r [ ’ tmax ’ ] = b i n _ s t o p
f i l t e r [ ’ i n f i l e ’ ] = ’@events . t x t ’
f i l t e r [ ’ o u t f i l e ’ ] = ’LC_’+ obj_num+ ’ _ f i l t _ b i n ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly . f i t s
’
f i l t e r . run ( )
p r i n t ’*** Running gtmkt ime *** ’
maketime [ ’ s c f i l e ’ ] = ’SC . f i t s ’
maketime [ ’ f i l t e r ’ ] = ’ (DATA_QUAL==1)&&(LAT_CONFIG==1)&&ABS(ROCK_ANGLE)
<52&&angsep ( ’+ s t r ( r a_ cen ) + ’ , ’+ s t r ( dec_cen ) + ’ ,RA_SUN,DEC_SUN) >10 ’
maketime [ ’ r o i c u t ’ ] = ’ yes ’
maketime [ ’ e v f i l e ’ ] = ’LC_’+ obj_num+ ’ _ f i l t _ b i n ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly .
f i t s ’
maketime [ ’ o u t f i l e ’ ] = ’LC_’+ obj_num+ ’ _ f i l t _ g t i _ b i n ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’
_monthly . f i t s ’
maketime . run ( )
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p r i n t ’*** Running g t l t c u b e *** ’
expCube [ ’ e v f i l e ’ ] = ’LC_’+ obj_num+ ’ _ f i l t _ g t i _ b i n ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly .
f i t s ’
expCube [ ’ s c f i l e ’ ] = ’SC . f i t s ’
expCube [ ’ o u t f i l e ’ ] = ’ LC_expCube_bin ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly . f i t s ’
expCube [ ’ d c o s t h e t a ’ ] = 0 .025
expCube [ ’ b in sz ’ ] = 1
expCube . run ( )
p r i n t ’*** Running gtexpmap *** ’
expMap [ ’ e v f i l e ’ ] = ’LC_’+ obj_num+ ’ _ f i l t _ g t i _ b i n ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly .
f i t s ’
expMap [ ’ s c f i l e ’ ] = ’SC . f i t s ’
expMap [ ’ expcube ’ ] = ’ LC_expCube_bin ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly . f i t s ’
expMap [ ’ o u t f i l e ’ ] = ’LC_expMap_bin ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly . f i t s ’
expMap [ ’ i r f s ’ ] = ’P7REP_SOURCE_V15 ’
expMap [ ’ s r c r a d ’ ] =20
expMap [ ’ nlong ’ ] =120
expMap [ ’ n l a t ’ ] =120
expMap [ ’ n e n e r g i e s ’ ] =20
expMap . run ( )
# c r e a t e a Counts Cube of t h e r eg ion , f o r a n a l y s i s pu r po s e s
p r i n t ’Making a Counts Cube . ’
make_ccube = ( ’ g t b i n \
a l g o r i t hm=CCUBE \
e v f i l e =LC_’+ obj_num+ ’ _ f i l t _ g t i _ b i n ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly . f i t s \
o u t f i l e = ’+ s t r ( o b j _ i d ) + ’ _ccube_b in ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly . f i t s \
s c f i l e =SC . f i t s \
nxp ix =100 \
nyp ix =100 \
b i n s z =0 .2 \
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coo r d sy s =CEL \
x r e f = ’+ s t r ( r a _c en ) + ’ \
y r e f = ’+ s t r ( dec_cen ) + ’ \
a x i s r o t =0 \
p r o j =AIT \
e b i n a l g =LOG \
emin=100 \
emax=300000 \
enumbins =20 ’)
p r i n t make_ccube
# os . sys tem ( make_ccube )
p r i n t ’*** Running g t expcube2 *** ’
g t expcube2 [ ’ i n f i l e ’ ] = ’ LC_expCube_bin ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly . f i t s ’
g t expcube2 [ ’ cmap ’ ] = ’ none ’
g t expcube2 [ ’ o u t f i l e ’ ] = ’ ’+ s t r ( o b j _ i d ) + ’ _a l l sky_expmap2_b in ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n )
+ ’ _monthly . f i t s ’
g t expcube2 [ ’ i r f s ’ ] = ’P7REP_SOURCE_V15 ’
g t expcube2 [ ’ nxpix ’ ] = 1800
g t expcube2 [ ’ nypix ’ ] = 900
g t expcube2 [ ’ b in sz ’ ] = 0 . 2
g t expcube2 [ ’ coo rdsys ’ ] = ’CEL’
g t expcube2 [ ’ x r e f ’ ] = r a_cen
g t expcube2 [ ’ y r e f ’ ] = dec_cen
g t expcube2 [ ’ a x i s r o t ’ ] = 0 .
g t expcube2 [ ’ p ro j ’ ] = ’AIT ’
g t expcube2 [ ’ e b i n a l g ’ ] = ’LOG’
g t expcube2 [ ’ emin ’ ] = 100
g t expcube2 [ ’ emax ’ ] = 300000
g t expcube2 [ ’ enumbins ’ ] = 20
g t expcube2 [ ’ e b i n f i l e ’ ] = ’NONE’
# g t expcube2 . run ( )
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# run g t s r cmap s u s i ng t h e a l l sky exp cube from t h e p r e v i o u s s t e p
#you can use t h e same a l l sky map f o r bo th r e a l and sim d a t a
p r i n t ’*** Running g t s r cmaps *** ’
srcMaps [ ’ s c f i l e ’ ] = ’SC . f i t s ’
srcMaps [ ’ expcube ’ ] = ’ LC_expCube_bin ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly . f i t s ’
srcMaps [ ’ cmap ’ ] = ’ ’+ s t r ( o b j _ i d ) + ’ _ccube_b in ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly . f i t s
’
srcMaps [ ’ s rcmdl ’ ] = ’ ’+ s t r ( obj_num ) + ’ _bin ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ a_PL_monthly . xml
’
srcMaps [ ’ bexpmap ’ ] = ’ ’+ s t r ( o b j _ i d ) + ’ _a l l sky_expmap2_b in ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’
_monthly . f i t s ’
srcMaps [ ’ o u t f i l e ’ ] = ’ ’+ s t r ( o b j _ i d ) + ’ _s rcmaps_b in ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly
. f i t s ’
srcMaps [ ’ i r f s ’ ] = ’P7REP_SOURCE_V15 ’
# srcMaps . run ( )
#Clean up a t t h e end of t h i s i t e r a t i o n by
# d e l e t i n g some o b j e c t s and i n c r emen t i n g t h e
# b in s t a r t and s t o p t ime s as we l l a s t h e b i n number
b i n _ s t a r t = b i n _ s t o p
b i n _ s t o p += 86400*30 .5
t h i s _ b i n += 1
A.2.2 LIGHT_CURVE_PL.PY
##############################################################################
# Th i s s c r i p t u s e s t h e v a r i o u s f i l e s c r a t e d wi th f i r s t _ s t e p s . py t o pe r fo rm an
# UNBINNED maximum l i k e l i h o o d a n a l y s i s o f t h e gamma r ay d a t a p e r t a i n i n g t o
# PMN J0948 +0022. Th i s program ou t b p u t s an ASCII l i g h t c u r v e which p r o v i d e s t h e
# s t a r t t ime of a bin , Te s t S t a t i s t i c , pho ton f l ux , and s p e c t r a l p a r ame t e r s
# ( a s we l l a s t h e u n c e r t a i n t e s o f t h e q u a n t i t i e s ) f o r t h e s p e c i f i e d t a r g e t .
#
# A f i l e d e s c r i b i n g t h e s p e c t r a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f t h e t a r g e t , s o u r c e s w i t h i n
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# t h e f i e l d o f view , and g a l a c t i c & e x t r a g a l a c t i c d i f f u s e components must a l s o
# be s u p p l i e d .
##############################################################################
# Impor t a l l o f t h e needed modules
impo r t p yL i k e l i h ood
impo r t math
impo r t os
impo r t s h u t i l
from g t_ app s impo r t *
from Unb innedAna ly s i s impo r t *
from Uppe rL imi t s impo r t Uppe rL imi t s
# Se t up some a r r a y s t o s t o r e t h e r e s u l t s
norm = [ ]
normErr = [ ]
a l p h a = [ ]
a l p h aE r r = [ ]
b e t a = [ ]
b e t a E r r = [ ]
TS = [ ]
F lux = [ ]
F l uxE r r = [ ]
UpperLim = [ ]
# IMPORTANT: d e c l a r e i f t h i s i s a NewMinuit c a l c u l a t i o n
# ’ yes ’ / ’ no ’ ONLY
YesNewMinuit = ’ no ’
# p r o v i d e t h e t h r e s h o l d f o r do ing an uppe r l i m i t c a l c u l a t i o n
UL_Threshold = 9 . 0
# p r o v i d e t h e i d e n t i f y i n g l e t t e r f o r i n p u t & ou t p u t . xml f i l e s
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t h i s _ xm l = ’ a ’
nex t_xml = ’b ’
# Def ine some o t h e r v a r i a b l e s t o use i n t h e s c r i p t
o b j _ i d = ’ _2FGLJ0948 .8+0020 ’
obj_num = ’0948 ’
# Se t t h e s t a r t t ime of t h e f i r s t b i n t o t h e MET t s t a r t v a l u e
# Se t t h e end t ime of t h e f i r s t b i n t o 86400 seconds l a t e r
b i n _ s t a r t = 239557417
b i n _ s t o p = b i n _ s t a r t + 86400*30 .5
t h i s _ b i n = 1
#Loop u n t i l you g e t t o t h e MET t s t o p v a l u e o f b i n _ s t o p
wh i l e ( b i n _ s t o p < 414576445 ) :
p r i n t ’#### ’
# copy t h e t emp l a t e xml model f i l e t o t h e c u r r e n t bin ’ s i t e r a t i o n
# i f t h e c u r r e n t i t e r a t i o n does no t a l r e a d y e x i s t
xml_model = ’ ’+ obj_num+ ’ _bin ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ xm l ) + ’
_LogPar_monthly . xml ’
p r i n t ’ c u r r e n t model = ’ , xml_model
i f ( no t os . p a t h . i s f i l e ( xml_model ) ) :
p r i n t ’ n e c e s s a r y xml f i l e no t found ’
p r i n t ’ c r e a t i n g ’ , ’ ’+ obj_num+ ’ _bin ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ xm l ) + ’
_LogPar_monthly . xml ’ , ’ from ’ , ’ ’+ obj_num+ ’ _b in1a_LogPar_month ly .
xml ’
s h u t i l . c o p y f i l e ( ’ ’+ obj_num+ ’ _b in1a_LogPar_month ly . xml ’ , ’ ’+ obj_num+ ’
_bin ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ xm l ) + ’ _LogPar_monthly . xml ’ )
e l s e :
p r i n t ’ c u r r e n t model f i l e p r e s e n t ’
p r i n t ’*** Running l i k e l i h o o d a n a l y s i s *** ’
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obs = UnbinnedObs ( ’LC_’+ obj_num+ ’ _ f i l t _ g t i _ b i n ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly .
f i t s ’ , ’ SC . f i t s ’ , expMap= ’LC_expMap_bin ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly . f i t s ’ ,
expCube= ’ LC_expCube_bin ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ _monthly . f i t s ’ , i r f s = ’
P7REP_SOURCE_V15 ’ )
i f YesNewMinuit == ’ yes ’ :
l i k e = Unb innedAna ly s i s ( obs , ’ ’+ obj_num+ ’ _bin ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ ’+ s t r (
t h i s _ xm l ) + ’ _LogPar_monthly . xml ’ , o p t im i z e r = ’NewMinuit ’ )
l i k e . t o l = 0 . 01
l i k e . f i t ( v e r b o s i t y =0 , cova r =True )
e l s e :
l i k e = Unb innedAna ly s i s ( obs , ’ ’+ obj_num+ ’ _bin ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ ’+ s t r (
t h i s _ xm l ) + ’ _LogPar_monthly . xml ’ , o p t im i z e r = ’DRMNFB’ )
l i k e . t o l = 0 . 01
t r y :
l i k e . f i t ( v e r b o s i t y =0)
e x c ep t Excep t i on :
sy s . e x c _ c l e a r ( )
l i k e . l o gL i k e . wr i teXml ( ’ ’+ obj_num+ ’ _bin ’+ s t r ( t h i s _ b i n ) + ’ ’+ s t r ( nex t_xml ) + ’
_LogPar_monthly . xml ’ )
Cur ren tTS = l i k e . Ts ( o b j _ i d )
TS . append ( Cur ren tTS )
norm . append ( l i k e . model [ o b j _ i d ] . f u n c s [ ’ Spectrum ’ ] . ge tParam ( ’ norm ’ ) . v a l u e ( ) )
a l p h a . append ( l i k e . model [ o b j _ i d ] . f u n c s [ ’ Spectrum ’ ] . ge tParam ( ’ a lpha ’ ) . v a l u e
( ) )
b e t a . append ( l i k e . model [ o b j _ i d ] . f u n c s [ ’ Spectrum ’ ] . ge tParam ( ’ be t a ’ ) . v a l u e ( ) )
F lux . append ( l i k e . f l u x ( ob j_ i d , emin =100 , emax=300000) )
Cu r r e n t F l u x = l i k e . f l u x ( ob j_ i d , emin =100 , emax=300000)
# do t h e f o l l ow i n g i f t h i s i s a " f i n a l " c a l c u l a t i o n
i f YesNewMinuit == ’ yes ’ :
F l uxE r r . append ( l i k e . f l u x E r r o r ( ob j_ i d , emin =100 , emax=300000) )
normErr . append ( l i k e . model [ o b j _ i d ] . f u n c s [ ’ Spectrum ’ ] . ge tParam ( ’ norm ’ ) .
e r r o r ( ) )
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a l p h aE r r . append ( l i k e . model [ o b j _ i d ] . f u n c s [ ’ Spectrum ’ ] . ge tParam ( ’ a lpha ’ )
. e r r o r ( ) )
b e t a E r r . append ( l i k e . model [ o b j _ i d ] . f u n c s [ ’ Spectrum ’ ] . ge tParam ( ’ be t a ’ ) .
e r r o r ( ) )
i f Cur ren tTS < UL_Threshold :
u l =Uppe rL imi t s ( l i k e )
MyUpperLim = u l [ o b j _ i d ] . compute ( )
UpperLim . append (MyUpperLim [ 0 ] )
e l s e :
UpperLim . append ( ’ 0 ’ )
p r i n t ’ For b i n # ’ , t h i s _ b i n
p r i n t ’ p r e f a c t o r = ’ , norm [ 1] , ’ i ndex = ’ , a l p h a [ 1] , ’ s c a l e = ’ , b e t a [ 1]
p r i n t ’TS = ’ , CurrentTS , ’ F lux = ’ , Cu r r e n t F l u x
#Clean up a t t h e end of t h i s i t e r a t i o n by
# d e l e t i n g some o b j e c t s and i n c r emen t i n g t h e
# b in s t a r t and s t o p t ime s as we l l a s t h e b i n number
d e l l i k e
d e l obs
b i n _ s t a r t = b i n _ s t o p
b i n _ s t o p += 86400*30 .5
t h i s _ b i n += 1
#Loop back t h r ough t h e a r r a y s t o p r i n t ou t t h e
# r e s u l t s t o a f i l e c a l l e d l i g h t _ c u r v e . t x t
b i n _ s t a r t = 239557417
b i n _ s t o p = b i n _ s t a r t + 86400*30 .5
t h i s _ b i n = 0
f i l e = open ( " t e s t _ l i g h t _ c u r v e _mon t h l y _LogPa r _ d rmn f b_ "+ s t r ( t h i s _ xm l ) + " . t x t " , "w
" )
wh i l e ( b i n _ s t o p < 414576445) :
i f YesNewMinuit == ’ yes ’ :
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p r i n t >> f i l e , b i n _ s t a r t , TS [ t h i s _ b i n ] , F lux [ t h i s _ b i n ] , F l uxE r r [
t h i s _ b i n ] , norm [ t h i s _ b i n ] , normErr [ t h i s _ b i n ] , a l p h a [ t h i s _ b i n ] ,
a l p h aE r r [ t h i s _ b i n ] , b e t a [ t h i s _ b i n ] , b e t a E r r [ t h i s _ b i n ] , UpperLim [
t h i s _ b i n ]
e l s e :
p r i n t >> f i l e , b i n _ s t a r t , TS [ t h i s _ b i n ] , F lux [ t h i s _ b i n ] , norm [ t h i s _ b i n ] ,
a l p h a [ t h i s _ b i n ] , b e t a [ t h i s _ b i n ]
b i n _ s t a r t = b i n _ s t o p
b i n _ s t o p += 86400*30 .5
t h i s _ b i n += 1
#Close t h e f i l e a t t h e end
f i l e . c l o s e ( )
A.2.3 J0948+0022_MODEL_A.XML (Example Spectral Model File)
<!############################################################################
# Th i s f i l e i s w r i t t e n i n t h e xml l anguage and d e s c r i b e s t h e gamma r ay
# s p e c t r a l p r o p e r t i e s o f t h e s c i e n c e t a r g e t (2 FGLJ0948 .8+0020 i n t h i s c a s e )
# as we l l a s t h o s e o f a l l t h e f i e l d s o u r c e s a round t h e t a r g e t and t h e
# g a l a c t i c & e x t r a g a l a c i t c d i f f u s e background components .
#
# Pa r ame t e r s which a r e t o be f i t d u r i n g t h e a n a l y s i s a r e i n d i c a t e d u s i ng t h e
# f r e e ="1" f l a g , wh i l e p a r ame t e r s which a r e t o remain f i x e d a r e f l a g g e d as
# f r e e = " 0 " .
#
# Th i s f i l e was g e n e r a t e d u s i ng t h e make2FGLxml . py s c r i p t downloaded from t h e
# Fermi web s i t e .
############################################################################## >
<?xml v e r s i o n = "1 . 0 " ?>
< s o u r c e _ l i b r a r y t i t l e =" s ou r c e l i b r a r y ">
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<!   Po i n t Sou r ce s   >
<!   Sou rce s between [ 0 . 0 , 3 . 0 ) d e g r e e s o f ROI c e n t e r   >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ0946 .2+0104" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 0 .975732841205 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 15" v a l u e ="8 .49800881519" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="1 .57398" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="7632 .423340" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="146 .553" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="1 .06808" / >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ0948 .8+0020" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type =" LogPa rabo l a ">
<!   Source i s 0 .0301334408489 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name="norm " s c a l e ="1e
 10" v a l u e ="1 .3863596382" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" a l ph a " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="2 .26002" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="10 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" b e t a " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="0 .261151" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name="Eb" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="271 .597" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
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<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="147 .221" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="0 .349773" / >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
<!   Sou rce s between [ 3 . 0 , 6 . 0 ) d e g r e e s o f ROI c e n t e r   >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ1008 .6+0028" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 4 .92814128727 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 13" v a l u e ="1 .59073099202" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="2 .05277" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="1733 .234497" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="152 .166" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="0 .473115" / >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ1010 .8 0158" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 5 .9600522207 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 13" v a l u e ="2 .96078781067" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="2 .12748" / >
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<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="1435 .830688" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="152 .719" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e =" 1.97167"/ >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
<!   Sou rce s between [ 6 . 0 , 9 . 0 ) d e g r e e s o f ROI c e n t e r   >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ0922 .7+0435" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 7 .79476199825 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 13" v a l u e ="4 .60126619965" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="2 .24964" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="1154 .523926" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="140 .679" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="4 .59564" / >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ0941 .9 0755" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 8 .48328864244 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
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<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 14" v a l u e ="8 .94112529241" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="1 .85601" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="2150 .042480" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="145 .49" / >
< pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e =" 7.92848"/ >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ1007 .7+0621" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 7 .59490164865 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 12" v a l u e ="1 .33616642056" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="2 .28524" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="987 .528015" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="151 .932" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="6 .3529" / >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ1012 .1+0631" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
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<!   Source i s 8 .44929852381 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 13" v a l u e ="2 .01839521659" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="2 .14427" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="1899 .954956" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="153 .048" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="6 .52248" / >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ1016 .0+0513" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 8 .32697066192 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 12" v a l u e ="2 .09068092699" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="2 .08297" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="1488 .648193" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="154 .014" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="5 .2291" / >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ1023 .1 0115" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
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<spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 8 .69667569799 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 13" v a l u e ="1 .19548576767" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="1 .87701" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="2394 .036133" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="155 .782" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e =" 1.25604"/ >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ1023 .6+0040" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type =" LogPa rabo l a ">
<!   Source i s 8 .68991226551 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name="norm " s c a l e ="1e
 12" v a l u e ="6 .01957502941" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" a l ph a " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="2 .49526" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="10 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" b e t a " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="1 . 0 " / >
< pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name="Eb" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="547 .853" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="155 .924" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="0 .677" / >
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</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
<!   Sou rce s between [ 9 . 0 , 1 2 . 0 ) d e g r e e s o f ROI c e n t e r   >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ0909 .1+0121" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type =" LogPa rabo l a ">
<!   Source i s 10 .0019370398 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<!   Source i s o u t s i d e ROI , a l l p a r ame t e r s s hou l d remain f i x e d   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name="norm " s c a l e ="1e
 12" v a l u e ="9 .29737883903" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" a l ph a " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="2 .57745" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="10 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" b e t a " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="0 .166029" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name="Eb" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="834 .255" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="137 .285" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="1 .36614" / >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ0909 .6+0158" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 9 .94918591189 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 13" v a l u e ="6 .25632033159" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="2 .5042" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="1239 .201660" / >
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</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="137 .417" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="1 .97324" / >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ0909 .7 0229" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 10 .2151180092 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<!   Source i s o u t s i d e ROI , a l l p a r ame t e r s s hou l d remain f i x e d   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 12" v a l u e ="5 .56259422205" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="2 .27802" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="706 .245728" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="137 .433" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e =" 2.49657"/ >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ0946 .5+1015" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 9 .90222602959 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 12" v a l u e ="6 .48763898506" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="2 .48477" / >
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<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="546 .344849" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="146 .648" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="10 .2586" / >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ0953 .1 0839" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 9 .0991166552 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 13" v a l u e ="4 .48471988712" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="1 .7821" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="2220 .252441" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="148 .275" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e =" 8.66657"/ >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ1016 .2 0638" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 9 .7737212983 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 12" v a l u e ="2 .1097069404" / >
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<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="2 .49333" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="616 .762207" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="154 .062" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e =" 6.63799"/ >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ1018 .6+0531" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 9 .02210262015 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 12" v a l u e ="2 .08174840213" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="2 .51163" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="796 .588989" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="154 .659" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="5 .52405" / >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ1024 .6 0719" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type =" PLSuperExpCutof f ">
<!   Source i s 11 .7649174548 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<!   Source i s o u t s i d e ROI , a l l p a r ame t e r s s hou l d remain f i x e d   >
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<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 13" v a l u e ="2 .44988464194" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index1 " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="0 . 0 " / >
< pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1 e5 " min="1 e2 " name=" Cu t o f f " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="1011 .319885" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="2014 .215820" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5" min ="0" name=" Index2 " s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="1" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="156 .161" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e =" 7.322"/ >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
<!   Sou rce s between [ 1 2 . 0 , 1 5 . 0 ] d e g r e e s o f ROI c e n t e r   >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ0906 .2 0906" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 14 .2442197734 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<!   Source i s o u t s i d e ROI , a l l p a r ame t e r s s hou l d remain f i x e d   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 13" v a l u e ="2 .15859448371" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="1 .98524" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="1902 .696533" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
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<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="136 .571" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e =" 9.11417"/ >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ0957 .6 1350" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 14 .3836601874 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<!   Source i s o u t s i d e ROI , a l l p a r ame t e r s s hou l d remain f i x e d   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 12" v a l u e ="3 .46658270665" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="2 .45738" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="613 .084534" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="149 .404" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e =" 13.8491"/ >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name="_2FGLJ1040 .7+0614" t ype =" Po i n t Sou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<!   Source i s 14 .1877688534 d eg r e e s away from ROI c e n t e r   >
<!   Source i s o u t s i d e ROI , a l l p a r ame t e r s s hou l d remain f i x e d   >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1 e4 " min="1e 4" name=" P r e f a c t o r "
s c a l e ="1e 12" v a l u e ="7 .62586001291" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name=" Index " s c a l e
=" 1.0" v a l u e ="2 .52314" / >
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<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="5 e5 " min ="30" name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="546 .443726" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" SkyDi rFunc t i on ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="360 .0 " min=" 360.0" name="RA" s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="160 .182" / >
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="90" min=" 90" name="DEC" s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="6 .24589" / >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
<!   Di f f u s e Sou r ce s   >
< sou r c e name=" g l l _ i em_v05 " t ype =" D i f f u s eSou r c e ">
< spec t rum type ="PowerLaw">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="10" min ="0" name=" P r e f a c t o r " s c a l e
="1" v a l u e ="1" / >
< pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1" min=" 1" name=" Index " s c a l e = "1 . 0 "
v a l u e ="0" / >
< pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="2 e2 " min="5 e1 " name=" Sc a l e " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="1 e2 " / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l f i l e =" g l l _ i em_v05 . f i t " t yp e ="MapCubeFunction ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="1 e3 " min="1e 3" name=" No rma l i z a t i o n "
s c a l e = "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="1 . 0 " / >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
< sou r c e name=" i s o_ s ou r c e _v05 " t ype =" D i f f u s eSou r c e ">
< spec t rum f i l e =" i s o _ s ou r c e _v05 . t x t " t yp e =" F i l e F u n c t i o n ">
<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="1" max="10" min="1e 2" name=" No rma l i z a t i o n "
s c a l e ="1" v a l u e ="1" / >
</ spec t rum >
< s p a t i a lMod e l t yp e =" Cons t an tVa lue ">
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<pa r ame t e r f r e e ="0" max="10 . 0 " min ="0 . 0 " name="Value " s c a l e
= "1 . 0 " v a l u e ="1 . 0 " / >
</ s p a t i a lMode l >
</ sou rce >
</ s o u r c e _ l i b r a r y >
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B Optical Photopolarimetry Data
This Appendix contains all of the photopolarimetric data that has been presented in this disserta-
tion, for a total of 343 data points. Graphical representations of these data can be found in the
relevant sections within Chapter 3. In a small number of cases, large uncertainties for one or both
polarimetric quantities removed that particular data point from consideration in the remainder of
the dissertation. Those points are retained here both for the sake of completeness and also so that
the associated photometric data would be preserved. The data for each object is presented in order
of increasing Right Ascension, starting from 00 hours.
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B.1 J0100-0200
Table B.1: J0100-0200 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55862.2 18.88(0.01) 1.91(0.20) -66.44(3.11)
55864.2 18.86(0.02) 0.77(0.29) -22.62(0.54)
56189.4 18.89(0.01) 0.72(0.14) 96.05(6.06)
56190.4 18.92(0.02) 1.43(0.16) -37.73(15.87)
56191.4 18.88(0.02) 0.97(0.14) -54.79(14.77)
56248.2 18.90(0.02) 3.21(0.56) -53.79(1.46)
56249.1 18.90(0.18) 0.45(0.61) 104.09(2.97)
56252.2 18.90(0.01) 1.39(0.18) 41.24(11.86)
56298.2 18.85(0.18) 0.80(1.01) -44.54(15.20)
56300.2 18.89(0.02) 0.67(0.24) 12.33(14.82)
56593.3 18.91(0.01) 0.00(0.84) 106.47(5.81)
56596.3 18.89(0.01) 1.09(0.14) 77.54(13.27)
56653.2 18.91(0.02) 0.82(0.41) -37.85(12.04)
56654.2 18.89(0.02) 1.16(0.41) -46.55(10.35)
56656.2 18.90(0.01) 0.00(0.78) -42.39(19.13)
56657.2 18.90(0.02) 0.42(0.11) 94.45(13.59)
56663.2 18.90(0.01) 0.91(0.91) -0.16(61.51)
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B.2 IRAS 01506+2554
Table B.2: IRAS 01506+2554 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55862.2 16.78(0.02) 2.40(0.28) -59.54(4.17)
55864.3 16.78(0.02) 2.30(0.27) -57.93(2.64)
56189.4 16.81(0.01) 0.62(0.10) -58.52(0.29)
56190.4 16.80(0.02) 1.73(0.09) -57.58(0.26)
56191.4 16.81(0.02) 2.28(0.09) -57.45(2.05)
56220.2 16.82(0.01) 2.32(0.24) -58.20(2.66)
56220.4 16.82(0.01) 1.56(0.21) -58.44(2.32)
56252.2 16.83(0.01) 0.64(0.07) -63.47(3.65)
56298.2 16.83(0.02) 2.06(0.83) -54.80(10.64)
56571.3 16.82(0.02) 2.24(0.39) -57.61(4.39)
56572.4 16.83(0.01) 1.70(0.73) -53.17(3.19)
56574.4 16.82(0.01) 1.33(0.32) -56.70(5.91)
56591.2 16.82(0.01) 1.91(0.07) -52.74(5.73)
56591.3 16.82(0.02) 1.47(0.28) -61.97(1.66)
56592.2 16.82(0.02) 1.72(0.20) -61.93(1.65)
56593.3 16.82(0.01) 1.92(0.21) -57.30(4.01)
56596.3 16.84(0.02) 1.35(0.17) -54.61(3.67)
56653.3 16.84(0.04) 2.11(0.10) -53.19(1.13)
56654.3 16.83(0.02) 0.87(0.60) 59.21(76.71)
56656.2 16.84(0.03) 1.53(0.08) -52.07(4.43)
56657.3 16.82(0.02) 1.42(0.14) -58.93(3.81)
56659.2 16.83(0.02) 1.55(0.30) -61.44(2.52)
56663.2 16.83(0.02) 1.61(0.24) -59.06(0.99)
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B.3 1H 0323+342
Table B.3: 1H 0323+342 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55602.2 15.60(0.02) 0.51(0.85) -20.45(34.41)
55865.4 15.72(0.02) 0.00(16.19) 24.16(39.21)
55951.1 15.84(0.02) 0.00(0.21) -21.13(2.58)
55982.1 15.87(0.02) 0.68(0.10) 2.01(3.20)
56188.5 15.81(0.02) 0.00(0.32) -6.75(12.96)
56189.5 15.82(0.02) 0.00(0.13) 39.17(16.70)
56190.5 15.82(0.03) 0.20(0.16) -10.10(7.48)
56216.3 15.79(0.03) 0.00(0.21) -22.34(7.08)
56220.4 15.80(0.03) 0.36(0.20) 9.56(8.58)
56221.4 15.80(0.03) 0.00(0.20) 11.45(3.27)
56248.3 15.80(0.02) 0.06(0.09) -35.62(5.86)
56249.3 16.17(0.02) 0.00(0.27) -20.35(3.62)
56251.3 15.81(0.02) 0.00(0.26) 23.81(34.38)
56252.3 15.83(0.03) 0.00(0.18) -0.09(10.27)
56298.3 15.28(0.02) 1.19(0.41) 12.63(7.05)
56300.2 15.59(0.02) 2.27(0.27) 43.27(1.15)
56301.2 15.79(0.02) 0.20(0.13) 37.46(15.91)
56591.3 15.55(0.03) 0.53(0.34) -17.05(4.33)
56653.3 15.76(0.02) 0.00(0.13) -16.88(13.15)
56654.3 15.75(0.02) 0.25(0.29) -7.48(10.58)
56663.3 15.79(0.03) 0.00(0.12) -14.31(8.96)
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B.4 J0706+3901
Table B.4: J0706+3901 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55862.4 17.02(0.02) 0.00(0.29) -10.63(56.73)
55862.4 17.03(0.01) 0.00(0.26) -14.77(15.43)
55864.5 17.03(0.02) -0.49(0.08) -64.78(4.47)
55982.2 17.04(0.03) 0.18(0.31) 5.39(2.28)
55984.2 17.04(0.02) 1.63(0.13) -5.71(27.68)
56007.2 17.06(0.03) 0.48(0.64) -27.89(12.92)
56216.5 16.95(0.02) 0.00(0.27) -47.32(0.72)
56248.3 16.95(0.02) 0.00(0.56) -4.01(15.58)
56249.3 16.98(0.03) 0.05(0.13) 1.58(5.26)
56251.3 16.96(0.02) 0.06(0.16) -18.74(15.94)
56252.3 16.96(0.01) 0.27(0.24) -9.98(13.52)
56298.3 16.96(0.02) -0.41(0.23) 39.17(21.66)
56301.2 16.95(0.02) 0.68(0.14) 27.39(6.53)
56393.2 16.95(0.02) 0.05(0.29) -32.02(20.59)
56591.4 17.00(0.03) 0.23(0.41) 22.48(15.02)
56593.4 16.99(0.02) 0.67(0.57) -16.08(16.16)
56653.3 17.04(0.03) 0.16(0.41) 1.74(12.28)
56657.3 17.02(0.02) -0.38(0.09) -11.65(0.51)
56659.3 17.01(0.02) 0.15(0.21) -19.29(11.21)
56663.3 17.01(0.02) -0.50(0.11) 10.00(6.20)
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B.5 J0723+5054
Table B.5: J0723+5054 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55862.5 18.20(0.06) 0.89(0.22) -58.02(6.52)
55864.5 18.15(0.02) 0.00(0.06) 39.69(15.23)
55983.3 18.23(0.07) 1.03(0.76) 23.01(21.18)
55984.3 18.23(0.02) 1.75(0.07) 42.61(34.33)
56248.3 18.27(0.02) 1.60(0.59) -9.63(5.16)
56252.3 18.32(0.01) 0.00(0.97) 13.74(34.66)
56393.2 18.21(0.01) 2.57(0.30) 30.81(11.86)
56653.4 18.29(0.02) 0.35(0.37) -11.39(6.77)
56657.4 18.29(0.01) 1.04(0.14) 8.94(1.88)
56747.2 18.35(0.02) 1.87(0.37) 32.95(3.32)
B.6 J0744+5149
Table B.6: J0744+5149 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55863.5 17.65(0.03) 1.59(0.46) 23.49(6.11)
56248.4 17.78(0.06) 1.13(0.14) -13.62(9.68)
56252.4 17.76(0.03) 2.40(0.22) 55.65(5.55)
56653.5 17.75(0.03) 3.40(0.26) 8.30(2.56)
56656.5 17.74(0.01) 2.82(0.90) 24.87(7.98)
56658.4 17.77(0.01) 0.00(0.75) 52.14(26.83)
56713.3 17.62(0.03) 1.37(0.29) 5.33(1.56)
56745.2 17.63(0.04) 2.07(0.32) 18.16(7.60)
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B.7 J0804+3853
Table B.7: J0804+3853 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55982.2 16.48(0.02) 2.12(0.46) 15.33(3.56)
55984.2 16.47(0.02) 1.97(0.41) 12.49(2.05)
56007.2 16.49(0.02) 2.12(0.09) 19.11(3.77)
56039.2 16.50(0.02) 1.51(0.12) 14.09(13.85)
56220.5 16.58(0.01) 1.49(0.21) 17.82(3.27)
56249.4 16.59(0.02) 3.00(8.08) 7.38(15.34)
56251.4 16.58(0.02) 1.72(0.30) 9.11(8.00)
56252.4 16.60(0.01) 1.69(0.14) 22.49(1.02)
56300.3 16.59(0.01) 1.82(0.54) 7.69(2.69)
56301.3 16.59(0.02) 2.15(0.26) 29.53(4.16)
56591.4 16.68(0.01) 1.49(0.35) 19.50(11.68)
56653.4 16.72(0.01) 1.70(0.09) 23.96(1.16)
56656.3 16.71(0.01) 2.09(0.33) 16.53(1.16)
56658.3 16.71(0.01) 1.30(0.11) 22.86(2.71)
56659.3 16.70(0.01) 1.50(0.32) 23.55(1.22)
56663.4 16.72(0.01) 2.22(0.07) 25.21(1.41)
B.8 J0849+5108
Table B.8: J0849+5108 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
56300.4 17.49(0.01) 4.00(0.50) -40.84(20.51)
56301.4 17.77(0.01) 3.33(3.65) 41.60(19.26)
56393.2 16.55(0.01) 9.89(1.26) -11.07(2.25)
56394.2 16.11(0.01) 2.94(0.84) 11.10(0.45)
56394.3 16.23(0.01) 5.75(0.78) -25.39(4.26)
56401.2 14.46(0.01) 12.22(0.43) -0.04(0.74)
56425.2 14.78(0.01) 10.97(0.28) 62.63(1.53)
56426.2 15.44(0.01) 6.28(0.36) 50.36(1.14)
56653.5 15.92(0.01) 15.44(0.34) 33.27(0.49)
56657.4 15.39(0.01) 7.61(0.43) 6.77(0.70)
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B.9 PMN J0948+0022
Table B.9: PMN J0948+0022 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55599.3 19.18(0.02) 0.72(0.49) -32.08(11.28)
55602.3 19.18(0.02) 2.01(0.30) -36.88(19.22)
55705.2 18.21(0.02) 0.56(1.23) 97.01(8.61)
55706.2 17.88(0.03) 12.26(1.14) 22.57(9.25)
55708.2 18.90(0.02) 3.72(1.46) 11.71(41.96)
55951.3 19.05(0.03) 1.65(0.17) -50.74(2.63)
55982.3 18.68(0.03) 1.64(0.47) 19.37(13.64)
55983.3 18.82(0.03) 5.94(0.49) -59.27(1.98)
55984.2 18.61(0.03) 2.45(0.16) 19.93(5.26)
56007.3 18.71(0.03) 8.14(0.73) 58.35(13.52)
56008.2 19.48(0.02) 1.88(0.39) -46.67(0.26)
56039.3 19.07(0.02) 3.84(0.61) 28.94(13.48)
56040.2 18.89(0.03) 3.11(0.36) 8.99(1.71)
56059.2 19.19(0.03) 0.86(0.27) 6.21(62.69)
56251.4 18.94(0.02) 2.17(0.69) -44.01(0.14)
56252.5 18.68(0.02) 2.75(0.57) 15.21(3.57)
56299.5 18.06(0.03) 1.34(1.26) 8.99(6.50)
56300.5 18.86(0.02) 2.49(0.65) -63.98(2.99)
56301.4 19.00(0.04) 1.08(0.28) 79.72(27.18)
56393.3 18.78(0.02) 1.21(0.10) 66.14(1.37)
56656.4 19.14(0.02) 1.35(0.91) 30.37(24.76)
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B.10 IRAS 09426+1929
Table B.10: IRAS 09426+1929 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55982.2 16.68(0.06) 1.15(0.31) 43.59(56.96)
55984.2 16.66(0.04) 0.73(0.16) -31.91(4.64)
56008.1 16.66(0.04) 0.22(0.47) 28.42(57.18)
56039.2 16.67(0.06) 0.72(0.09) 12.96(85.49)
56040.2 16.65(0.04) 0.00(0.13) 42.87(17.11)
56251.4 16.54(0.03) 0.00(0.12) 11.57(1.33)
56252.4 16.59(0.03) 0.00(0.20) -49.84(2.81)
56300.4 16.57(0.04) 0.32(0.21) 12.04(6.39)
56593.5 16.61(0.03) 1.08(0.39) -44.43(15.55)
56748.2 16.60(0.03) 0.08(0.16) -6.95(2.35)
B.11 J0956+2515
Table B.11: J0956+2515 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
56454.2 15.80(0.03) 2.15(0.99) 74.08(1.09)
56591.5 16.04(0.02) 3.11(0.50) -3.47(2.37)
56593.5 16.04(0.03) 1.89(0.82) -3.17(3.18)
56593.5 16.03(0.03) 1.77(0.64) -9.72(9.72)
56656.5 16.04(0.02) 3.28(0.45) -3.00(3.60)
56657.5 16.10(0.02) 1.44(0.07) -17.73(2.32)
56712.2 16.03(0.02) 4.71(0.20) -39.87(1.56)
56748.2 15.73(0.02) 10.52(0.32) -15.88(1.51)
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B.12 J1038+4227
Table B.12: J1038+4227 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55982.3 17.18(0.03) 3.51(0.05) 42.47(5.06)
55984.3 17.18(0.03) 1.57(0.37) 70.67(3.71)
56039.3 17.07(0.02) 2.36(0.07) 46.59(0.78)
56251.5 17.15(0.03) 0.11(0.58) 57.53(27.53)
56252.5 17.18(0.02) 1.33(0.47) 59.96(2.35)
56252.5 17.18(0.01) 1.78(0.11) 50.66(6.95)
56452.2 17.21(0.02) 3.30(0.76) 43.84(0.26)
56712.3 17.14(0.03) 0.92(0.19) 51.41(1.13)
56713.2 17.14(0.03) 1.03(0.12) 52.03(9.34)
B.13 J1047+4725
Table B.13: J1047+4725 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55601.4 18.82(0.02) 2.28(0.85) 88.37(13.22)
55707.2 18.80(0.01) 5.48(0.93) -68.05(8.59)
55984.3 18.90(0.02) 3.44(0.24) 65.13(23.24)
56060.2 18.77(0.02) 1.17(0.55) 11.09(62.09)
56657.5 18.86(0.02) 3.50(0.38) 12.55(17.11)
56659.5 18.79(0.02) 0.19(0.13) -10.84(7.26)
56663.5 18.90(0.03) 3.41(0.12) 30.05(11.60)
56712.4 18.81(0.02) 1.06(0.52) -49.75(9.99)
56745.3 18.92(0.03) 0.35(0.56) -48.21(2.23)
56749.3 18.92(0.03) 4.13(1.28) 91.29(9.30)
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B.14 J1102+2239
Table B.14: J1102+2239 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55982.4 18.84(0.01) 7.16(0.62) -37.80(7.31)
55984.4 18.86(0.01) 8.84(0.29) -42.52(4.97)
56007.4 18.86(0.06) 1.44(1.09) -50.51(1.25)
56008.3 18.87(0.01) 5.46(0.23) -39.93(6.42)
56061.2 18.83(0.04) 4.82(0.59) -34.16(1.84)
56301.5 18.71(0.03) 0.00(0.95) -46.34(1.18)
56712.5 18.71(0.02) 3.90(0.50) -34.97(1.43)
56747.2 18.73(0.01) 7.32(0.31) -29.37(4.06)
B.15 J1140+4622
Table B.15: J1140+4622 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55982.4 15.97(0.09) 0.00(0.20) 46.99(3.17)
56008.4 15.94(0.02) 0.25(0.12) -20.94(9.48)
56040.3 15.92(0.01) 0.32(0.18) -16.53(40.38)
56300.5 15.94(0.01) 0.00(0.21) -0.70(1.52)
56394.3 15.97(0.01) 0.00(0.14) 52.07(26.75)
56424.3 16.00(0.01) 0.31(0.24) -23.43(7.47)
56714.2 16.07(0.02) 0.32(0.13) -15.72(4.08)
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B.16 J1146+3236
Table B.16: J1146+3236 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55705.3 17.66(0.01) 0.00(0.41) 27.62(53.75)
55706.2 18.35(0.00) 1.02(1.46) 32.29(40.34)
55708.2 18.32(0.04) 0.63(0.42) 27.27(18.83)
55983.4 18.39(0.00) 2.14(0.99) 70.93(29.42)
56658.5 17.67(0.01) 0.14(0.14) -35.97(1.14)
56658.5 17.67(0.02) 0.25(0.11) 30.56(67.56)
56748.3 18.39(0.01) 0.33(0.55) -8.50(1.12)
B.17 J1227+3214
Table B.17: J1227+3214 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55983.4 16.80(0.01) 8.16(0.40) 56.31(2.16)
56041.3 16.80(0.02) 8.27(0.47) 55.81(0.73)
56059.3 16.83(0.01) 7.73(0.28) 57.28(2.36)
56300.5 16.76(0.03) 7.71(0.21) 57.66(2.52)
56394.3 16.80(0.01) 5.88(0.20) 60.83(0.30)
56714.3 16.81(0.03) 7.95(0.40) 58.09(1.27)
56753.4 16.78(0.02) 8.83(0.18) 57.78(2.06)
B.18 J1246+0238
Table B.18: J1246+0238 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
56393.4 16.48(0.02) 0.00(0.17) 27.45(78.25)
56452.2 16.48(0.01) 1.10(0.40) 36.15(52.74)
56454.2 16.51(0.01) 1.17(0.12) -0.40(4.94)
56659.5 16.45(0.01) 1.09(0.48) -21.09(10.17)
56713.4 16.50(0.01) 0.58(0.28) 58.33(51.58)
56745.3 16.49(0.01) 0.74(0.07) 29.34(7.00)
56807.2 16.50(0.01) 1.14(0.79) 23.18(5.15)
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B.19 J1333+4141
Table B.19: J1333+4141 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55982.4 18.40(0.01) 1.25(0.38) 46.44(16.97)
56039.4 18.40(0.02) 0.65(0.34) -25.83(4.63)
56454.3 18.61(0.03) 2.88(0.05) -17.12(0.77)
56714.4 18.65(0.02) 1.09(0.40) -65.85(1.08)
56745.3 18.61(0.02) 1.63(0.26) 92.84(6.75)
56747.4 18.61(0.02) 2.88(0.46) 30.06(3.76)
56753.3 18.60(0.02) 0.16(0.05) 29.33(32.51)
B.20 J1358+2658
Table B.20: J1358+2658 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55982.5 17.61(0.06) 1.18(0.54) -8.03(1.98)
56040.4 17.70(0.04) 2.00(0.43) -10.27(7.05)
56395.4 17.78(0.05) 20.24(19.82) -34.29(23.60)
56424.4 17.65(0.05) 2.42(0.43) 6.47(3.10)
56452.3 17.63(0.05) 1.73(0.36) -2.90(9.58)
56453.3 17.65(0.04) 2.53(0.55) 10.67(6.08)
56715.4 17.53(0.03) 3.00(0.38) -18.74(3.71)
56748.4 17.51(0.03) 2.15(0.20) -6.67(1.09)
B.21 J1405+2657
Table B.21: J1405+2657 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55983.5 17.06(0.06) 1.44(0.40) 44.91(7.45)
56008.5 17.06(0.07) 0.48(0.48) 43.47(0.84)
56039.4 16.99(0.04) 0.00(0.43) 33.72(28.68)
56301.5 17.04(0.02) 0.83(0.33) 61.99(22.49)
56393.4 17.08(0.01) 0.82(0.15) 64.72(5.37)
56425.3 17.11(0.04) 0.16(0.14) 67.59(4.89)
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B.22 J1421+2824
Table B.22: J1421+2824 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55984.4 18.99(0.01) 1.36(0.18) 73.30(14.45)
56040.4 18.96(0.02) 0.36(0.14) 32.71(22.81)
56041.4 18.97(0.02) 0.00(0.23) 82.33(29.26)
56425.4 18.96(0.03) 0.00(0.30) 48.80(42.32)
56714.5 18.96(0.06) 0.00(0.13) -39.78(13.60)
56745.4 18.94(0.02) 0.94(0.19) 76.28(12.94)
56753.5 18.90(0.01) 0.59(0.19) -10.42(16.67)
B.23 J1435+3132
Table B.23: J1435+3132 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55599.5 18.75(0.01) 5.39(0.13) 10.54(33.11)
55706.3 18.79(0.04) 1.01(0.28) -31.15(24.85)
55708.3 18.80(0.05) 0.00(2.78) 13.34(9.29)
56041.4 18.61(0.02) 0.68(0.26) -14.29(27.23)
56394.4 18.78(0.02) 0.00(0.17) 45.12(27.84)
56426.3 18.73(0.01) 0.97(0.20) -39.98(7.88)
56753.4 18.96(0.03) 2.79(0.16) -13.99(40.62)
56807.3 18.88(0.01) 2.04(0.12) -59.18(3.31)
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B.24 J1443+4725
Table B.24: J1443+4725 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55706.3 18.10(0.04) 1.00(0.34) -45.24(9.49)
55708.3 18.07(0.03) 1.00(0.43) 80.05(24.54)
55984.5 18.07(0.02) 2.87(0.13) -58.02(14.70)
56061.3 18.12(0.03) 0.00(0.38) 22.74(58.90)
56453.3 18.08(0.04) 0.00(0.45) 92.26(2.73)
56715.5 18.01(0.02) 0.00(0.45) -18.24(37.42)
56771.3 18.09(0.01) 0.69(0.27) -32.88(10.52)
B.25 PKS 1502+032
Table B.25: PKS 1502+032 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55601.5 17.99(0.03) 1.80(0.24) -19.83(1.40)
55602.4 17.99(0.02) 1.32(0.13) -20.14(18.88)
55707.3 17.90(0.02) 0.00(0.55) -5.90(44.72)
55708.3 18.02(0.02) 1.67(1.15) -1.85(51.84)
56060.4 18.08(0.04) 2.77(0.41) 53.87(20.00)
56393.4 17.96(0.02) 0.00(1.44) -14.21(45.69)
56424.4 18.02(0.02) 2.19(0.80) 10.71(19.09)
56807.3 17.92(0.01) 2.17(0.14) -17.55(37.44)
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B.26 J1629+4007
Table B.26: J1629+4007 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
56394.4 18.01(0.01) 1.24(0.49) -44.62(11.45)
56426.4 18.02(0.00) 0.85(0.07) 77.01(4.12)
56453.4 18.01(0.01) 1.65(0.72) 71.53(15.57)
56454.3 18.02(0.01) 0.00(0.57) 88.07(21.92)
56748.4 17.94(0.01) 0.72(0.14) 12.38(27.01)
56770.4 17.98(0.01) 0.78(0.08) 74.55(8.00)
56803.4 17.95(0.01) 0.67(0.08) 23.30(46.59)
B.27 J1633+4718
Table B.27: J1633+4718 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55707.3 16.89(0.01) 0.18(0.30) 8.30(8.08)
55708.4 16.88(0.01) 0.40(0.31) -3.36(10.84)
56061.4 16.91(0.01) 0.76(0.36) 2.63(3.50)
56452.4 16.91(0.01) 0.49(0.09) 7.66(2.71)
56454.4 16.93(0.02) 0.00(0.18) 2.81(4.18)
56457.4 16.91(0.02) 0.27(0.27) -10.46(7.83)
B.28 J1644+2619
Table B.28: J1644+2619 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55601.6 17.60(0.01) 0.10(0.16) 10.38(14.71)
55707.4 17.50(0.02) 0.91(0.68) -10.05(44.07)
55708.4 17.53(0.02) 0.32(0.38) 38.96(49.52)
56394.5 17.73(0.01) 0.00(0.31) 24.76(24.43)
56457.3 17.66(0.02) 0.47(0.10) 39.54(29.07)
56457.3 17.70(0.01) 0.77(0.09) 10.94(0.40)
56803.4 17.55(0.02) 1.85(0.42) 17.95(18.36)
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B.29 B3 1702+457
Table B.29: B3 1702+457 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
56059.5 14.91(0.01) 0.92(0.24) -22.68(4.72)
56189.2 14.86(0.01) 1.78(0.14) 12.27(5.94)
56218.1 14.90(0.01) 1.13(0.23) -17.37(1.28)
56396.5 14.93(0.00) 1.18(0.59) -23.24(2.86)
56454.4 14.93(0.01) 0.91(0.09) -14.28(3.16)
56593.1 14.89(0.01) 0.89(0.58) -8.68(0.30)
56596.1 14.89(0.01) 1.12(0.13) -21.94(7.33)
B.30 J1709+2348
Table B.30: J1709+2348 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55982.5 19.26(0.01) 1.19(0.20) -33.14(4.76)
56220.1 19.10(0.01) 1.31(0.39) 36.99(6.55)
56426.4 19.20(0.01) 1.94(0.31) 90.68(7.14)
56452.4 19.19(0.01) 0.55(0.26) 97.95(7.00)
56453.4 19.18(0.01) 0.24(0.39) -22.87(27.74)
56454.4 19.20(0.01) 1.12(0.08) 62.59(15.57)
B.31 J1713+3523
Table B.31: J1713+3523 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55982.5 16.78(0.01) 0.52(0.11) 86.45(12.95)
56189.2 16.88(0.02) 0.84(0.10) 67.51(0.47)
56393.5 16.81(0.01) 0.68(0.18) 45.60(3.79)
56591.1 16.81(0.02) 0.55(0.08) 59.41(11.83)
56593.1 16.81(0.02) 1.04(0.10) 58.95(2.30)
56596.1 16.82(0.02) 0.19(0.32) 39.59(12.83)
56807.4 16.81(0.02) 1.43(0.05) 76.76(1.91)
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B.32 IRAS 20181-2244
Table B.32: IRAS 20181-2244 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55864.1 18.45(0.03) 0.64(0.12) -23.14(21.41)
55865.1 18.41(0.02) 0.39(0.05) -25.28(3.02)
56188.2 18.33(0.03) 0.73(0.17) 39.10(4.35)
56189.2 18.53(0.02) 0.00(0.50) -21.43(9.30)
56190.2 18.45(0.02) 0.00(0.14) 16.27(26.26)
56191.3 18.44(0.02) 1.42(1.34) -12.10(53.16)
56248.1 18.34(0.02) 0.53(0.50) 67.16(17.11)
56574.1 18.47(0.02) 0.00(0.42) 23.80(85.52)
56591.1 18.50(0.03) 1.03(0.25) 21.20(10.62)
56593.2 18.30(0.02) 0.30(0.27) 26.74(17.24)
56596.2 18.41(0.03) 0.85(0.53) -14.52(29.88)
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B.33 J2314+2243
Table B.33: J2314+2243 Photopolarimetric Data
MJD R(err) P(err) EVPA(err)
55864.1 15.99(0.02) 0.00(0.24) 75.45(3.73)
55865.2 15.98(0.01) 0.23(0.06) 72.70(5.61)
56189.3 16.00(0.01) 0.39(0.09) 81.32(5.12)
56190.3 16.00(0.01) 0.59(0.08) 60.36(4.56)
56190.3 16.00(0.01) 0.71(0.13) 62.78(6.61)
56298.1 15.97(0.01) 0.52(0.12) 62.49(1.09)
56301.1 15.98(0.02) 0.00(0.61) 67.74(5.19)
56591.2 15.99(0.01) 0.22(0.09) 52.49(3.13)
56591.3 15.99(0.01) 0.46(0.06) 53.54(0.97)
56593.2 15.99(0.01) 0.55(0.10) 63.87(1.00)
56596.2 15.99(0.01) 0.34(0.11) 49.32(8.04)
56653.1 16.01(0.02) 0.82(0.21) 58.75(2.89)
56654.1 16.00(0.01) 0.29(0.10) 67.43(4.01)
56656.1 16.01(0.01) 0.64(0.35) 61.40(5.74)
56657.1 16.01(0.01) 0.13(0.06) 59.34(7.69)
56658.1 16.01(0.01) 0.00(0.06) 74.81(0.52)
56659.1 16.01(0.01) 0.00(0.19) 77.18(2.19)
56661.1 16.02(0.01) 0.65(0.06) 65.95(1.65)
56663.1 16.02(0.01) 0.36(0.30) 65.67(4.04)
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C The Blazar Comparison Sample
This Appendix contains the data associated with the blazar comparison sample used throughout
this dissertation. The 57 objects in this sample are divided into two sections: FSRQ objects and
HBL objects. Two tables are given for each object type.
The first gives the photopolarimetric and radio data for each object. The columns in this table
are, in order from left to right: 1) object ID, 2) minimum degree of polarization and (error), 3) max-
imum degree of polarization and (error), 4) number of polarimetric observations, 5) B-magnitude,
6) V-magnitude, 7) R-magnitude, 8) redshift (z), 9) flux density at 15 GHz and 10) logarithm of
the radio loudness (logR). The full range of colors in the optical were not available for 11 objects.
In these cases, the B or R magnitude was derived from one of the available measurements using an
average color index derived from the 46 objects for which magnitudes in all colors existed: these
indices are (B-V) = 0.46 and (B-R) = 1.04. A superscript of either V or R following the B-band
magnitude indicates which index was used, if any. Finally, the polarimetric values for the blazars
used in this work were derived from Paul Smith’s website1 on June 10, 2013, and consist of all the
data obtained for the listed object from Cycle 1 through Cycle 5 (October 3, 2008 through July 8,
2013). The optical photometry was obtained using SIMBAD, and the individual maeasurements
come from the following sources: Cutri et al. (2003), Healey et al. (2008), Massaro et al. (2009),
and Curran and Whiting (2009).
The canonical definition of radio loudness is the flux at 5 GHz divided by the B-band flux.
Since 5 GHz fluxes exist for virtually none of these objects, a flat radio spectrum was assumed
between the 5 GHz and 15 GHz (or the radio flux density found through NED) radio bands for
the calculation of the radio loudness. The vast majority of radio fluxes were taken from either
1http://james.as.arizona.edu/~psmith/Fermi/DATA/individual.html
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the OVRO monitored sample (Richards et al., 2011) or the MOJAVE sample (Lister and Homan,
2005), with the remainder found in NED. A flat spectral slope was assumed for all radio bands
(1.51 to 37 GHz) when calculating the radio loudness.
The second table lists the gamma-ray data related to each object. The columns in this table
are, in order from left to right: 1) object ID, 2) 1-month peak photon flux, 3) average photon flux
during the first 2 years of the Fermi mission, 4) PowerLaw spectral index (G), 5) pivot energy, 6)
Test Statistic (TS) for the 2-year fit, and 7) logarithm of the gamma-ray brightness (logG). The
photon fluxes are given in units of photons cm-2s-1and should be multiplied by a factor of 10-08.
C.1 FSRQ Data
Table C.1: Photopolarimetric & Radio Data for FSRQs
ID Pmin(err) Pmax(err) NObs B V R z F15 GHz log(R)
PMN J0017-0512 4.11(0.25) 13.45(0.12) 5 18.64R – 17.60 0.227 0.2936 3.31
MG1 J021114+1051 1.04(0.09) 25.11(0.04) 100 16.50 16.50 15.42 0.200 0.9462 2.96
3C 66A 3.55(0.03) 19.68(0.03) 138 15.71 15.21 14.50 0.444 0.7325 2.53
4C 28.07 4.42(0.16) 30.3(0.11) 31 18.03R – 16.99 1.213 2.9923 4.07
AO 0235+164 0.58(0.07) 25.3(0.26) 138 16.46 15.50 15.92 0.940 1.6958 3.20
CTA 26 2.37(0.09) 11.99(0.08) 7 18.96 18.41 17.33 0.852 2.5803 4.38
PKS 0402-362 0.57(0.38) 8.88(0.12) 9 17.04 17.17 16.67 1.423 4.013N 3.80
PKS 0420-014 1.35(0.14) 28.67(0.09) 64 17.50 17.00 16.28 0.915 5.4965 4.12
PKS 0454-234 0.24(0.12) 35.27(0.08) 132 18.85 18.50 16.56 1.003 2.1623 4.26
PKS 0502+049 2.08(0.14) 17.59(0.08) 4 18.70 19.00 17.58 0.314 0.719 3.72
PKS 0528+134 0.77(0.27) 12.86(0.4) 18 20.46V 20.00 19.35 2.040 2.0562 4.88
B2 0619+33 1.33(0.21) 29.01(0.27) 24 18.94V 18.48 17.91 0.000 0.3983 3.56
B3 0650+453 2.59(0.57) 16.16(0.28) 5 21.46V 21.00 19.76 0.933 0.5217 4.69
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S5 0716+714 0.54(0.03) 27.96(0.02) 182 15.50 14.70 14.27 0.260 1.9752 2.88
4C 14.23 1.42(0.33) 20.32(0.13) 63 18.30 – 17.48 1.038 0.7643 3.59
PKS 0735+178 0.84(0.06) 7.83(0.06) 39 16.76 16.22 15.78 0.424 0.8194 3.00
BZU J0742+5444 1.36(0.31) 18.29(0.07) 60 17.80 16.90 17.60 0.720 0.3N 2.98
PKS 0805-077 3.25(0.22) 18.24(0.42) 8 19.96V 19.50 16.71 1.837 1.2276 4.46
OJ 248 0.06(0.11) 18.09(0.09) 169 17.62 17.26 16.30 0.941 1.1893 3.51
OJ 287 2.29(0.08) 35.49(0.07) 320 15.91 15.43 15.56 0.306 4.5962 3.41
PKS 0906+015 0.5(0.11) 4.72(0.08) 13 17.63 17.29 17.04 1.025 1.5023 3.61
S4 0954+658 11.19(0.08) 19.66(0.1) 6 17.46V 17.00 15.75 0.367 1.352 3.50
S4 1030+61 1.23(0.56) 37.71(0.16) 100 19.31 18.86 20.24 0.336 0.5866 3.88
PKS 1118-056 1.06(0.52) 22.54(4.17) 19 19.00 – 17.90 1.297 0.423 3.61
PKS 1124-186 3.53(0.14) 10.49(0.07) 7 19.17 – 19.23 1.048 2.3097 4.42
PKS 1127-145 0.07(0.11) 0.64(0.43) 5 17.70 16.90 16.00 1.184 2.3887 3.84
TON 599 3.78(0.06) 31.58(0.07) 32 16.50 15.85 15.70 0.729 1.8777 3.26
H1219+305 1.76(0.08) 9.6(0.08) 47 16.50 15.85 15.70 0.184 0.071 1.84
W Com 1.91(0.06) 20.67(0.08) 231 16.81 16.11 14.24 0.102 0.4456 2.76
PKs 1222+216 0.25(0.16) 9.42(0.05) 265 17.56 17.50 18.20 0.435 1.8033 3.66
3C 273 0.05(0.03) 1.58(0.02) 227 13.05 12.85 14.11 0.158 26.252 3.02
MG1 J123931+0443 5.2(0.15) 20.68(0.11) 15 20.81 20.56 18.10 1.750 0.6845 4.54
PKS 1244-255 0.47(0.15) 13.97(0.06) 58 17.65 17.41 16.96 0.635 1.0036 3.45
3C 279 0.96(0.08) 34.5(0.06) 264 18.01 17.75 15.87 0.536 19.2722 4.87
B3 1343+451 3.43(0.52) 10.07(0.24) 2 20.06V – 19.60 2.534 0.7222 4.27
PKS 1406-076 7.95(1.09) 17.44(0.19) 6 20.30 18.40 18.20 1.494 1.0355 4.52
PKS 1502+106 0.96(0.34) 45.16(0.08) 89 18.97 18.56 18.94 1.839 1.6088 4.18
PKS 1510-089 0.29(0.15) 25.82(0.09) 239 16.74 16.54 16.10 0.360 3.7113 3.65
B2 1633+382 0.36(0.51) 27.26(0.07) 241 18.14 17.97 17.25 1.814 3.5726 4.19
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3C 345 0.83(0.32) 16.15(0.17) 52 16.81 16.59 16.84 0.593 6.9397 3.95
GB6 B1700+6834 1.95(0.15) 11.21(0.11) 9 19.10 17.00 18.47 0.301 0.4065 3.63
NRAO 530 2.78(1.09) 6.32(0.24) 6 18.00 18.50 18.78 0.902 4.5431 4.24
B2 1846+32A 1.48(0.28) 28.88(0.06) 47 16.40 16.40 15.46 0.800 0.7366 2.81
BL Lac 0.67(0.07) 26.08(0.06) 373 15.66 14.72 13.00 0.069 60.998 4.43
CTA 102 0.08(0.09) 23.97(0.07) 95 17.75 17.33 16.70 1.037 3.2623 4.00
PKS 2233-148 1.85(0.08) 23.02(0.15) 28 19.00 – 18.05 0.325 0.7432 3.86
PMN J2250-2806 12.98(0.16) 21.25(0.1) 2 21.71 – 19.30 0.525 0.5571 4.81
3C 454.3 0.13(0.15) 24.97(0.05) 405 16.57 16.10 15.22 0.859 0.1709 2.24
PMN J2345-1555 1.74(0.06) 32.69(0.06) 162 19.21 – 18.48 0.621 0.7708 3.95
R B-magnitude was derived from the R-Magnitude, using an average color index of (B-R) = 1.04
V B-magnitude was derived from the V-magnitude, using an average color index of (B-V) = 0.46
N Radio flux density obtained from NED
Table C.2: g-ray Data for FSRQs
ID F0.1-300 GeV, Peak F0.1-300 GeV, Avg. G EPivot TS log(G)
PMN J0017-0512 18.42(2.44) 4.83(0.11) 0.227 764.76 13.06 6.64
MG1 J021114+1051 8.50(1.63) 3.65(0.49) 0.200 923.91 20.35 7.84
3C 66A 43.95(2.61) 17.41(0.89) 1.9119 877.56 95.02 7.50
4C 28.07 18.05(2.19) 9.85(0.48) 2.4391 338.26 36.51 5.71
AO 0235+164 109.42(3.37) 22.51(0.61) 2.1238 432.77 91.84 6.15
CTA 26 12.28(2.37) 3.38(0.49) 2.4754 515.4 14.04 6.47
PKS 0402-362 64.31(2.87) 18.23(0.57) 2.5117 296.04 66.54 5.39
PKS 0420-014 37.61(2.76) 13.52(0.69) 2.2983 618.12 46.37 6.52
PKS 0454-234 79.85(3.08) 33.04(0.62) 2.2052 358.51 126.23 5.52
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PKS 0502+049 13.67(2.69) 6.77(0.14) 2.3524 1289.7 8.86 7.04
PKS 0528+134 34.57(2.78) 9.21(0.67) 2.545 334.26 20.36 4.73
B2 0619+33 34.98(2.69) 4.78(0.58) 2.1261 1039.73 23.40 6.84
B3 0650+453 35.76(2.57) 5.71(0.45) 2.2782 629.97 28.91 5.53
S5 0716+714 37.65(2.05) 20.13(0.45) 2.077 428.66 115.21 6.87
4C 14.23 90.50(3.91) 13.08(0.54) 2.1752 462.05 57.65 5.81
PKS 0735+178 1.33(0.10) 5.25(0.45) 2.0465 992.1 36.83 7.61
BZU J0742+5444 13.13(1.55) 5.11(0.50) 2.3081 659.38 25.13 6.48
PKS 0805-077 44.38(2.45) 14.71(0.62) 2.0412 559.82 71.32 6.28
OJ 248 10.61(2.02) 4.98(0.47) 2.6737 392.11 17.34 6.34
OJ 287 23.49(2.49) 5.06(0.81) 2.2319 847.73 27.23 7.56
PKS 0906+015 30.77(4.10) 8.55(1.21) 2.4944 834.25 22.84 6.70
S4 0954+658 8.41(1.60) 3.11(0.38) 2.4153 573.61 16.80 7.27
S4 1030+61 48.98(2.28) 6.71(0.38) 2.2424 643.11 44.13 5.29
PKS 1118-056 26.14(2.16) 6.77(0.61) 2.2997 690.67 30.60 6.29
PKS 1124-186 17.37(2.02) 7.31(0.49) 2.3563 541.19 30.06 5.46
PKS 1127-145 17.93(2.25) 9.56(0.57) 2.6973 357.88 24.87 6.06
TON 599 44.13(2.72) 11.27(0.49) 2.2946 545.63 52.39 6.71
H1219+305 0.43(0.11) 3.17(0.11) 1.7086 3716.93 20.44 8.84
W Com 13.74(1.57) 3.17(0.54) 2.0186 1106.2 40.56 8.28
PKs 1222+216 335.28(6.21) 5.78(0.73) 2.2314 317.12 182.40 4.50
3C 273 293.07(7.29) 56.84(0.86) 2.6156 231.15 140.63 5.53
MG1 J123931+0443 32.73(2.96) 65.23(0.61) 2.3189 614.8 36.73 5.99
PKS 1244-255 37.63(2.32) 8.44(0.53) 2.2601 389.1 56.65 5.79
3C 279 138.78(4.04) 14.08(0.76) 2.3397 294.81 147.85 5.33
B3 1343+451 41.94(2.85) 53.64(0.60) 2.4749 476.59 23.30 5.30
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PKS 1406-076 10.40(1.74) 5.12(0.53) 2.429 576.4 17.54 6.10
PKS 1502+106 132.27(4.90) 4.88(1.41) 2.2082 658.29 116.09 4.91
PKS 1510-089 348.04(7.00) 57.33(0.95) 2.3883 259.64 202.41 4.82
B2 1633+382 65.71(3.25) 97.31(0.97) 2.4104 338.53 75.79 5.16
3C 345 29.61(3.66) 10.37(2.20) 2.4885 972.73 16.54 6.87
GB6 B1700+6834 26.86(2.37) 8.43(0.49) 2.3964 531.26 37.88 5.68
NRAO 530 17.01(2.91) 8.63(0.80) 2.4879 381.03 18.40 5.16
B2 1846+32A 18.85(3.68) 8.53(0.20) 2.384 1231.34 7.68 7.75
BL Lac 35.70(2.59) 17.00(0.59) 2.2609 388.49 59.35 7.29
CTA 102 18.33(2.16) 9.86(0.62) 2.5379 342.56 32.26 5.79
PKS 2233-148 29.65(2.85) 5.28(4.85) 2.2396 673.4 31.54 6.32
PMN J2250-2806 15.62(1.98) 4.56(0.60) 2.1959 918.54 27.64 6.19
3C 454.3 835.82(10.93) 233.77(1.55) 2.3792 297.6 339.44 4.94
PMN J2345-1555 45.35(2.58) 5.12(0.84) 2.1939 973.43 28.99 6.52
C.2 HBL Data
Table C.3: Photopolarimetric & Radio Data for HBLs
ID Pmin(err) Pmax(err) NObs B V R z F15 GHz log(R)
Mrk 421 0.29(0.03) 11.44(0.02) 435 13.50 12.90 9.30 0.031 0.5915 1.56
H1426+428 0.17(0.17) 2.23(0.05) 47 16.95 16.45 14.40 0.129 0.068N 2.00
PG 1553+113 4.59(0.04) 6.11(0.05) 4 14.83 13.99 12.54 0.360 0.1757 1.56
Mrk 501 0.07(0.04) 5.91(0.05) 294 14.09 14.15 13.29 0.034 1.1415 2.08
1ES 1959+650 2.05(0.04) 8.53(0.05) 120 13.26V 12.80 11.21 0.047 0.2242 1.04
PKS 2155-304 0.71(0.03) 10.49(0.03) 201 13.36 13.09 12.62 0.116 0.1705N 0.96
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B3 2247+381 5.25(0.07) 5.34(0.07) 2 16.46V 16.00 14.80 0.200 0.32N 2.48
1ES 2344+514 0.52(0.06) 5.63(0.08) 140 15.96V 15.50 10.70 0.044 0.1245 1.87
R B-magnitude was derived from the R-magnitude, using an average color index of (B-R) = 1.04
V B-magnitude was derived from the V-magnitude, using an average color index of (B-V) = 0.46
N Radio flux density obtained from NED
Table C.4: g-ray Data for HBLs
ID F0.1-300 GeV, Peak F0.1-300 GeV, Avg. G EPivot TS log(G)
Mrk 421 24.70(1.67) 17.54(0.44) 1.7706 1162.36 131.49 9.80
H1426+428 0.19(0.01) 0.86(0.01) 1.3158 8157.62 13.12 10.15
PG 1553+113 11.86(1.36) 6.47(0.56) 1.6653 2238.83 69.18 9.40
Mrk 501 9.37(1.12) 4.83(0.42) 1.7377 1844.28 54.84 9.11
1ES 1959+650 9.49(1.52) 5.97(0.45) 1.9368 1402.26 40.40 9.67
PKS 2155-304 27.92(1.93) 15.37(0.61) 1.8378 1227.55 103.99 8.58
B3 2247+381 0.42(0.02) 1.96(0.02) 1.8375 3169.51 10.31 9.36
1ES 2344+514 0.23(0.02) 0.93(0.08) 1.7155 3638.15 14.46 11.36
